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1 Introduction

The scientific goals of the BELLE experiment continue to be of great interest. The large

number of papers during the past year that identify measurements that can be done

with BELLE reflects the considerable interest in the theoretical community in these

physics issues. This is also demonstrated by the approval during the past year of two

major B physics projects: the BaBar experiment at SLAC and the HERAB experiment

at DESY. Both projects have schedules that put them into direct competition with

BELLE for the important goal of testing the KM predictions for CP violations in

B meson decays. Other projects addressing this physics are planned for the Tevatron

collider and have been proposed both for the LHC and RHIC. The BELLE collaboration

remains committed to its goal of being the first group to provide conclusive evidence

either confirming or refuting the KM model.

The year 1995 was an exciting time for the BELLE experiment. All of the ma-

jor technology choices were finalized and a final detector configuration has been es-

tablished. Continued R&D has resulted in improved performance expectations for a

number of detector subsystems. The procurement of materials for major subsystems is

underway and construction of long leadtime items has started. A construction sched-

ule has been established and an integration stategy is being developed. This report

describes the status of BELLE with an emphasis on progress since the last LCPAC

meeting in January 1995.

1.1 The Collaboration

During the past year, the BELLE collaboration held general meetings at Sendai in

February and at KEK in July and November. The major emphasis of these meetings

was the definition of the technology for the detector subsystems, the finalizing of the

overall detector design and the development of an integration plan for the experiment.

The collaboration continues to grow. During the past year we were joined by five

new groups, bringing the total number of institutions to 44. The number of participat-

ing researchers has increased from about 150 to nearly 200. An up-to-date membership

list is provided in Appendix A. The BELLE collaboration has been invited to report

on their plans and progress at several international conferences and meetings. The

KEK-B project has drawn the attention of the physics community at large and we

expect to continue expanding our collaboration in an orderly way.



1.2 Technology choices

Particle identification is important for B-physics and, at the time of the LOI, no tech-

nology had been demonstrated that completely satisfied our requirements. An ad-hoc

PID selection committee, formed in November 1994, carefully examined several op-

tions proposed for the barrel region of the detector. At that time, it was considered

that the technology for the LOI baseline option, a fast RICH, was not maturing fast

enough to meet our tight schedule. This was discarded and the LOI backup option,

an aerogel Cerenkov counter plus time-of-flight system, was promoted to the baseline

and an ambitious R&D program on a DIRC counter was started. Thanks to remark-

able progress in a very short time, both technologies were demonstrated to be able to

meet the physics requirements, and, after a long and careful consideration involving

numerous reports and some twenty meetings, the PID committee recommended that

we stay with the aerogel/TOF baseline option. This recommendation was accepted by

the collaboration.

Another issue that was decided concerned the PID device for the endcap region. The

same ad-hoc committee studied various options including aerogel alone, aerogel plus

TOF, and a focussing DIRC. At the July meeting, it was recommended and accepted

that a high index aerogel Cerenkov counter be used for the endcap particle ID device.

The baseline option for the KL/'fi catcher has been resistive plate spark counters

(RPC). In July meeting serious aging problems were reported. Since then, the KLM

group put substantial effort into understanding the problem, and they concluded that

the cause was excess water vapor in the chamber gas, a problem that can be solved

by proper gas handling. At the November meeting we decided to go ahead with glass

electrode RPC production.

As of December 1995, all the detector technologies were fixed except for the detailed

structure of the extreme forward calorimeter (EFC).

1.3 Integration

In shifting from establishing the basic detector technologies to producing final engineer-

ing designs for the subsystems, detector integration has become a major concern. Each

subsystem has to have a well defined geometrical territory, a method for mechanical

support and alignment, and pathways for cables and plumbing etc. Each subsystem

has detector-specific electronics and electronics common to other subsystems. These

questions were addressed in a series of "horizontal" meetings, that started in Spring

1995, where ideas were exchanged and common tasks identified. Items considered in

this group included:
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• geometry;

• readout electronics;

• trigger;

• off-line software; and

• physics simulation.

During the year, the scope of these activities rapidly increased and the "horizontal"

meetings were re-organized into an "integration group" that handles all issues involved

with the integration and installation of the detector. Most of the critical issues involv-

ing cabling and gas piping have already been settled by this group. By November, the

basic geometry of all the detectors were fixed and drawings created. Cooling strategies,

environmental control and monitoring, and accommodations of the supporting struc-

tures throughout the detector are now under consideration. A plan for the installation

of the the detector subsystems is currently being developed.

We have made good progress towards establishing a unified readout electronics sys-

tem for most of the detector subsystems. This has the advantage of greater simplicity

and more efficiency in production and maintenance. Analog and timing information

of the front end signals are processed in Q-to-T converters and digitized by multi-hit

TDC modules that will be common to all subsystems. Most of subgroups will use the

same programmed gate array for generating trigger information.

1.4 Procurement

The early finalization of the detector geometry permitted us to advance the bidding

procedure. The construction of the solenoid magnet, the iron yoke structure, the Csl

structure and electronics, and the CDC outer-cylinder and endplates, all determined

by bids, has started. The Csl crystal procurement is in well underway: as of the end

of calendar 1995, we have ordered 3000 crystals and received delivery of 1700.

The KEK-TRISTAN computer (system B) will be replaced at the end of 1996.

The specification is now being discussed by the KEK computing center's selection

committee. An efficient data acquisition system and a user-friendly off-line comput-

ing environment are as essential for us as is the good performance of the detector.

Our group has established that we strongly prefer a shared-memory parallel-processing

architecture, contingent on a successful benchmark test. We have requested to the

selection committee that this is specified in the bid specification.



1.5 Physics simulations

The primary physics goals for BELLE are measurements of the </>i, <f>2 and ^3 CP

angles, the determination of the magnitude of the KM matrix elements, searches for

rare decays, and tests of the Standard Model. For these studies we use the QQ event

generator, a fast simulator (FSIM) and a full GEANT simulator in the BELLE analysis

package 'BELANL.' We held a mini-workshop at KEK in June and a Summer work-

shop at Lake Hamana-ko in late August, where results based on FSIM were reported

and discussed. An evaluation of the experimental reach for the three angles and the

magnitudes of the KM matrix elements was made; the results for a number of these

studies were written up as BELLE notes.

Until now, physics simulation studies have been carried out by various group mem-

bers on a more-or-less individual and voluntary basis, a process that has been adequate

for this early stage of the experiment. However, with the increased detector construc-

tion activities, there is a danger that these simulation studies may be overlooked. In the

November group meeting we decided to institute an organized and aggressive approach

to these activities in the context of horizontal "physics subgroups." We have started

with four topics: indirect CP; direct CP; |Vij| measurements; and rare decays. Each of

these items emphasizes different aspects of detector performance such as vertexing for

indirect CP, low pr tracking for |V^-|, efficient particle ID algorithm for direct CP, etc.

Thus, an important function of each subgroup is to develop the service algorithms re-

quired for its measurements. Future general group meetings will have a half-day session

devoted to reports from these groups, and mini- and Summer- (or Winter) workshops

will be arranged to provide opportunities to discuss this work in depth. Conveners for

each subgroup have been identified and they have started to function.

1.6 Response to the LCPAC

At the last LCPAC meeting, the committee requested the results of more complete

physics simulation for the physics topics mentioned in the LOI. The section pf physics

simulation summarizes the outcomes of the physics mini-workshop and summer school.

LCPAC questions concerning the PID selection are answered in reports prepared by

the proponents of the two options, and by the PID decision itself. Improvements

in the photoelectric yield from aerogel are described in PID Section of this report.

Concerns were addressed by LCPAC about the optimization of SVD configuration and

the optimization of readout-strip width in the KLM detector. We have developed a code

that integrates SVD into our main tracking system in order to verify the optimization of

the SVD configuration. The optimization of readout-strip width in the KLM detector
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was re-examined by simulation studies. The results are presented in Appendices.



2 Updated Detector Configuration

With the exception of the Extreme Forward Calorimeter, detector technologies and

dimensions for all detector components of BELLE have now been determined. Design

work on the supports for these detector components is in its final stage. Figure 2 is a

side-view of the updated BELLE detector. The configuration of the inner parts of the

detector is shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 shows the configuration of BELLE components

and the machine components in the interaction region.

A brief description of updated BELLE specifications follows.

Beam pipe Double wall of 0.5-mm-thick berylium cylinders. Inner radius of 2.3 cm.

Cooled by water flow through 2-mm gap between the two walls.

Silicon Vertex Detector Four layers of double-sided 300 //in-thick silicon sensor

boards. First and second, and third and fourth layers are closely spaced in r

direction, to form inner and outer layers at r = 2.8 cm and 4.8 cm. Two layers

within the inner and outer layers are slanted by i:20mrad. For each layer, p-sides

are used for <f> readouts with 50-^m readout pitch. Readout pitches on n-sides

vary from 90-/im to 226-/zm depending on z position. Number of readout channel

is 24,576 in <f> and 46,304 in z.

Central Drift Chamber Small-cell drift chamber containing a total of 50 sense wire

layers and 3 cathode strip layers. The sense-wire layers are grouped into 11 super

layers. Stereo angles range from 42.5 mr to 72.1 mr. The inner and outer radius

are 8 cm and 88 cm. Number of readout channel is 8,400 for anodes and 1,792

for cathode.

Aerogel Cherenkov Counter Barrel consists of 900 aerogel counters; 15-fold seg-

mentation in z and 60-fold segmentation in <j>. Three different indices of refrac-

tion, n — 1.01, 1.015, and 1.02, are used depending on 9. Each barrel counter is

viewed by two fine-mesh photomultipliers (FMPMT's) through air light-guides.

Endcap has a total of 224 counters with n = 1.03 and is structured in five concen-

tric rings with 56-, 48-, 48-, 40-, and 32-fold segmentation. Each endcap counter

is viewed by one FMPMT through an air light guide. Number of readout channels

is 1800 in the barrel and 224 in the endcap.

Trigger/Time of Flight Counter One 5-mm-thick Trigger Scintillations Counter

(TSC) layer and one 4-cm-thick Time-of-Flight counter (TOF) layer separated

by a 2-cm gap. Located at r — 120 cm. TOF is segmented into 128 in <f> sectors

and readout by one FMPMT at each end. TSC's have 64-fold segmentation and
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are readout from only backward end by a single FMPMT. Number of readout

channels is 256 for TOF and 64 for TSC.

Cesium Iodide Calorimeter All CsI(T7) crystals are 30 cm long, and are assembled

into a tower structure pointing near the interaction point. Barrel has 46-fold

segmentation in 9 and 144-fold segmentation in cf>. Forward (backward) endcap

has 13- (10-) fold segmentation in 9 and the <j> segmentation varies from 48 to

128 (from 64 to 144). Barrel has 6624 crystals and forward (backward) endcap

has 1216 (1040) crystals. Each crystal is readout by two 2 cmxlcm photodiodes.

Total readout channel count is 17,760. Barrel starts at r = 125cm. Forward

(backward) endcap starts at z = +196 cm (—102 cm).

Magnet Field strength is 1.5 T and stored energy of 35 MJ. Cryostat has inner and

outer radii of 1.7 m and 2.0 m, and is 4.44 m long.

KL and Muon Detector 14 layers of 4.7 cm iron plate and RPC superlayer. One

RPC superlayer contains two RPC planes and provides 0 and <f> information.

Barrel has one additional RPC superlayer in front of the first iron plate. RPC is

made of 2-mm-thick glass electrode. Signals are readout by «s5-cm wide cathode

strips in both 9 and <f>. Number of readout channels is 21,856 in barrel and 16,128

in endcap.

Amount of material in front of the Csl Total amount of material in front of the

Csl is 38.7% of a radiation length at 6 — 90°. It is the sum of: beampipe

0.83%X0, SVD 1.6%, CDC inner wall 0.16%, CDC cathode 0.52%, CDC wires

0.3%, CDC outer wall 2.7%, ACC 20.1% (PMT material contributes 13.3% in

average), TSC/TOF 10.7%, Csl container wall 1.8%.

Detector Hermeticity Gap between barrel and forward endcap of Csl calorimeter

is 24.2 mm. This gap is taken by 1.6 mm thick aluminum barrel container wall,

4 mm thick aluminum inner detector support shell, 1.6 mm thick aluminum

endcap container wall, and 17 mm space for the signal cables and gas pipings of

the inner detectors plus a clearance. Gap between barrel and backward endcap

is 75 mm. A larger space is reserved primarily for the cables and pipings of CDC

and ACC.
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Figure 1: Overall side view of BELLE detector.
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Figure 2: Detailed configuration of the inner parts of the BELLE detector.
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Figure 3: Configuration of BELLE components and the machine components in the

interaction region.
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3 Status of Detector Construction

3.1 Silicon Vertex Detector

3.1.1 SVD configuration

In 1995, we have elaborated the TDR baseline SVD configuration by considering prac-

tical details such as dead regions in the silicon sensors.

Our design studies of the Double-sided Silicon Detector (DSSD) show that there is

a 450 pra wide dead region along the long ends of the sublayer and a 2450 //m wide

dead region at the junctions between DSSD's. To compensate this dead regions, we

expanded the overlapping area of adjacent superlayers- the inner superlayers are now

wider by one readout preamplifier VLSI, i.e., 6.4 mm. In order to avoid overlapping

dead regions at the DSSD junctions, we shifted the outer sublayer relative to the inner

sublayer by 4 mm in z-direction.

Taking into account the above modification together with production cost consid-

erations, we modified the strip pitches and the ganging patterns of the superlayers as

shown in Fig. 4.

67.348+1,2.45) 67.348+(245) 54.24+(2.4S) 64.244(2.45) S4.24+(2.45)

Strip pilch { |im) 226
No. of strips 298(outer layer) N° o l "nes 2°

v ' ' Strip./r8«d-out l

Strip pilch ( |im)
No. ol strips
Stereo angle (mrad)

(inner layer)

51.84+1245) 35 2*(2 45) 51 84+(2 45) 51 84.(2 45)

N-side

P-side

N-side

Sirtppitch ( jjm) 90
NO.of strips 576
Strlps'read-oiil 2

P-side

Strip pitch { jim)
No. of strips
S1er«o angla (mrad)

50
6 40
20

Figure 4: Layout of the z and r-(j> strips.

The current SVD configuration is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The expected position

resolution of the wide n+ strip pitches as a function of the polar angle are now being
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Figure 5: The SVD configuration

viewed along the beam axis. In the

lower figure only the DSSD's and the

beryllium walls are shown.

I

I

!

I

Figure 6: The side view of the SVD.
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reviewed based on beam test results with small-size, wide n+ strip-pitch SSD samples.

Studies with infrared light sources done on the same samples indicate better resolutions

than those presented in TDR. The Az distribution between the two B° decay vertices

in the J/tyKs mode, expected for the revised detector configuration, is shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7: Resolution of the B decay vertices in the J/$Ka mode.

3.1.2 Double-sided Silicon Strip Detector

The z position of the tracks in the SVD is measured by the n+ strips of DSSD, and the

signals are sent to the readout electronics located at both ends of the detector ladder

through a Double Metal Layer (DML) structure. To reduce the strip capacitance, we

chose wide-pitch readouts for the rc+ strips. The widest pitch is 226 /im as shown in

Figure 4. We have carried out various tests and simulations in the pase year, in order to

optimize the performance of the n-side structure. An issue of the strip capacitance due

to the DML is less important in the new design since we decided to use the wide-pitch

rc+-strip readout. Nevertheless, a test was performed on this issue as well.

Test of small-size DSSD In this test we used a small-size DSSD with an ONO

insulating film [9] that was connected to the 64-channel version of the BELLE pream-

plifier chip (see Figs. 8 and 9 ). The n+-strip isolation of this DSSD was achieved

by the field-plate method. This fabrication was done by Seiko I.I, and the test was

done at KEK. It has a 50 /^m-strip pitch on the both sides. The measurements were

17



Figure 8: A microphotograph of the SMA2SH - 64A preamplifier chip

made by simulating wide pitches by either ganging a few strips, or by not applying the

isolation potential to a few floating strips, or by combinations of both techniques. A

full comparison of the test results and the simulation is provided in ref. [10]; here we

report only the conclusions.

The global nature of the wide-pitch readout is well characterized by introducing a

charge-capture width in the numerical model that we have been using [11]. However,

the measured charge-capture width is wider and, as a result, the peak charge-collection

efficiency is smaller than the expected values in a consistent manner. This is possibly

due to an insufficient resistivity between the readout-strip in the n~ region, and the

charge is spread out over the entire detector surface.

If this is the case, possible improvements can be made by adding a structure that

keeps the impedance of the n~ surface high, or that guides the drifting carriers in

the lateral direction. Even a small weighting field at the intermediate region may

be sufficient to attract the carriers to the readout electrode as shown in Fig. 10. This

electric field can be provided by adding the wide p-stops between the readout electrodes.

Test of wide-pitch n+ strip readout using SSD We used a set of small Hama-
matsu SSD's with a wide and common p-stop [2]. The SSD's were mounted with a

18



Figure 9: A small detector assembly together with the SMA2SH - 6AA preamplifier

chip

VA2 preamplifier chip and tested with infrared light sources. These measurements were

carried out by the Osaka group. The test results show that the charge collection effi-

ciency is quite uniform (see Fig. 11). The charge partition was, however, limited to the

center of the region, indicating a deterioration of the position-interpolation capability.

The results are independent of the width of the n+ strip (40-120 /mi) and the width

of the readout metal trace (20-120 /«m). The results do not change when the readout

for two adjacent n+-strips are ganged, even though the charge-collection efficiency of

the samples with floating n+-strips drops dramatically around the floating strips. This

result is understood as an indication of a charge loss caused by the common p-stop

structure.

MC Simulation of large-angle tracks We have performed a Monte Carlo simula-

tion for estimating the spatial resolution of large-angle tracks in the wide-pitch n+-strip

readout configuration. We used the charge partition curves obtained in the test. This
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Figure 10: Electric field with a wide (180fiin) p-stop obtained with PISCES simulation.

simulation code was verified by reproducing the spatial resolution of the existing DSSD

measured last Summer (see Fig. 12). In the simulation, the position resolution of the

wide p-stop detectors were found to be as good as or better than those assumed in

TDR. We found no sizable deterioration of the position measurement caused by the

reverse-polarity signal around the p-stop surface. To confirm the above results we did

a beam test of selected wide pitch (250^m) samples in November 1995. The data are

being analysed now.

Strip Capacitance due to DML The strip capacitance was measured by Niigata

group[l] on a set of full-size Hamamatsu SSD and bulk silicon samples with different

DML's. The results were compared with the LEPSI model that we use to estimate our

strip capacitance. Although we have not yet fully understood all of the data, in par-

ticular those of the bulk samples, the study showed that the LEPSI model reproduces

important parts of the DML capacitance rather well.

Plan Various measurements and simulation studies that we carried out in the past

year for the new configuration showed an adequate performance. However we plan to

improve DSSD. One possibility is to use a wide p-stop method for the n+-strip isolation

as was described earlier.

Potential problems when we use the wide p-stop scheme can be; (i) a limited im-

provement of the position resolution even with the use of charge information, (ii) the

possible breakdown between the p-stop edge and the adjacent n + strip due to high

electric field concentration, and (iii)the induction of a reverse-polarity signal due to
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the hole charge-up on the p-stop surface, which, in turn, suppresses the (electron) sig-

nal on the n+ strips. In order to avoid these problems, we have proposed a new design

which uses two or three narrower p-stops rather than just one wide p-stop between the

readout strips. A test sample detector is being fabricated.

In Autumn 1995 we designed full-size prototype DSSD's. In these prototypes,

the outer superlayer (one with a 113/xm pitch and another with a 226/im pitch) will

employ the wide p-stop method, whereas the inner superlayer (with a 180/fm pitch)

uses a compromised design, a combination of the field- plate isolation and multiple

p-stops.

3.1.3 Front-end VLSI

We are developing a VLSI preamplifier together with control VLSI's for reading out

the BELLE SVD. The preamplifier VLSI's and a control-C VLSI will be mounted on

two sides of a silicon printed board—the LSI board. The LSI boards are bonded to the

DSSD at each end of the sublayer. The major concern of the development work during

this fiscal year has been the confirmation of the operation of the analog processing

chain, including the preamplifier, analog sample&hold, multiplexer, output buffer, and

comparator, as well as the digital-control circuit blocks.

The radiation susceptibility of the preamplifier chips is a crucial issue that must be

understood before fabrication [5, 6]. We now have working preamplifier VLSI's that we

are testing for radiation hardness. We are also surveying suitable radiation hard silicon

processes for the preamplifier chip. This work is a collaboration of Tokyo University,

Tokyo Metropolitan University, and KEK.

The prototype preamplifier functions as expected [7]. We have on hand prototype
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chips with different levels of integration: a single readout channel prototype, an 8-

channel, a 64- channel and a full 128-channel prototype. The prototypes were processed

at Seiko I.I. The performance of the prototypes has been verified to be adequate for

use with the double-sided silicon strip detector [8]. The electrical noise measured for

the current 64-channel prototype, after a subtraction of the common mode noise, met

our design goal within the uncertainties of the design parameters of the actual silicon

process. The result is give in Figure 3.1.3.

2500

20 40
INPUT CAPACITANCE IN pF

60

Figure 13: Electronic noise as a function of input capacitance. Open circles (2 MHz)

and squres (1 MHz) are after the common-mode contribution is subtracted. Asterisks

are before the subtraction.

As was described above, we have actually used the 64-channel prototypes mounted

with the small-size DSSD. In our tests we found one possibility for an incremental

improvement, i.e. a reduction in the sensitivity to power- rail disturbances. A method

for reducing the disturbance has been implemented for the iteration prototype chip.

For this prototype we expect an electronic noise of less than 1000 electrons, even for

input capacitance of 40 pF.

A few LSI boards mounted with the 128-channel preamplifier chips are now at hand

to be examined under a control of the data scanner. The preparation of wafer-based

qualification test of the preamplifier is in progress includsing fixture fabrication and

test vector implementation.
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3.1.4 DAQ

The hardware components of the SVD data acquisition system (DAQ) include: data

scanner modules, slave memory modules and a DMA master module.

In the beginning of 1995, we built the first prototype of data scanner module at

KEK. This prototype was tested in collaboration with TMU using prototype DAQ

software running on the Transputer of the data scanner [12, 13]. Since a second trigger

is only accepted aafter the data processing in the data scanneris done, the live-time

fraction of the SVD DAQ system is completely determined by the performance of the

data scanner. Figure 14 shows a measured live time fraction of the system as a function

of the trigger rate when the total number of hit strips to be read by one data scanner

was fixed to be 28, a data size of about 200 bytes. Figure 15 shows the live time

100 1000
Rate [Hz] 100 1000

Event Size(Byte)
10000

Figure 14: Live time fraction of the data T>- I K r • f t *•• t *u A I6 Figure 15: Live time fraction of the data
scanner as a function of the trisser rate. r , • n i , .

°° scanner as a function of the event size.

fraction as a function of the event size for trigger rates of 0.5, 1 and 2 KHz. Our

current expectation for the average number of hit strips to one data scanner is about

30, including noise hits. Even if the data size might be larger by factor 10, we can still

process data with a dead time of less than 10% at a trigger rate of 1 KHz. A second

round prototype of the data scanner was recently completed at KEK. It was built in

a physical dimensions which was very close to one required for the final version. This

prototype is to be used in readout tests of the BELLE preamplifiers mounted on the

LSI board and also of the prototype DSSD's assembled with the LSI board.

In 1995 we made a detailed plan of the installation of the data scanners in the space

between the CDC inner wall and the superconducting IR magnet cryostats. With the

improved driving capabilty of the BELLE preamplifier circuit, we changed this location

to the space between the endcap PID/CsI and the IR cryostats. The advantage of the

new location is an easier accessibility to the data scanners. They can now be accessed
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without extracting the cryostats. The feasibility of the lm longer analog signal path

length has to be confirmed with the real LSI board and a FPC.

In 1995 we built a home-made wire-wrapped prototype of the Slave Memory Module

(SMM) at TMU. An integration test of the prototype SMM and the first version of the

data scanner was done [13]. In this test the DMA Master Module (DMA-MM), was

replaced by a commercially available VME memory module. We evaluated the data

transfer speed between the dual port RAM on SMM to the VME memory module via

the VMEbus under the control of prototype software. We confirmed that we would

achieve a data transfer speed of 15 MBytes/sec using a DMA master module of our

specification.

Factory SMM and DMA-MM prototypes are being designed by KEK, TMU and

Toshiba. We use a local address bus for address generation of the DMA data transfer

between the SMM and the BELLE central DAQ system. A test device of this local

address bus is now being designed at TMU.

The R&D on the 10-byte parallel optical fiber transmission system has continued in

1995. We tested all components including a 10 channel optical ribbon-fiber cable, and

photo-diode array transmitters and receivers. We made a final design of the system. An

improved version of the receiver VLSI is being processed; we will start a test assembly

of a system with an existing receiver very soon.

We will use about 100 distributed Transputors in the SVD DAQ system. The op-

eration and control of the DAQ system with many processors requires a user-friendly

Graphic User Interface (GUI) environment. We have designed and written this soft-

ware. Test results are reported elsewhere [14].

3.1.5 Trigger System

The work on SVD trigger system, which is carried by the Osaka and INP/Cracow

groups, is divided into four main tasks:

1. computer simulations of the trigger algorithm;

2. implementation of the simulated algorithms on Programmable Logic Devices;

3. design of a dedicated SVD trigger system; and

4. design of a test module for testing the SVD trigger system.

We made simulation studies on the performance of the SVD trigger logic for both

B-decay and background events. The trigger logic is described in the TDR.

The trigger efficiencies for B decays is almost 100%. The rejection power for back-

ground tracks originating from the beam pipe walls in the region of \Z\ > 1 cm was
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estimated to be more than 25. We will elaborate these results by including hadronic

interactions when a background generator for the new IR becomes available. The beam

background generator is now under test.

The implementation of the trigger algorithm in commercially available programmable

logic devices (FPGAs - Field Programmable Gate Arrays by Xilinx[16]) was tested suc-

cessfully.

In order to implement the trigger logic examined above, we have made a detailed

design of the SVD trigger board [17] (see Fig. 16) The trigger board has the possibility

of implementing a broad range of algorithms. The choice of algorithm is made by

loading a chosen set of instructions into the FPGA chips from a host-computer. This

solution allows for flexible trigger strategies and makes if suitable for use by other

detector subsystems. The first prototype boards are being fabricated at INP/Cracow

and will be delivered by the end of JFY 1995.

Selector &
•> Bus Buffer

Figure 16: A block diagram of the SVD trigger board. Number of bits is attached to

each net. I/O 1 and 2 are front-panel connectors. Jl/Pl and J2/P2 are VME buses.

To test the SVD trigger boards, one has to input various trigger hit patterns easily.

For this purpose we designed a test module that generates trigger hit patterns in the

BELLE SVD format. The module is controlled entirely from the VME bus. Since
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Figure 17: A functional diagram of the SVD trigger test module.

In December 1995 the Test Module project was completed at INP/Cracow and the

printed circuit was sent for manufacture. The assembly and functional test of the board

will be done in January 1996.

3.1.6 SVD Mechanical Structure

The SVD consists of inner and outer superlayers of octagonal cross section. Each

superlayer has two sublayers of DSSD's with a 2 mm gap (see Fig. 18).

In 1995 we built a few mockups of the superlayer with dummy DSSD's and LSI

boards. The actual fabrication was done at Seiko I.I. We studied the mechanical

features of the superlayer, the material of the spacer between the two sublayers and

the assembly procedure of the superlayer. For the 2 mm spacer, we tested a precision

plate made of "ROHACELL" and a few "H-shaped" metal bars, which represented any
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Figure 18: Side view of a SVD super layer. The scale in the thickness is magnified by

10.

solid bar. All models gave a sufficient rigidity: the gravitational sag was found to be

less than 20 ̂ m. The lowest resonant frequency of these mockups was estimated to

be about 200 Hz. Based on these tests, we will decide on the type of spacer, the best

assembly method and design of assembly tools.

For the wireless DSSD and LSI board bonding, we have developed an ACF bump

bonding method with a silicon bonding bridge in cooperation with Seiko I.I. This year

we have done R&D on replacing the silicon bridge by a short Flexible Printed Cable

(FPC) with Au-plated thin Cu strips. The Cu strip pitch is around 50 /xm. An

advantage of using the FPC bridge is that the bonding is stress-free. In tests we have

achieved a bonding yield that is comparable to that for the silicon bridge. We still

need to optimize bonding conditions in the real assembly procedure.

By last November we finalized the conceptual design of the SVD support struc-

ture. A schematic view of the whole structure is shown in Fig. 6. The superlayers are

mounted on two octagonal endrings that are supported by a thin cylindrical structure

from the ends of CDC. The IR beam pipe is independently supported from the same

CDC end structure. The end rings are made as half rings and then assembled on

the existing assembly bench to form two full rings that capture the beam pipe. The
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engineering design, made in collaboration with the KEK machine shop, will be com-

pleted by March 1996. In fiscal year 1996 we plan to build a SVD support structure

of Aluminum, CFRP and a machinable ceramic for tests of assembly and installation

techniques. The critical parts of the structure will be exchanged for beryllium replace-

ments in the final version. This will improve the stability of the structure and minimize

the material thickness in front of the Extreme Forward Calorimeter (EFC).

3.1.7 Detector Alignments

The excellent spatial resolution of the SVD requires a comparable alignment precision.

In addition to position monitors, the final alignment of the detector will be done off-line

with real tracks.

Following the experience of the ALEPH [18] and DELPHI [19] experiments, the

SVD alignment is planned to consist of two parts: a global alignment, which locates

the detector, considered as a rigid body, with respect to the CDC chamber, and the

internal alignment, which establishes the individual DSSD positions in the SVD lo-

cal frame. The ALEPH/DELPHI experience indicates that the effects of systematic

errors between SVD and outer tracking devices can be efficiently reduced in the in-

ternal alignment by the use of constrained residuals. The most powerful constraints

are expected to come from the overlap regions. A preliminary study of the internal

alignment of our SVD utilizing the overlap regions was performed at INP/Cracow us-

ing the hadronic events generated by the QQ-generator. Track parameter errors were

evaluated using the TRACKERR program[20]. We estimate that with approximate

40k hadronic events, the precision of our internal alignment will be better than 40the

SVD point resolution.

3.2 Central Drift Chamber

3.2.1 Wire configuration and structure

The central drift chamber (CDC) provides charged particle tracking and dE/dx mea-

surements over the 17° < 6 < 150° angular region as well as fast charged-track in-

formation for the trigger. It consists of 50 cylindrical layers of drift cells organized

into 11, either axial or small-angle-stereo, super-layers, each containing between three

and six layers. Structurally, the CDC consists of three parts: the Cathode part, which

contains the three innermost layers of wires and cathodes; the Inner part, the conical

shaped region with a radius less than 280 mm; and the Main part, the toroidal the

outer section.
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The wire and cathode configuration has changed slightly from that described in the

TDR [21], a result of further optimization of the dE/dx measurements and the trigger.

The parameters of the new configuration are listed in Table 1. The number of sense

wires and cathode strips are 8400 and 1792, respectively.

Table 1: Wire and Cathode Configurations.

Layer

type

cathode

axial 1

cathode

cathode

axial 1

stereo 2

axial 3

stereo 4

axial 5

stereo 6

axial 7

stereo 8

axial 9

stereo 10

axial 11

no. of

layers

1

2

1

1

4

3

6

3

5

4

5

4

5

4

5

channels

per layer

64x8

64

80x8

80x8

64

80

96

128

144

160

192

208

240

256

288

r

(mm)

83.0

88.0-98.0

103.0

103.5

108.5-159.5

178.5-209.5

224.5-304.0

322.5-353.5

368.5-431.5

450.5-497.5

512.5-575.5

594.5-641.5

656.5-719.5

738.5-785.5

800.5-863.0

strip pitch or

stereo angle

8.3 mm

0.

9.9 mm

9.9 mm

0.

72.1 mrad

0.

-42.5. mrad

0.

45.3 mrad

0.

-52.9 mrad

0.

62.3 mrad

0.

The construction of the aluminum step-shaped endplates and the CFRP outer cylin-

der has already started. These will be joined by means of a junction as shown in Fig. 19.

A finite element analysis indicates that the maximum stress will be 6.5 kg/mm2 at the

connection bolt, which is safely below the allowable limit.

Since access to the cathode and inner parts will be difficult, probably requiring the

removal of the QCS cryostat, we plan to place all of the pre-amplifier cards on the

outer surface of the main part, as shown in Fig.20. Each pre-amplifier card contains

16 channels and is connected to the support board. The support board is divided into

8 sectors, each having 80 pre-amplifier cards. The 250 W of power dissipated by the

pre-amplifiers is removed by cooling liquid in pipes directly attached to the support
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board. This will keep the temperature rise at the pre-amplifier cards below 1.0 degree,

which is necessary for maintaining a constant gas gain for the dE/dx measurement.

CDC outer cylinder

bndplate of CDC main part

CDC endplate - outer
cylinder connection

Figure 19: Schematic view of a junction between the endplate and the outer cylinder

Pre-amplifiers

Main part

CDC cut view for
backward region

Inner part

Cathode
part

CDC most
inner cylinder

Figure 20: Schematic view of the backward region

3.2.2 Cathode part

The cathode part of the CDC, shown in Fig. 21, consists of three cathode layers glued

on two thin (300 ^m) CFRP cylinders and three wire layers, each facing a cathode. It

will be fabricated separately and subsequently attached to the main and inner parts of

the CDC. Each cathode strip covers one eighth of 2TT (45°) in azimuth and strips on the

second and third layers are staggered by ± 11.25° relative to the first layer, respectively.

This configuration minimizes the effects of overlapping cathode clusters on the track

reconstruction. The cathode signals are read out by lines that are extracted from slits
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on the endplate and connected to pre-amplifiers mounted on the endplate of the main

part of the CDC via termination boards.

The cathode part is attached to the inner part using tapered Teflon rings at the

joint location. This makes a gas seal and ensures the self-alignment of the cathode

part relative to the rest of the CDC. The cathode part is built separately from the rest

of the CDC, whose actual endplate-to-endplate distance at the position of the joint

cannot be precisely controlled because of the wire-tension-induced deflection. Thus,

the joint mechanism is designed to provide a large tolerance for a length mis-match,

which is accommodated either by the Teflon itself, or by a suitable modification of the

Teflon ring's thickness. Gas leak tests were carried out with the test prototype. The

cathode part with aluminum endplates and Teflon rings with a 3 degree taper angle

were inserted into a model of the aluminum inner part structure. The rate of gas leak

was monitored as a function of changes in the endplate-to-endplate distance of the

cathode part, while keeping the outer part fixed. For length fluctuations as large as

1 mm, the gas leak rate was found to be less than 0.1 cc/min.

Figure 21: Schematic view of the CDC/Cathode Part
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3.2.3 Beam Tests

Full-size prototype. In the past year, we constructed a full size prototype chamber

based on the LOI configuration [22]. This provided useful and important experience

in a number of areas, including the design and use of the crimping tool, the tension

measurement technique, etc. In beam tests carried out in the ir2 beam line of the 12

GeV Proton Synchrotron, the prototype provided a spatial resolution of 130 (im and

a dE/dx resolution of 5.2 % for 3.5 GeV/c pions as shown in Fig.22. These results

are consistent with the performance obtained with the small test chamber [23]. Beam

line particles, identified using four scintillation counters (TOF), two Cerenkov counters

and one lead glass counter, were used to test the particle identification performance.

Figure 23(a) shows the pulse height distribution for 0.8 GeV/c charged particles; pro-

tons and electrons are clearly separated from pions. This figure indicates a more than

4<r e/ir separation, which will provide a very powerful handle for electron identification

below 1 GeV/c, where the E/p method is not so effective. Measurements of dE/dx

as a function of (3j are shown in Fig.23(b). This figure indicates that 2<r TT/K separa-

tion at 2 GeV/c can be achieved. The beam tests confirm that the performance levels

described in the LOI can be obtained in a large chamber using a helium-based gas.
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Figure 22: (a) A typical track residual distribution (b) A typical 80% truncated-mean

pulse height distribution.

Improving the cathode performance. The main limit on the spatial resolution

for cathode pads is due to statistical fluctuations on the number of primary ions for

tracks at small incident angles with respect to the wire direction. In order to improve

the spatial resolution, we have to increase the number of produced ion pairs or reduce

the effective gap length. The former can be achieved by increasing the concentration

of ethane in the gas mixture, but it will result in a deterioration of the momentum

resolution due to the multiple coulomb scattering. A smaller gap length can be realized
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Figure 23: (a) A pulse height distribution for 0.8 GeV/c charged particles, (b) A

normalized dE/dx distribution as a function of /3-y.

by modifying the geometry, but at the risk of unstable operation. The effective gap

length can be reduced by restricting the gate width (time interval) for charge collection

for signals from the cathode strips. Electrons that contribute to the tail in the cathode's

spatial distribution have longer drift paths; their pulses are eliminated with short

gate widths. We have checked this effect with the test chamber by recording cathode

charges with slow, charge-sensitive amplifiers and FADCs (100MHz 8 bits) (rather than

changing the gate width). Figure 24(a) shows the time evolution of the spatial spread

of cathode charge for tracks at 30° incident angle. The spread near t=0 is almost the

same as that for normal incidence tracks; it grows wider for larger times. The spatial

resolution reflects the cathode pulse spread as shown in Fig. 24(b), here the resolution

of the earliest-time point is deteriorated due to quantization error introduced by the

8-bit FADC. The best resolution obtained was about 500/xm at 200nsec as opposed to

the 800^m obtained with the standard ADC readout.

Implementation of a restricted gate width. It is not realistic to use FADCs for
the real experiment because the data sizes and costs are too large. Since each cathode

signal has a natural time jitter caused by its drift time, simply reducing the common

gate width does not work. However, it can be readily implemented into the self-gated

Q-to-T conversion method. Figure 25 shows the basic idea of the cathode self gate

logic. The strip having the maximum pulse height in a cluster provides the earliest

time-over-threshold discriminator signal which is used to generator gates for itself and

the two neighboring strips on both sides. This assures that the data for at least 5 strips

are read out from each cathode cluster for as long as the peak pulse height exceeds the

threshold. The design and production of a test electronics module that implements

this scheme are in progress.
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Figure 24: (a)The spatial spread of cathode charge and (b)the spatial resolution as a

function of the gate width

3.2.4 CDC Trigger

The CDC trigger is in a key element of the Belle trigger system. It has to be fully

efficient for tracks originating from the I.P. and relatively insensitive to background

tracks from other sources. The CDC provides two type of triggers: the r-tf> trigger

based on signals from the six axial super layers; and the z trigger which is formed from

the direct z information provided by the cathode strips and from z coordinates inferred

from the axial and stereo super layers. A schematic of the signal flow for these triggers

is shown in Fig. 26.

The r-(f> t r igger. The r-<j> trigger provides the trigger system's global decision logic

with information about the event topology, such as the number of tracks, the track di-

rections, etc. It consists of three stages: 1) the track segment finder; 2) the track finder:

and 3) the topology decision. A detailed description is contained in the TDR [21].

Progress on Stage 1 is described below. Simulation studies and hardware considera-

tions for Stages 2 and 3 are in progress.

The purpose of the track segment finder (Stage 1) is to find a track segment within a

small group of wires in each axial super layer, called a Track Segment Finder cell (TSF).

We examined several candidate shapes for the TSF using a full GEANT simulation of

tracks in the CDC. We considered the following requirements: a TSF must cover hit

patterns from oblique tracks; the shape is kept symmetric in order to avoid any track

charge asymmetry; the number of wires in a TSF is limited by the RAM size in an
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Figure 25: The Basic idea of the cathode self gate logic.
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Figure 26: Tie signai i?ow for the CDC trigger.

MLU table; and the number of different TSF shapes should be small in order to reduce

the number of different Stage 1 modules. We settled on the two TSF cell shapes shown

in Fig. 27: a 17-wire cell for super layer 1, and an 11-wire cell for the remaining five

super layers. Since super layer 1 plays the most important role in distinguishing signal

tracks from background tracks that do not originate from the I.P., its TSF has a larger

number of wires. The TSF's in each super layer overlap each other: the number of

TSF cells in each super layer is the same as the number of wire cells in one of the super

layer cylinders. In total, there are 1024 TSFs.

The performance of Stage 1 has been checked by the full simulator. Acceptable hit

patterns in the TSFs, are determined the simulation. The basic pattern corresponds to

all those produced by tracks with pt greater than 0.15 GeV/c. We expand this to include
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the possibility of one missing hit to avoid inefficiency caused by wire inefficiencies. Since

the accepted hit patterns can also include hits in addition to the basic patterns, random

noise hits will not produce TSF inefficiencies.

We evaluate the trigger efficiency assuming a 98% wire hit efficiency in the simu-

lation. Figure 28(a) shows the efficiencies of the super layer 1, 5, and 11 for charged

pions(0 = 90 degree, <j) : 0 ~ 360 degree). For the transverse momentum range pt > 0.2

MeV/c, we obtain 99% efficiency for super layers 1 and 5. For pt above 300 MeV/c, we

have in excess of 98% efficiency for all the super layers. The residual inefficiencies are

due to secondary interactions in the CDC. In Fig. 28(b), the efficiency for continuous

rows of hits in super layers 1, 3, and 5 is shown as a function of a track impact parame-

ter (R). This result indicates that the track segment finder is effective at discriminating

against cosmic ray tracks but not tracks originating from the beam pipe.

Using the configuration described above, we have started to design prototype Stage

1 module. The first proto-type modules will be delivered in the Spring of 1996 and

tested with cosmic rays in the prototype CDC.

(a) TSF for Super Layer 1 (b) TSF for Super Layer 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11

Figure 27: TSF shapes used in Stage 1. Small boxes indicate wire cells, and dark

shades are TSFs.

z Trigger The conceptual design of the z trigger is described in detail in the TDR

[21]. The z trigger forms "0 trigger towers" from ^-coordinates obtained from axial

and stereo wire hits as well as cathode hits. We have examined two methods of 6-

segmentation using a full GEANT simulation:

• d9 — constant

• dz = constant

The results show a better performance for the "dz=constant" case as compared with

that for the "d6= constant" case. The former also matches the fixed z-strip width

of the cathode strips. We, therefore, have chosen a "c?2=constant" scheme with 32

0-segments.

To realize the trigger logic, we plan to use 9U VME boards with Xilinx FPGA chips.

As shown in Fig. 26, discriminated ECL signals are converted into TTL signals that
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Figure 28: TSF efficiencies:(a) efficiencies of super layers 1, 5, and 11 as a function of

track pt; (b) the TSF efficiency for continuous rows of hits in super layers 1, 3, and 5

as a function of track impact parameter (R).

are rearranged so that the cable connection to the z-trigger boards can be made easily.

We estimate that about 70 trigger and ECL-to-TTL converter boards are required.

The design of a prototype trigger board is in progress.

3.3 Aerogel Cerenkov Counter

The BELLE particle ID system comprises an array of TOF counters covering the flavor-

tagging momentum range, p < 1.2 GeV/c, augmented by a single-layer aerogel system

(ACC) that extends the coverage upward to the kinematic limit of two-body B-decays

such as B° —• T^TT^—i.e., to p = 2.5—3.5 GeV/c, depending on polar angle.

The past year has seen considerable progress in the realization of the ACC system:

• the details of the counter arrangement are nearly fixed

• the quality of the aerogel is significantly improved

• the behavior of the fine-mesh photomultipliers (FMPMT's) operating at 1.5 T is

better understood

• the design of the mechanical structure and the method of assembly have been

developed in detail

• prototype PMT base/preamplifier assemblies have been built and shown to ex-

hibit good performance in a beam test

In the following sections we provide additional details on these developments and

present plans for the coming year.
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3.3.1 Detector Configuration

The results of an optimization procedure that takes into account the general softening

of the momentum spectrum with increasing lab polar angle are shown in Table 2. Note

that aerogel with smaller refractive index is required at forward angles, where momenta

are largest. The table also shows the diameter of the PMT's used to view the aerogel.

Two tubes are used in each case. Larger diameter phototubes are used at forward

angles to compensate for the reduced light yield of the lower index material.

Table 2: Barrel aerogeJ configuration summary.

Angle

33° - - 57°

57° 97°

97° — 127°

Index

1.010

1.015

1.020

PMT Diameter

76 mm

64 mm

52 mm

In the endcap, the maximum two-body momentum increases to almost 4.0 GeV/c,

making it difficult for a single-index system to cover the entire momentum range while

maintaining good overlap with the coverage of the TOF. Given the difficulties asso-

ciated with a two-index system, and the limited physics gain of endcap coverage (a

Monte Carlo simulation assuming perfect PID in the the forward endcap indicates that

the improvement in the measurement of & is only 1% [24]), we have decided to em-

ploy a simple single-layer aerogel system with n — 1.03. This eliminates the need for

an endcap TOF system, since n = 1.03 aerogel gives 3-cr Kj-K separation from the

0.7 GeV/c upper limit of the dE/dx coverage to about 2.0 GeV/c. This approach

provides complete endcap flavour tagging, as well as PID for many of the few-body

decays relevant to CP studies.

A close-to-final detector configuration for the barrel and the endcap ACC is de-

picted in figure 2. The barrel ACC consists of 900 modules: 15 modules in the z-

direction and 60 modules in azimuth. The forward eight modules and the backward

four modules are placed with a tilt angle of 35° with respect to the magnetic field and

the central three modules are placed parallel to the field. The typical counter size is

12x12x12 cm3, except for the 8th, 10th and 12th from the front, which are slightly

larger—i.e., 15x12x12 cm3.

The endcap ACC is a 224-element array arranged in five concentric rings with 56,

48, 48, 40 and 32 ^-segments. A typical endcap counter is 12x12 cm2 in cross section

and 10 cm thick, and is viewed by a single 76-mm FMPMT.
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3.3.2 Aerogel Radiator Improvement

One of the most significant areas of progress in the past year has been the improvement

in aerogel quality. Until now it was commonly believed that, owing to the stress induced

by the replacement of alcohol by carbon-dioxide, thick (> 2 cm) aerogel could not be

produced without cracks with a normal processing time using super-critical drying with

carbon-dioxide. We have, however, succeeded in producing crack-free aerogel through

changes in temperature and pressure during processing. With these improvements, we

have been able to produce crack-free aerogel tiles in excess of 3 cm thickness. In the

final design, we will use five layers of 2.4-cm thick aerogel.

Further improvements have been attained by removing impurities and optimizing

the mixing ratios of the raw chemicals. In particular, we found that aerogel from earlier

batches had a faint yellow color that was not present in material produced by the Jet

Propulsion Lab (JPL). A gas-chromatograph analysis of the ethyl-alcohol extracted

during processing revealed the presence of a plasticizer that is commonly used for

O-rings. Suspecting that the O-rings might be introducing contamination, we tried

drying with a once-extracted O-ring in June (previously we had changed the O-rings

with every batch). The resulting aerogel material was indeed much clearer.

In October we finished the optimization of the mixing ratio of the raw chemicals,

varying mainly the quantities of water and ammonia (catalyst). Figure 29 shows the

history of the pulse-height spectra obtained with the same geometrical configuration

and PMT's for n — 1.015 aerogel. Overall the measured photoelectron yield increased

by a factor of 2.7. With these improvements, the yield is the same as that obtained

with the JPL aerogel. The estimated photon collection efficiency is now greater than

60% and the Cerenkov quality factor, 'Wo", currently exceeds 100.

3.3.3 Design of the Mechanical Structure

Detailed design of the mechanical structure for the barrel ACC has substantially pro-

gressed through the assistance of the KEK machine shop and an outside company.

The barrel ACC is expected to support the CDC (500 kg) and the SVX (10 kg). The

structure must be rigid enough to keep the displacement of the SVX to under 1 mm,

even for an earthquake of 300 gal.

To fulfill this requirement, the barrel ACC has the following structure. The inner

cylinder of 2-mm-thick aluminum is welded to 8-mm-thick forward and 12-mm-thick

backward endplates. Holes in the endplates provide for cable routing. Sixty 0.8-mm-

thick fins, matching the (f> segmentation, are welded by a YAG laser to the inner cylinder

and to the end plates. In order to make the fin structure more rigid, small aluminum
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Figure 29: History of the improvement in aerogel quality: pulse height spectra obtained

with n = 1.015 aerogel in January, May, June and October beam tests. The counter

configuration and the PMT gains are the same for all measurements.

ribs of 4 x 8 mm2 are stretched between the endplates. These ribs support the outer

edge of each fin. Tray-shaped plates of 1-mm-thick aluminum are fixed to these ribs

and to the end plates to make an outer cylinder of the structure. The aerogel modules

are placed between the fins and supported by Rohacell (p — 0.05 g/cc) glued to the

inner cylinder and to the fins.

The typical aerogel module comprises five 12 x 12 x 2.5 cm3 aerogel tiles contained

in a 0.2-mm-thick aluminum box. The inner surface of the box is lined with a white

reflector. We have selected Goretex sheet (Spec.#116-027) as the reflector because

of its high reflectivity and easy handling. A sketch of an aerogel module is shown in

figure 30

To maintain good dE/dx and position resolution for the CDC, it is necessary to

keep the temperature of the inner and the outer cylinder in the range 23 ± 1°C. For this

purpose we will prepare three pipes for each cell in (f>; two for liquid (perfluorohexane)

flow and one for dry air. Performance of the cooling system is under study using a

small prototype.

A full-scale prototype of a 1/30-0 segment of the barrel ACC is under construction
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Figure 30: A sketch of the aerogel module. Two FMPMT's view the aerogel from

either side.

and will be tested in a beam in March of 1996. Although this test will be carried out

without a magnetic field, the performance of the detector will otherwise be checked in

realistic conditions.

The endcap counters have five layers of aerogel tiles contained in a aluminum box,

with one side of the box left open to an air light-guide. The light-guide is tilted

by 35° with respect to a normal from the aerogel surface, so that charged particles

passing through the aerogel cannot hit the PMT viewing the aerogel directly. The

inner surface of the light guide is also lined with Goretex sheet to provide good light

collection efficiency and uniform response. A detailed design for the endcap structure

is underway, with one octant of a full-sized detector to be constructed in the coming

fiscal year.

3.3.4 Photosensors

We have selected 3-, 2.5- and 2-inch diameter FMPMT's (Hamamatsu Photonics

Co.: HPK) as the photodetectors for the ACC array. These tubes have large sensi-

tive areas and well established performance in high magnetic fields.

In order to improve the performance in 1.5-T magnetic fields, HPK tried several
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electrode structures, having different cross sections and mesh numbers. By using 2000-

mesh instead of 1500-mesh dynodes, sufficient gain, (> few xlO5) can be obtained.

We have compared the noise rate for several FMPMT's using negative and positive

biasing and found that the rate is one order of magnitude less for the positive HV case.

We have therefore decided to use positive HV, despite the added complication to the

base design.

Procurement of all barrel PMT's is scheduled in this fiscal year. PMT's will be

delivered to KEK after the assembly of the base/preamp prepared by the Princeton

group. Upon delivery, each PMT will be tested in a 1.5-T magnetic field for gain,

resolution, noise, etc., before being mounted on a counter box.

3.3.5 ACC HV & Readout Electronics

Preamp/Base The gain of the FMPMT's drops significantly in the presence of an

external magnetic field, requiring the use of a high-gain low-noise preamplifier to main-

tain good signal-to-noise for single photoelectron pulses. Our design goal is to reduce

the equivalent input noise to the 104 e~ level, which ensures a pedestal width that

is less than 10% of the smallest expected single-photoelectron pulse height. At that

level, the degradation of the system performance due to the readout electronics will be

effectively negligible.

The preamplifiers will be mounted directly on the base assemblies to minimize

pickup of external noise. Since the relatively small number of channels (~ 2000)

does not justify a custom design, we have decided to use a commercial IC (the In-

terfet IFPA3) for this purpose. This device employs low-noise high-speed JFET's in

a charge-sensitive configuration, and comes in a 6 x 6 mm2 SOIC-8 surface-mount

package, compatible with the stringent space requirements. It is also well matched to

the relatively high source capacitance (150 pF for the 76 mm FMPMT) presented by

the high field tubes. The cost is approximately $10.00/each in quantity. Since the

FMPMT's have a tendency to spark, the inputs of the preamplifiers will be protected

with a diode network that was specially chosen for its ability to withstand large tran-

sient currents for short periods of time (up to 2 A for 10 fis). In the October beam

tests, the amplifier was shown to satisfy the design goals under realistic conditions.

In view of the low expected rates and small signal sizes, we have tentatively elected

to use a conventional resistive-divider PMT biasing network. Prototype versions of

the divider string have a total resistance of 20 Mfi, resulting in a power dissipation of

300 mW at maximum bias (the preamplifier dissipates an additional 150 mW). Further

increases in string resistance are possible. To avoid spurious single photoelectron pulses

brought about by electrostatic discharges from the photocathode, we employ a positive
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bias, which necessitates capacitive coupling of the base to the preamp.

To minimize size, mass, and assembly costs, the base will be fabricated using HV

surface-mount components. To eliminate the extra mass and expense associated with

sockets, the preamplifier base assembly will be soldered directly on the "flying leads"

of the PMT. Production units will be potted to avoid possible problems with surface

leakage. We are currently investigating whether or not kapton or other special types

of circuit board materials will result in mass reductions beyond what can be achieved

using a thin laminate based on conventional fiberglass-epoxy.

High Voltage Power Supply We have selected a commercial HVPS system for

biasing the PMT's. The LeCroy 1450 series comprises computer controlled mainframes

and modular plug-ins. Each channel is independently adjustable, affording a method

for gain-matching the PMT's. A channel-by-channel current readout signal will be

used to monitor the operation of the PMT's, providing early indication of possible

problems.

Off-Detector Readout Electronics For reasons of schedule, most of the effort to

date in ACC readout has been concentrated on the parts of the system that will go

inside the detector. In recent months, however, we have begun to test various options

for the off-detector readout chain. Our basic concept is to use a charge-to-time (Q/T)

converter circuit that will allow us to combine pulse-height and timing information into

a single pipelined TDC channel (the LeCroy 1877 FASTbus TDC). This both reduces

system cost and provides the 2 fis Level 1 trigger delay in a simple and economical

way.

One option for providing the Q/T conversion is a custom-designed chip being de-

veloped at KEK. A second option, being explored at Princeton, is to use switched-

capacitor-array (SCA) analog-memory circuits to continuously sample and store the

input waveform until the receipt of a Level 1 trigger, at which time one or more stored

voltages are converted to timing signals for readout by the TDC. This design is based

on existing IC's. A pulse captured by a prototype version of this system and read

out using a LeCroy 3377 pipelined TDC is shown in figure 31(left). The lower shape

shows the time-encoded pulse-height information as it appeared at the TDC input.

Figure 31 (right) shows the measured DC linearity of the Q/T conversion. The system

has « 11 bits of dynamic range, which is more than adequate for the ACC readout.

The system will be tested in the beam in the upcoming March run. Both schemes fit

naturally into the Q/T approach.
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Figure 31: Left: A shaper pulse captured using a SCA driving a Q/T converter and

TDC. The upper trace shows the pulse as it appears at the SCA output (100 ns/input

sample). The lower trace shows the time-encoded pulse-height information presented

to the TDC. Right: DC linearity of the SCA-Q/T-TDC chain.

3.3.6 Beam Test Results

Prototype aerogel counters very similar to the production versions were tested in the

KEK-PS beam. As in the final design, each block was viewed by two FMPMT's. The

average number of photoelectrons obtained for 3.5 GeV/c pions incident at the center

of the counter was 7Vpe = 18.2, 20.3 and 20.3 for n - 1.01, 1.015 and 1.02 viewed by

two 3-, 2.5- and 2-inch FMPMTs, respectively.

Pulse-height distributions produced by 3.5 GeV/c pions are shown in figure 32-a)

together with the results for sub-threshold particles; 3.5 GeV/c protons with n — 1.015

aerogel. Figure 32-b) shows the inefficiency and the background contamination as a

function of a threshold on the pulse height. We conclude that better than 98.5% effi-

ciency with less than 1.5% contamination can be achieved independent of the refractive

index in the absence a magnetic field. The 1.5% background is consistent with that

expected from proton-induced knock-on electrons, which we estimate to be 0.4% from

the 1-mm-thick aluminum box and 1.1% from the aerogel material.

The observed number of photoelectrons varies according position of incidence, but

is uniform to within ±17% for normal incidence. When the beam hits the boundary

between the two counters at a shallow angle, the observed yield drops by 25%.

To understand the effects of magnetic field on detector performance, measurements

were performed by putting the prototype counters in a 1.5 T magnetic field. Figure 33-

a) shows the pulse height distribution for 3.5 GeV/c pions and protons for n = 1.015
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Figure 32: Pulse height distributions obtained with 3.5 GeV/c pions and 3.5 GeV/c

protons for n=1.015 (a); the inefficiency and background contamination as a function

of the pulse-height threshold values (b).

aerogel viewed by two 52-mm FMPMT's in 1.5 T. The spectrum is slightly broadened

in the magnetic field case and accordingly the performance is somewhat deteriorated

as shown in figure 33-b), however, better than 98.0% efficiency can be maintained with

less than 2.0% background.

In a beam test of a prototype endcap counter, A ê — 25. was obtained for n — 1.03

with a single 3-inch FMPMT. For normal incidence, the response is uniform to within

±10%.

3.3.7 Construction Schedule

Production of the aerogel tiles will start in March of 1996 and will continue for one

year. The support structure of the barrel ACC will be completed by October 1996.

Delivery of the FMPMT's will begin in May 1996 and the assembly of the aerogel

modules will start shortly thereafter. Each aerogel module will be tested using cosmic

rays before being mounted on the support structure. The barrel ACC will be ready for

installation before June 1997.

Construction of the endcap ACC will proceed with a half-year delay relative to the

barrel ACC so as to be ready by December 1997.
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3.4 Time-of-Flight Counter

The BELLE collaboration's final decision on the particle ID system includes a Time

of Flight/trigger Scintillator system confined to the barrel part of the detector.

The TOF system is required to have a sub-100 ps time resolution in order to provide

3<T K/n separation for momenta below 1.2 GeV/c, the region of interest for B-flavor

tagging. The TOF system also is required to provide a fast trigger to gate and stop

timing signals for the Csl calorimeter and the CDC. These must have a time jitter of

less than 10 ns and operate at below 70kHz under any beam background conditions. To

do this, the TOF counters are augmented by thin trigger scintillation counters (TSC).

3.4.1 Barrel TOF and TSC design

The barrel TOF consists of 128 plastic scintillation counters forming a cylindrical

structure located at a radius of 120 cm (between the barrel aerogel detector and the

Csl calorimeter). These are organized into 64 modules, each consisting of two TOF

and one TSC counters, readout by a total of five phototubes. The arrangement of

a module is indicated in Fig. 34. The TOF counters are 4 cm thick, the minimum

thickness we found to be consistent with the requirment of 100 ps time resolution in a

1.5 T magnetic field.

Some changes have been made from the TOF configuration described in the TDR.

The outer TSC layer has beeen removed and a 2 cm radial gap separates the 5 mm-thick
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Figure 34: 3D view of one TOF/TSC module

inner layer TSC and the TOF counters. The 2 cm gap is enough to allow most soft

electrons and positrons from gamma ray conversions in the TSC to curl up before they

get to the TOF counters, reducing the coincidence rate from this source. The reduction

in TOF counter thickness and the elimination of one TSC counter layer reduces the

total material thickness of the TOF/TSC from 14.2% to 10.6% of a radiation length.

The elimination of the forward TSC phototube has enabled us to extend the coverage of

the TOF scintillator by 10 cm in the forward region; the TOF system's angular coverage

now extends from 0=33.7° to 120.8° (-0.51 < cos0 < 0.83). Table 3 summarizes the

TOF and TSC configuration.

Table 3: Parameters of the Barrel TOF and TSC counters
Counter

TOF
TSC

Type

BC408

BC412

thickness

cm

4.0

0.5

Z

cm

-72.5~182.5

-81.5~181.5

R

cm

121.5

117.5

Polar angle

33.7°-120.8°

Seg.

128

64

PMT

2

1

Figure 35 shows schematic diagrams for the (a) fast trigger and (b) TOF read-

out, which have been modified from that shown in the TDR to accomodate the new

TOF/TSC configuration. Each TOF signal has two discriminator outputs: a high level

(HL) used for triggering, and a low level (LL) used for TDC timing. The HL signals

from opposite counter ends are mean-timed and coincidenced with the TSC signals to

create a fast trigger signal with a time jitter smaller than 3.5 ns. One option being

considered for processing the TOF analog and timing signals is a Q-to-T conversion and

a multi-hit TDC scheme similar to that being developed for Csl calorimeter system.

Time stretcher electronics that would perform the Q-to-T while preserving the required

precision and dynamic range are being devloped. This option would incorporate the
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Figure 35: Block diagrams of TOF/TSC trigger and readout

TOF in a BELLE-wide unified read out system and provide trigger latency flexibility.

3.4.2 Monte Carlo studies of the TOF/TSC fast trigger

Monte Carlo (MC) simulations using the BELLE full simulator have been used to

evaluate the TOF/TSC design. At design beam currents, spent-beam and small-angle

Bhabha particles striking the masks near the interaction region are expected to produce

a few tens of ~MeV 7—rays into the TOF system per hit event. Conversions of these

7-rays in the scintillator will produce a total barrel TOF singles rate in excess of 70

kHz. The coincidence requirement with an adjacent TSC counter reduces this rate by

more than an order of magnitude. The 1.5 Tesla magnetic field in the 2 cm radial gap

between the TSC and TOF counters prevents most of the electrons created by Compton

scattering or pair production in the inner TSC layer from reaching the outer TOF

layer. Figure 36 shows the TOF/TSC coincidence rate produced by particle sprays

from Bhabha events as a function of the counter discrimination level. In this study, a

small angle bhabha rate of 460kHz, corresponding to a luminosity of 10+34 c m ' V 1 ,

with beam crossing angles of i l l m r a d is assumed. The coincidence requirement of

one TSC with four adjacent TOF counters (1-4 coincidence) ensures a >98% trigger

efficiency for tracks with Pt > 0.5 GeV/c. The rate is determined to be less than 10

kHz at a discrimination level of 0.2~ 0.3 x mips. In the actual experimental triggers,
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we will likely require more than one TSC/TOF-module coincidence; this will provide

an additional safety margin. At design luminosity conditions, the signal occupancies

for the PMTs in the TOF and TSC systems are expected to be between 2 kHz and 13

kHz, respectively, assuming a discrimination level of 0.1 mips. These signal rates are

quite manageable. Studies of photon backgrounds from spent electrons (positrons) are

also in progress.

3.4.3 Beam test results of TOF/TSC prototypes

Full-size prototype barrel TOF counters were tested in a pion beam. They were 2.6 m

long, 5 cm (and 3 cm) thick and 6 cm wide BC408 scintillators with attenuation lengths

of about 2.5 m. The counter was set on a movable stage that could be rotated around

a pivot point, fixed at 1.3 m from the center of the counter. Thus, as will be the

case in BELLE, the incident angle to the counter and the flight path length changed

simultaneously as a function of beam position z, over the ranges from 90° and 1.3 m to

45° and 1.7 m. Figure 37 shows the time resolution as a function of z for the 3 cm- and

5 cm-thick BC408 counters. A time walk correction has been applied over all beam

positions and the time jitter of the start counter (35 ps) is subtracted quadratically.
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Figure 37: Time resolution versus z for

3 cm and 5 cm thick BC408 scintilla-

tors.

Intrinsic time resolutions of 75 and 85 ps are obtained for the 5 cm- and 3 cm-thick

counters, respectively. Figure 38 shows the 7r+/p separation for the 5 cm-thick counter

in a 2 GeV/c un-separated beam. Two peaks, corresponding to TT+S and protons, are

clearly separated by about 6cr, corresponding to what could be expected for 1 GeV/c

7r/K separation. The separation is improved near the readout PMT owing to a longer

path length and better timing resolution.
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A prototype TSC counter, 5 mm thick, 12 cm wide and 280 cm long, made of

BC412 scintillator, was also tested in the beam. The TSC counter was mated via a

mini-light-guide to a fine mesh phototube. The attenuation length is measured to be

about 3.0 m and the number of photoelectrons is found to be greater than 16.5 over

the entire counter. This large light yield allows the discrimination level to be set at

0.2~0.3xmips without any loss of efficiency.
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3.4.4 Progress in the R&D work with fine mesh phototubes

Continued R&D on fine mesh phototubes has resulted in improved gain and collection

efficiency for photoelectrons in the mesh dynodes.

The polarity of high voltage supplied to the photocathode has been changed from

negative to positive in order to reduce large noise pulses, intermittently produced

by breakdown in the very high field gradient in the 3 mm thick glass window. With

positive polarity, the photocathode is grounded and the rate of these large noise pulses is

reduced significantly (much below 0.1 Hz). This change requires a decoupling capacitor

to read the anode output.

Phototubes with 19 stages of 2000 mesh/inch dynode were tested using scintillation

light from a 4 cm(t)x 6 cm(W)x200cm(L) BC404 counter produced by 1.5 GeV/c TT~
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beam. Figure 39 shows (a) output charge and (b) time resolution as a function of z in

magnetic fields of 0 and 1.5 Tesla. A deterioration in the time resolution of 10%~15%

is found at 1.5 Tesla. Here, the high voltage was raised from 1650V to 2950V to get

a nominal output amplitude. A further improvement of PMT gain by a factor of 2~5

would allow us to operate at lower high voltage, thus providing a safety margin for long

term operation. Fine mesh tubes with 24 stage dynodes have been recently tested and

found to give a required gain of lpC/photoelectron at 2600V in a 1.5 Tesla field. The

time resolution of these tubes has been measured using two light pulsers: a fast laser

pulser (PLP-02) (rr,se ~ 30ps) and a N2-Dye laser pulse (rr,4e ~ 0.7ns). Both tests

indicate that the time resolution of the 24-stage tube is about 10% worse than that

of the 19 stage tubes, when the high voltages are adjusted to provide the same gain.

(The 19-stage tubes need about a 400V higher bias voltage.) A beam test is scheduled

in January to evaluate the time resolution of the 24-stage tubes with scintillation light

in a 1.5T field.

3.5 Electromagnetic Calorimeter

3.5.1 Production of Crystals

The delivery of CsI(T^) crystals from Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics (BINP)

started in October 1994. As of the end of 1995, about 1500 pieces had been delivered to

KEK. Quality control and maintenance of the delivery schedule for these crystals, which

are grown at the Institute of Single Crystals in Kharkov, Ukraine, is the responsibility

of the BINP group.

At this writing, the Joint Crystal Collaboration Group (JCCG) in Shanghai and

Beijing has produced more than 10 full-size crystals that satisfy the specifications for

light output and uniformity. The radiation hardness of these crystals is currently being

evaluated.

The light output and uniformity of the crystals produced at both BINP and JCCG

are measured before shipment. Measurements are taken at nine points along the crys-

tal by detecting the 662 keV phofcopeak from 137Cs using a bialkali phototube. The

measurement values are normalized with respect to the pulse height obtained from a

small reference crystal. Uniformity is defined based on the nine measurements as (max.

- min.)/average. At KEK, we repeat the measurement on a sampling basis to ensure

there was no damage during shipment. Such measurements for the BINP crystals are

shown in Figure 40. Our specification requires:

• average light output > 0.27 for all crystals and > 0.29 for more than 90% of

crystals.
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Figure 40: Light output and uniformity of BINP crystals.

• uniformity < 9 % for all crystals and < 7 % for more than 90 % of crystals.

As seen in Figure 40, these requirements are satisfied by all crystals but a few, for which

the crystal surface was damaged by moisture during transportation in the summer of

1995. Repolishing of those crystals will be performed by technicians from BINP.

To maintain proper quality control, it is important for the crystal suppliers to use

measurement devices identical to those at KEK. In 1995, we installed one set of light

output and size measurement devices at BINP and one at SIC (Shanghai Institute

of Ceramics, JCCG). This will improve the measurement efficiency and help avoid

potential conflicts in performance data between the suppliers and KEK.

3.5.2 Light Output

We have measured the light output of 16 counters produced by BINP and Quartz et

Silice (QS). Two Hamamatsu S2744-03 photodiodes ( 1 x 2 cm2 sensitive area) were

used for light detection. Charge from the photodiodes was collected by a standard

preamplifier and shaped by a Hoshin NO 12 shaper with r = 1 fis. The collected charge

was calibrated by irradiating the photodiode using a 241Am source. We measured the

light output generated from the sources listed below:
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Particle Source Energy Comments
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non-interacting pion

non-interacting pion

most probable energy loss

The result is plotted in Figure 41. All measurements are consistent to within 5%

over a range of energies from 1 MeV to 1.5 GeV and give an average of 5060 electron-

hole pairs per MeV of deposited energy. No significant difference between BINP and

QS crystals was observed.
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Figure 41: Average number of electron-hole pairs per MeV of deposited as detected by-

two Hamamatsu S2744-03 photodiodes.

3.5.3 Radiation Hardness

The radiation hardness of CsI(T^) crystals has been studied at Tokyo Institute of

Technology (TIT) and Nara Womens' University (NWU). Each crystal was irradiated

by 7 rays from a 5.8 TBq 60Co source at TIT and the change of light output was

measured after a 5—30 day period of natural annealing. Some crystals were uniformly

irradiated and others were irradiated from the front face, thereby simulating the actual

radiation background.
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At TIT, the light output was measured using a phototube with a thin air gap

between the crystal and the phototube. Gamma rays from 137Cs were used as the light

source. This measurement is similar to the standard acceptance measurement for the

crystals. At NWU, the light output was measured by two photodiodes attached to the

crystal with silicone grease. Cosmic-ray muons were used as the light source. This

measurement is similar to the cosmic-ray precalibration carried out after assembling

the counters.

The result of uniform irradiation measured by a photomultiplier is given in Fig-

ure 42, which shows the pulse height and the resolution for the 662-keV photopeak

from 137Cs at ten points along the crystal. The measurements were done for QS and

BINP crystals after 0-, 10-, 100- and lk-rad irradiation. After lk-rad irradiation, the

decrease in light output is less than 20% and the uniformity of light output is hardly

changed.
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Figure 42: Change of light output and resolution measured by phototube for a QS

crystal (left) and a BINP crystal (right) irradiated uniformly by ^Co.

The effect of front-face irradiation as measured by a photodiode is given in Fig-

ure 43, where the light output from cosmic rays is plotted at nine points along the
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crystal after 10 and 100 rad of irradiation. As shown in the figures, the change of

uniformity is small, even for the case of front-face irradiation. This suggests that we

can maintain the physics performance of the calorimeter even when a small loss of light

output is caused by radiation damage, provided we can track the calibration of each

crystal using Bhabha scattering events.
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Figure 43: Change of light output measured by photodiode for BINP and JCCG crystal

irradiated by 60Co from the crystal front face.

We are continuing radiation hardness studies:

• higher doses and more samples from BINP, JCCG and QS.

• measurements of excitation, emission, transparency and light output for sliced

crystal samples.

• comparison of different production methods and conditions.

• the relation between impurity concentration and radiation damage.

3.5.4 Photodiode

A total of 14,000 S2744-08 photodiodes from Hamamatsu Photonics (HPK) were de-

livered and tested in the spring of 1995. The diodes are made from a 300-,um thick

wafer and have ~ 20% higher photosensitivity than the older version (S2744-03) from

HPK. Before shipment, all photodiodes were burned in at 80° for 50 hours at a reverse

voltage of 70 V.

The following tests were performed on the photodiodes;

1. 5 — 10 pieces were randomly sampled from each production lot and the photo-

sensitivity (S) was measured at HPK. The photosensitivity thus obtained at the

emission peak of CsI(T^), A = 560 nm, is shown in Figure 44(a) for 150 pieces.
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The average photosensitivity of 386 mA/W, corresponds to a quantum efficiency

of 85.5%.

2. The leakage current (Id) and the junction capacitance (Cj) with 70 V bias were

measured at KEK for all delivered photodiodes. The distribution of Id and Cj

at room temperature is shown in Figures 44(b) and (c).
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Figure 44: (a.) Photosensitivity, (b) Leakage current and (c) Junction capacitance of

delivered photodiodes.

3. Radiation hardness was checked for several samples through irradiation by 60Co.

The increase of leakage current at 600 rad and 6800 rad was less than 5% and 20%,

respectively. No significant change of junction capacitance and photosensitivity

was observed up to 6800 rad.

4. Several photodiodes were tested by cycling the temperature 20 times between

—20°C and 80°C while they were operated at 70 V. No problems were encoun-

tered.
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3.5.5 Nuclear Counter Effect

A photodiode works not only as a photosensor but also as a solid state detector for

particles. When a charged particle passes through a photodiode or a soft 7 ray is ab-

sorbed, the resulting energy deposition is recorded as a large signal. This phenomenon

is known as the "nuclear counter" (NC) effect. If particles generated in an electro-

magnetic shower hit a photodiode directly, they may cause an excessive signal that

degrades the energy resolution of the calorimeter. We investigated this effect during a

beam test at KEK.

Unseparated beams of electrons and pions from the proton synchrotron were in-

jected near the center of a 3 x 3 CsI(T^) matrix. The counter at the center was

equipped with two photodiodes; one glued to the crystal in the normal way (PDcs/)

and a second that was completely shielded from the crystal's scintillation light (PD;vc)-

The photodiodes were operated at 60V and the signals were shaped with r = l /xs.

The PDcs/ pulse-height distribution is plotted in Figure 45(a) for a 2 GeV beam,

where the two peaks in the figure correspond to the energy deposited by non-interacting

pions and showering electrons. A correlation between PDc5/ and PDJVC signals is

plotted in Figure 46. The NC effect is clearly observed as an enhancement of PDJVC

at the positions of the PDcs/ pion and electron peaks. The distribution of the PD;vc

signal is plotted in Figure 45(b) for events with PDcsj greater than 50% of the electron

peak in PDcs/-
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Figure 45: Distribution of (a) PDc3i and (b) PDNC-
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Figure 46: Correlation between PDcsi and PDNC-

A small rising slope of PDNC pedestals toward higher values of PDcsi is seen in

Figure 46. This is caused by a cross talk between two channels of electronics, which

is estimated to be less than 0.1%. The frequency of NC effect and its average energy

deposit in the PDNC is summarized in Table 4 after subtracting the effect of the cross

talk.

Table 4: Measurement of nuclear counter effect.

Particle Location of Frequency of Average Energy

Impact NC Effect (%) in PDNc (keV)

1 GeV e" central crystal 0.38±0.05 159±14

1 GeV e~ adjacent crystals 0.09±0.04 155±10

2 GeV e" central crystal 1.46±0.11 227±14

2 GeV e~ adjacent crystals 0.31±0.12 228±38

Based on the above measurement, we summarize;

1. The NC effect occurs for only 1 — 2% of 1 GeV electron detections and for 3 — 6%

of 2 GeV electron detections. The lower bound is estimated by the central crystal

only and the upper bound is estimated by adding all adjacent crystals.

2. The most probable energy deposit in PDNC by the NC effect is around 80 keV and
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is consistent with the passage of a minimum ionizing particle in the photodiode.
The average energy deposit in one NC event is 160 keV for a 1 GeV electron
and 230 keV for a 2 GeV electron. These energy depositions produce the same
diode current as the scintillation light produced by 9 MeV and 13 MeV energy
depositions in the crystals.

3. The contribution of the NC effect is negligible compared to the intrinsic resolution
of the calorimeter.

3.5.6 Preamplifier

Since the submission of TDR, we have changed the input FET of the preamplifier from
a 2SK632/SONY to a 2SK932/SANYO because the company stopped a production of
2SK632 type. The performance of 50 FET's was tested by operating them at 85°C for
1050 hours. No performance degradation was found.

The preamplifier hybrid is made with a 4-layer 1.8 x 4.5 cm2 PC board on which
a 1.3 pF integration capacitance is formed. The measured performance of the last
prototype is summarized in Table 5. The ENC of 620 electrons for one photodiode
corresponds to an equivalent noise of about 0.17 MeV in the Csl with two photodiodes.
The amplifier is linear to within 0.03% up to 6 pC, or approximately 8 GeV energy
deposited in one crystal.

Table 5: Preamplifier performance.

power consumption
ENC with one PD (r = lps)
decay time
charge to voltage conversion
dynamic range of the output
nonlinearity over the dynamic range

125

620

65

-1/1.3
-4.6

<0.03

mW
e

V/pC
V

%

Preamplifiers for the barrel are under production at Meisei Electric Co.. A total
of 7000 units will be delivered in February 1996. All the preamplifiers will be tested
after: i) 24 hours of burn-in at 60°C and ii) 4 temperature cycles of 60°C (30min.) ^
25°C ( 5min.) ^ -30°C (30min.) at the company.
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3.5.7 Shaper

In 1995, we tested the performance of a few prototype shaper circuits. Figure 47 shows

the circuit diagram of the latest version. It consists of a summing amplifier, a pole-zero

cancellation network, a slow shaper and a fast shaper. The output of the slow shaper

is followed by a base line restorer. A standard 4th-order integral circuit (CR — RC4) is

employed for the slow-shaper. The shaping time of RC — 1 fis is chosen as a tradeoff

between noise performance and pileup rejection. With this value the impulse response

of the shaper peaks at 4 /zs. In order to maximize the dynamic range, the gain of each

stage is tuned to be approximately unity for a signal from CsI(T^). The maximum

output voltage of each stage is 10 V, while that of the summing amplifier is 8 V. The

latter is realized by shifting the offset of the output voltage by —4 V.

Sum
0.033 1.5K

pole-zero

from
preamps

AD827

fast-shaper

to ADC

AD827

slow-shaper

to Trigger

EL20O3

Figure 47: Circuit diagram of the shaper unit.

The measured ENC is about 990 electrons for the full chain of 2 PD's + 2 preampli-

fiers plus shaper, in which the contribution of the shaper is found to be negligible (295

electrons). This ENC value corresponds to 0.2 MeV equivalent noise in one crystal,

which already satisfies our goal.

Signal shapes of the slow- and fast- shapers are shown in Figure 48. These oscil-

loscope pictures were taken by irradiating the CsI(T£) crystal by backward scattered

Compton 7-rays at BINP (see section 3.5.13). For a peak 7 ray energy of 500 MeV,
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the slow shaper output has a peak voltage of 380 mV with a peaking time of about

5 fts. The fast shaper output has a similar peak voltage with a shorter peaking time

of 1.5 fis.

Figure 48: Output signal of slow (left) and fast (right) shaper from Csl(Tl). The scale

of oscilloscope is 5 fis/div (left) and 1 fis/div (right).

We are testing a new design for the slow shaper to reduce the effect of pile up. It

has a similar noise performance but a shorter output width than the present version.

The peaking time of the fast shaper (about 1.5 //s) is not short enough in to generate

a calorimetric trigger within 2 ps. This peaking time is determined by the long decay

constant of the Csl(T£) scintillation light (~ 1 /zs plus additional slower components)

and not by the impulse response of the shaper circuit, which is only 300 ns. We are

considering differentiating the fast shaper output to reduce the peaking time by a factor

of two.

3.5.8 Digitization

In order to achieve a large dynamic range over the entire electronics system, it is

important to minimize the pickup noise for the signal transmission between the shaper

and the digitizer over a long distance. Our strategy is to place a Q/T converter on the

shaper board and to transmit only logic signals to a TDC in the electronics hut.

A monolithic chip for a multiple range Q/T converter is being developed at LeCroy

for this purpose. In this chip, an input current is split into three ranges with ratios of

1/8/64 and integrated charges within an externally supplied gate are converted into a

timing signal (pulse width) with 12-bit resolution. The circuit handles a peak input

current of 50 mA with a total dynamic range of 17—18 bits. The first evaluation chip

embedded in a NIM test module will be delivered to KEK in March 1996.

As the timing and range information is coded in multiple transitions of differen-

tial ECL signals, the TDC must understand this coding in order to: i) choose the

most meaningful data and ii) perform data sparsification. LeCroy's multihit TDC,
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the LRS1877, is being modified to incorporate these functions. A modified TDC was

delivered in December 1995 and is being evaluated.

We plan to house the shaper/QT and trigger modules in the TKO box system. The

present design requires 192 channels per box, corresponding to 50 TKO boxes in 26 low

profile racks installed on the barrel yoke of BELLE magnet. The cable length between

the preamplifier and the shaper/QT module will be about 8 m. The LRS1877 TDC

has 96 channels per module and 94 TDC modules will occupy 5 FASTBUS crates in

the electronics hut.

3.5.9 Trigger

A trigger cell (TC) is a group of crystals which is the unit of the cluster counting and

the energy sum. For the barrel, it is composed of adjacent 4x4 crystals everywhere but

the edges. A TC that has an energy deposit above a threshold of 50 MeV is recognized

as a hit cluster and contributes to a total energy sum.

Recognition of Bhabha events in the trigger requires special attention since the

resulting signal will be applied as a veto to all other triggers. (Only a fraction of the

Bhabha events can be kept if we are to avoid saturating the DAQ system.) Simple

cluster counting with a threshold of 50 MeV often gives more than two clusters, which

spoils the separation between Bhabha and other physics events. Extensive simulation

studies since the time of the TDR have led us to a new concept. Specifically, an isolated

cluster number (ICN) signal, was found to be very useful for identifying Bhabha events.

The ICN is the number of combined clusters that are mutually isolated or disconnected.

Hit clusters (or TC's) adjacent to each other can be easily recognized and merged using

simple logic. The result of a full simulation shows that ICN counting works well and

provides a clear discrimination of Bhabha events from other physics events.

Using the ICN, we plan the following trigger conditions for the calorimetric trigger:

Physics event: [ETOT >1 GeV] ® [Nc,us(er >3]

Bhabha event: [ICN<4] 0 [(Ej >E}fcrefJ© (EJ >E?ikrMfc) © • • • 0 (Ej1 >E}lesh)]

where ETOT is the total energy in the calorimeter, Nciuster is the number of TC's above

50 MeV threshold, and E'e is the summation of energies over <f> angle for a certain

6 angular region A0,-,(i = 1,11). Splitting the total energy into Eg,(i — 1,11) and

having individual thresholds E\hresh,(i = 1,11) allows us to vary the prescale factor

of Bhabha events at different polar angles, and thus enables us to collect a uniformly

distributed sample of Bhabha calibration events.

A prototype sum-and-trigger (S/T) module has been produced and extensively

tested. The S/T module collects 16 fast outputs from the QT/shaper module and forms
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an analog sum. Two discriminated signals with different thresholds are generated for

cluster counting. The final version will be a TKO module and will allow for computer

control of the gain of the input stage and the two threshold values. Cluster counting

logic has been designed and is being tested using a LeCroy 2366 module, which contains

a Xilinx FPGA chip.

While the calorimetric trigger described above is sufficient for B physics, an all

neutrals trigger is important for many two-photon processes. A proposal for a suitable

neutral trigger is under consideration by the Novosibirsk group. A high/low threshold

scheme for a matrix of 6 x 6 crystals is being tested in a beam at BINP. A time

resolution of better than 40 ns for photons with energies above 20 MeV is expected.

3.5.10 LED Monitor

We will use physics events such as Bhabha and radiative Bhabha events for the final

in-situ energy calibration. The gain and linearity of the readout electronics will be

calibrated by feeding a fixed amount of charge to the preamplifier input. In addition,

LED's attached to the crystals will be used for quick tests and simple monitoring of

the entire system.

A high-luminosity LED (CY140-YG/Citzen) is attached to the preamplifier mother

board. The LED illuminates the crystal from the back through a small hole made in

the teflon reflector sheet. The LED will be driven by a calibration module installed

in each TKO box. A light pulse equivalent to ~ 5 GeV of deposited energy will be

generated by a 5-V, 0.6-/xs-wide pulse. The calibration module will also supply a test

charge for electronic calibration and bias voltage for the photodiodes.

We have measured the temperature dependence of the LED's by placing a complete

counter in a thermostatic box. As shown in Figure 49, the system has a constant

temperature coefficient of —0.7%/°C for 23 — 31°C at the luminosity corresponding

to 5 GeV. The stability of the system was tested under the same conditions, and was

observed to be better than ±0.3% over a 120-hour period. We confirmed that the LED

has no noticeable change in luminosity up to ~ 108 pulses.

The LED system should be able to monitor the transparency of the crystals, the

condition of the glue joints and the gains of the photodiodes and subsequent electronics.

Our tests show that we can easily track any changes in counter performance with an

accuracy of a few percent over the entire period of calorimeter construction, installation,

and operation.
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Figure 49: Temperature dependence of LED.

3.5.11 Cooling System

A measurement of the temperature dependence of the CsI(T^) detector was reported

in the TDR. Those measurements indicated that the preamplifier should be kept at

less than 30°C to maintain good noise performance and that the crystal temperature

should be stable to within ±1°C to maintain constant light output. A liquid cooling

system is necessary to remove the 3 kW of heat generated by the preamplifiers and to

maintain the requisite stability.

A prototype cooling system was made and tested at KEK in 1995 [25]. The system

contains 100 aluminum boxes, each of which has a 100 fi resistor inside to simulate

0.3 W heat generated by the preamplifiers. The aluminum boxes are installed in a box

made of 1-cm-thick acrylic plates to isolate the system from environmental temperature

changes.

A bundle of braided copper wires is installed as a heat guide between each aluminum

box and the copper cooling tube. The bundle is 15 cm long and has an equivalent cross

section of 2 x 20 mm2. The cooling tube has an inner diameter of 10 mm and flows

Fluorinert (CeF^) as a coolant. Fluorinert is chemically stable and, unlike water,

will not damage the CsI(T£) crystal in the unlikely event of a leak. Characteristics of

Fluorinert are summarized in Table 3.5.11.

Using the prototype cooling system, we confirmed that the temperature difference
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Table 6: Characteristics of Fluorinert (C6Fi4).

boiling point

inflammability

specific weight (at 25 °C)

kinetic viscosity (at 25 °C)

vapour pressure (at 25 °C)

specific heat (at 25 °C)

heat conductivity (at 25 °C)

56

none

1.68

0.4

232

0.25

1.4 x 10~4

°C

cSt

Torr

cal/(g--C)
Cal/(cm-s-°C)

between the preamplifier box and the cooling pipe is maintained at 6 °C for a reasonable

range of coolant temperatures and flow rates. An analysis of the measurement showed

that 80 — 90 % of the generated heat was removed by the coolant and that the release

of heat to the environment was small. Based on this result, we plan to set the coolant

temperature at 20 °C and the coolant flow rate at 16 cm/s. The increase of the coolant

temperature under these conditions will be about 1°C after cooling 100 preamplifiers

in series. The total system will require a cooling capability of 3 kW and a flow rate of

100 //min.

In the actual cooling system, a thin layer of heat-conducting rubber will be necessary

to isolate the electrical ground of each preamplifier. A calculation indicates that in this

case the temperature of the preamplifier would go up by about 1°C.

3.5.12 Mechanical Structure

Following the design described in the TDR, a container for the barrel crystals was

ordered from IHI in 1995. The compartment structure (for 2 (<̂>) x 4 (6) crystals)

will be formed by inserting a 0.5-mm-thick aluminum compartment wall into a slit

precisely cut on the 1.5 mm thick aluminum inner wall and welding them together by

YAG laser. This method realizes the necessary accuracy of the compartment without

creating harmful bumps inside which may damage the crystal. The container will be

delivered to KEK in March 1996.

3.5.13 Beam Test at BINP

Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics (BINP) now offers a new possibility for a detailed

study of the calorimeter characteristics by using the tagged photon beam at the VEPP-

4 storage ring [26]. The system is unique in that it provides a low-energy photon beam
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with precisely known energy. The layout of the facility is shown in Figure 50. A laser

photon {u! — 2.34 eV) interacts with an electron of the beam at the straight section

and receives some part of its energy due to Compton scattering. The energy of the

scattered photon varies from 2% of the electron energy up to a maximum of

where 7 is the electron's relativistic factor in the initial state, UQ is the energy of

the laser photon and me is the electron mass. The photon energy is calculated as

the difference between the beam energy and the scattered electron energy, which is

measured by the tagging system (TS) with an accuracy better than 10~3.

Scale, m

Figure 50: Layout of tagged photon beam facility at BINP.

The beam also contains photons generated from the Bremsstrahlung scattering by

the residual gas nuclei. These photons are untagged but the shape of Bremsstrahlung

edge can be used to estimate the energy resolution of the calorimeter.

The rate of the tagged photon beam is controlled by the electron beam current, the

laser pulse intensity and the laser frequency. The rate is about 1 kHz for a VEPP-4

current of 0.1 mA and a laser frequency of 8 kHz at the maximum laser intensity.

The rate of Bremsstrahlung is proportional to the beam current and is usually two

orders of magnitude smaller. The photon beam has a transverse size of 2 — 4 cm at the

experimental hall, which is determined by the angular spread of the electron beam.

We are presently testing a matrix of 6 x 6 CsI(T^) barrel counters with prototype

preamplifiers and shapers at this facility. The test started on November 28, 1995 and

measurements were performed at four beam energy points between 1.8 and 4.5 GeV

by the end of the year. Several runs with the photon beam pointed to each of the

four central crystals were taken at each energy. A preliminary result of photon energy

spectrum obtained by summing 6 x 6 crystals is shown in Figure 51 for the beam

energy of 1.8 GeV. A clear Compton spectrum with an edge corresponding to 110 MeV
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is seen in the figure above a small background from Bremsstrahlung. Fitting to the

Compton edge shows a resolution of 4% even though only a coarse calibration based

on cosmic rays was applied to each crystal.
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Figure 51: Compton spectrum measured by 6 x 6 crystals at BINP beam test.

The beam test will continue in January 1996 for:

• Measurement of position resolution by installing a lead collimator with 1 mm slit

in front of the crystal matrix.

• Study of neutral trigger electronics.

• Study of nuclear counter effect.

• Study of crystals by JCCG in China.

3.5.14 Beam Test at KEK

We have compared the energy resolution of 3 x 3 arrays of CsI(TY) crystals produced

by BINP, JCCG, and QS using the electron beam at the KEK proton synchrotron.

The result is summarized in Table 7 together with the expectation from a GEANT

simulation.

Crystals from BINP give the best energy resolution and are consistent with the

GEANT simulation. Although slightly worse resolutions were obtained for the JCCG
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Table 7: Energy resolution of BINP, JCCG and QS crystals for electrons.

Energy (MeV)

BINP crystal (%)

JCCG crystal (%)

QS crystal (%)

GEANT(%)

250

3.16

3.30

2.78

500

2.39

2.65

2.65

2.32

750

2.15

2.40

2.00

1000

1.95

2.32

2.20

1.84

1500

1.80

2.17

2.00

1.67

2000

1.70

1.90

1.77

1.57

and QS crystals (due probably to the transverse non-uniformity of the light yield) all

crystals satisfy our requirements for use in BELLE. The details of the beam test are

described in BELLE note [27].

A 3 x 3 matrix of undoped Csl was tested as a possible candidate for the endcap

calorimeter. Crystals were read out by the photomultiplier with UV windows. We

obtained an energy resolution of ~ 2.2 % for 1.0 and 1.5 GeV electrons and ~ 3.0 %

for 0.5 GeV electrons. Time resolutions better than 220 ps (TT+ and ir~ for 1.0 — 2.0

GeV) and better than 110 ps (e~ for 0.5 — 1.5 GeV) were obtained after correcting

the time slew by using four discriminators with different threshold. The details of this

test will be reported in a BELLE note.
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3.6 The KL//i Subsystem

The KLM subsystem is designed to detect neutral kaons and muons with momenta

> 600 MeV/c. We report here on progress in finalizing the detector design and

preparing for construction and on R&D results obtained in the past year.

In the BELLE Technical Design Report, glass resistive plate counters (RPC's) were

identified as the most attractive option for the active detector elements of the KLM

subsystem. Our continuing R&D program on these devices has now led us to commit

to their use, and to prepare for their construction over the next two years at our home

institutions, starting in January 1996.

We first summarize the main accomplishments of 1995:

• Mechanical design details (dimensions, connections for signals, HV, gas, etc.) of

the RPC's have been fixed (see section 3.6.1).

• Sufficient materials to begin production of RPC's have been ordered. The nec-

essary tooling is in place.

• A large number of prototype modules of various sizes have been constructed and

successfully operated in long-term tests (see 3.6.4).

• A time-multiplexed readout scheme has been devised and prototype 96-channel

readout cards have been produced and tested (see section 3.6.2).

• The high voltage distribution system has been designed and the procurement of

HVPS modules is underway (see section 3.6.3).

• Further progress in understanding the detailed behavior of glass RPC's has been

made (see section 3.6.4).

3.6.1 Mechanical Design

Since the writing of the TDR, the dimensions of the iron yoke as well as the gaps

between the iron plates for the RPC modules have been finalized. The iron plates are

47 mm thick, while the gaps are nominally 44 mm with a guaranteed 37 mm straight-

through clearance after accounting for possible bowing and thickness variations of the

iron plates. To ensure ease of installation, the RPC modules have been designed to

fit within a 37-mm envelope. The other dimensions of the modules (e.g., widths and

lengths for the barrel) are such that there is adequate clearance at the perimeter to

avoid pinching during insertion into the iron gap. Figure 52 shows a section of the
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Figure 52: Detail of the KLM barrel endview near an octant boundary.

KLM barrel near an octant boundary, and lists the nominal widths of the gaps. (The

barrel modules will be 6 mm narrower.)

The basic superlayer configurations are generally the same as those given in the

TDR with the following notable changes:

• Each of the two modules within a barrel octant superlayer now contains two, not

four, RPC's. The RPC's are about 2.2 m long and between 1.5 m and 2.7 m

wide. Glass sheets of these dimensions are readily available in the United States,

cut to size by the manufacturer.

• The RPC's for each barrel octant superlayer will be contained in two independent

aluminum housings or "frames" (one for +z and one for —z), each large enough to

contain two layers of 2.2 x 2.2 m2 RPC's and their readout electrodes. Although

this increases the channel count somewhat with respect to the TDR design, where

the modules were 4.4 m long, it greatly simplifies the assembly, handling, and

installation of the modules.

• We have adopted a variable pitch arrangement for the <j> strips. The strip widths

have been chosen to match the modularity of the readout electronics (groups of

12) To this end there are 48 z and either 36 (superlayers 1-6) or 48 (layers 7-15)

4> strips per module. In all cases the strip pitch is within ±10% of 50 mm. The

total number of cathode strips in the barrel is now 21,856.

Detail cutaway views of the barrel modules are shown in Figure 53. A top view of

one RPC in the endcap modules is shown in Figure 54. Each endcap module consists
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of eight RPC's of this size, plus two RPC's with slightly smaller dimensions. The layer

structure of the endcap, which is the same as the barrel, is shown in Figure 55.
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Figure 53: Details of the z and <j> cutaway views of a KLM barrel RPC module

Figure 54: Endcap RPC

Figure 55: Cutaway view of KLM end-

cap RPC module.

Spacers A persistent problem with obtaining a good gas seal at the perimeter of the

RPC's has now been solved with the redesign of the extruded noryl tee-shaped spacer

that simultaneously maintains the 2 mm gap spacing at the perimeter and provides a

mating surface for epoxying to the glass sheets. Previously, the perimeter had to be
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inspected closely for leaks, which then had to be resealed one by one~™a time-consuming

and unreliable procedure. The newly built RPC's are all gas-tight after the original

epoxy coat has cured.

Some of the variation in RPC efficiency on plateau that has been observed in our

prototype chambers has been traced to nonuniformities in the gas gap spacing. One

source of nonuniformity was caused by the original design of the tee-shaped spacer at

the RPC perimeter. The gap size near the perimeter depended on how snugly this tee

was butted against the glass sheets before epoxying. The new tee spacer design has

eliminated this variability by moving the gap-defining dimension from the intersection

of the tee to the part extending into the gas gap.

3.6.2 Readout

The most straightforward way to meet the electrical requirements of the RPC cathode

readout would be to instrument each channel with a discriminator and a commercial

pipelined TDC. However, the cost of such a system would exceed $50 per channel (three

to four times higher than our target cost) without adding any obvious performance

advantage. We have thus elected to adopt a simpler custom-designed system based

on inexpensive TTL comparators and field programmable gate arrays (FPGA's). The

design of this system is common to both the endcap and the barrel RPC's and is the

joint responsibility of the Osaka City (endcap) and Princeton (barrel) groups.

Each channel consists of a comparator (discriminator) to convert the RPC pulses

to standard pulses and digital logic that stores the signals until the receipt of a Level 1

trigger. Two readout modes are possible. The first, which is intended primarily for

prototype work, uses shift registers to provide the Level 1 delay and to route the

addresses of struck strips to a central readout controller. In the second, which is the

baseline design for the experiment, the addresses from up to twelve struck strips are

time-encoded into a pulse train, which is routed to a LeCroy 1877 pipeline TDC (the

same TDC used throughout the BELLE DAQ). Although the logic used to implement

the two readout modes is quite different, the hardware is identical—changing modes is

accomplished by simply downloading a new circuit design. Common to both modes is a

certain amount of housekeeping logic—e.g., test input registers, input polarity control

registers, DAC threshold registers, registers for channel enable/disable masking, etc.

The control patterns for these registers are downloaded through a serial loop.

To minimize cable costs and to simplify the installation of the RPC's, the front-end

electronics will be implemented on standard 240 x 160 mm2 (6U VME) printed circuit

boards housed in VME crates placed on the periphery of the magnet yoke. Each board

will house 96 channels and will be connected to the RPC's by four 24-twisted-pair flat
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cables. The length of the cables will be between three and five meters. A smaller

number of cables will carry the time-multiplexed signals to the TDC's located in the

counting house.

At this writing, two design iterations of the readout printed circuit board have

been completed. Prototype systems are currently being field tested at Osaka City,

Princeton, Tohoku, and Virginia Tech. The design of the time-multiplexed readout

logic is well underway and will be implemented and tested in the near future.

3.6.3 HV System

To avoid the use of voltages in excess of 6 kV (the recommended operating limit of

many cables and connectors), we bias each gap with positive HV on one plate and

negative HV on the other. Although this ostensibly doubles the number of HVPS

channels required, we circumvent this problem by ganging together several (ss 24)

of the positive electrodes, while dedicating a single HVPS channel to each negative

plate. This affords monitoring and control of individual RPC's (the current drawn by

an RPC is a good indicator of its general health) without a large increase in channel

count. For the positive bias we have selected units with a maximum output voltage of

6 kV (LeCroy 1468P), while employing considerably less expensive (per channel) 3.5 kV

units (LeCroy 1469N) for the negative side. The resulting system is thus capable of

providing total operating biases of 9.5 kV.

3.6.4 Glass RPC R&D

In 1995, Virginia Tech built approximately eighty glass resistive plate counters of sizes

ranging from 30 x 30 cm2 to 100 x 200 cm2 to test the properties of these devices under

various operating conditions. Some of these chambers have been shipped to Princeton

University, Tohoku University and Osaka City University. In the same time period,

several glass RPC's were built at Tohoku University and Osaka City University; some

of these were shipped to the American collaborators to compare the behavior of the

Japanese and American RPC's.

Performance Measurements Sixteen of the 100 x 200 cm2 RPC's built have been

assembled into a cosmic ray test stand. The RPC's are arranged in four superlayers;

the four RPC's in each superlayer are stacked two deep and cover an area of 200 x

200 cm2. Until recently, we were limited in the number of cathodes that could be read

out, so we chose to instrument the RPC superlayers with one-dimensional readout of

sixteen 5-cm-wide cathode strips above the superlayer. With the recent arrival of the

prototype KLM readout cards, we will reconfigure the readout to accommodate 196
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two-dimensional cathode strips. Apart from the ongoing real-time measurements of

RPC lifetime, this setup has been used to conduct several measurements to verify the

expected performance of the RPC's; two will be described here.

RPC efficiency can be measured by requiring hits in three of the superlayers and

then looking for a hit in the fourth. An additional small scintillator is used in this case

to restrict tracks to the center of the RPC to avoid edge effects associated with the

limited area of cathode readout. The superlayer efficiency (effectively the logical OR

of two RPC's) measured in this way is consistently above 99%.

RPC position resolution can be measured by selecting events that have a clean track

(one or two adjacent hits per superlayer) passing through all four superlayers. Three of

these hits are reconstructed to a straight line that is projected into the fourth superlayer

and compared to the actual hit location. Fitting the histogram of the deviations

between the projected track and the hit gives a one standard deviation resolution of

2.6 cm for the outer superlayers and 1.7 cm for the inner superlayers. If the track

vector were known exactly, we would expect a resolution of 1.44 cm (5 cm / >/l2)- The

uncertainty in the track vector formed from the other three RPC superlayers, when

extrapolated into the fourth superlayer, accounts for the larger observed resolutions.

This has been verified with a Monte Carlo simulation of this detector geometry.

RPC Lifetime Measurements The older chambers in the cosmic ray test stand, as

well as more recent additions, are being used for a real-time measurement of the lifetime

(or a lower limit thereof) of the RPC's. As of December 1995, most of these chambers

have been operating continuously for over thirty weeks; counter #92 is approaching its

first birthday. Performance—characterized by on-plateau efficiency, singles rate, and

dark current- -has been very stable over this period with no evidence of deterioration.

The efficiencies and currents (resistive plus on-plateau discharge current) as measured

in mid December of 1995 are listed in Table 8. These counters will continue to be

monitored in 1996 to assess their long-term durability.

An accelerated measurement of the glass RPC lifetime uses two 100 x 200 cm2

RPC's irradiated by a 70 mCi 60Co source. This setup provides an acceleration factor

of 20, as determined by the ratio of the discharge current with source on (« 10 /iA/m2)

to the standard operating current of (0.5 pA/m2). An equivalent of 214 weeks of aging

has been accumulated without significant loss in chamber performance. This test will

also continue into 1996.

Operating Gas Since the writing of the TDR, we have changed our operating gas

mixture from 4% freon-116, 35% isobutane and 61% argon to 6%, 30%, and 64%, re-
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RPCID
92

123

124

126

127

128

129

130

131

134

135

136

137

144

163

164

165

Weeks of

Operation

51

34

33

33

32

30

30

28

28

27

26

26

25

11

10

6

6

Efficiency

(%)

87.8
92.7

94.8

88.8

93.0

95.5

93.7

95.5

94.6

93.6

90.3

96.7

91.0

94.5

89.2

95.6

95.4

Current

(M/m2)
1.0

0.9

1.3

1.4

1.5

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.8

0.7

0.8

0.9

2.1
—

—
—

—

Table 8: Efficiencies and currents (resistive plus discharge) for 100 x 200 cm2 glass

RPC's.

spectively. This choice balances the higher efficiency and smaller discharges against the

higher voltage required to operate the RPC's when using a higher freon concentration.

In view of the practical advantages inherent in operating with non-flammable gases,

we continue to search for such a mixture. A study was performed at Tohoku Gakuin

University to see if a non-flammable gas mixture, formed by replacing most of the

isobutane quencher with CO2, could be found for the RPC's. Unfortunately, we have

not yet been able to establish a practical mixture. Mixtures with a high concentration

of CO2 have impractically high plateau voltages, whereas lower concentrations of CO2

result in unacceptably large levels of afterpulsing, evidently the result of increased

photon feedback. The search for a suitable non-flammable gas mixture continues.

Effects of Water Contamination A set of four previously working glass RPC's

at Tohoku suffered a rapid and permanent loss of efficiency in June of 1995. Since
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the demise of these chambers corresponded closely to the onset of the rainy season in

Japan (a time of extremely high humidity) poisoning by water vapor was considered

a likely culprit. (Urethane tubing, which we subsequently learned to be highly water

permeable, was used for the chambers' gas supply.)

To test this hypothesis, two new 30 x 30 cm2 glass RPC's were built and connected

in series to the gas supply, with a section of 10-m urethane tubing between the two

RPC's passing through a water tank. With a gas flow of 20 cc/min, the upstream RPC

(#1) contained no water vapor, while the gas in the downstream RPC (#2) contained

about 200 ppm water vapor, an amount comparable to what we estimate the water

concentration was at the time of the June failures. The performance of these RPC's

was monitored for about seventy days. Water was fed to RPC 2 on day 15 and stopped

on day 36. The water contamination in the gas to RPC 2 saturated at 200 ppm four

days after placing the tubing in the water tank. The plateau curves in Figure 56

show the time progression of the chambers' efficiencies. No change was observed in

RPC 1; however, the plateau efficiency of RPC 2 began to drop while operating with

the water-contaminated gas. RPC 2 never recovered after this test, even after the gas

was dried.

It thus appears that water poisoning is a likely cause for the June chamber failures.

The Japanese groups have since switched to non-permeable tubing similar to that used

in the U.S. We note that during the experiment, the chambers will operate in a low

humidity environment.
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Figure 56: Time progression of efficiency plateau curves for RPC 1 (left) and RPC 2

(right). Adding of water began at day 15 and ended at day 36.
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Rate Dependence Since the RPC's are shielded from the IR by several radiation

lengths of material, it is expected that their singles rates will be dominated by cosmic

rays and dark counts (about .05 Hz/cm2). Nonetheless it is of interest to investigate

the count rate capabilities of the RPC's to ascertain the amount of design margin.

To this end, tests have been performed to determine how the efficiency of glass

RPC's changes with increased particle flux. In two separate tests RPC's were exposed

to 60Co sources placed at various distances so as to change the flux of soft gamma

rays. Roughly 5% of the gammas produce electrons via Compton scattering in the

materials of the RPC. Some of these electrons initiate streamers in the RPC gap. The

efficiency for detecting cosmic ray muons (triggered by external scintillator telescopes)

was monitored as a function of the singles rate.

Figure 57 shows the RPC detection efficiency for four different freon concentra-

tions. (The percentages of freon /argon /isobutane in these gas mixtures were 10/60/30,

20/50/30, 50/25/25 and 80/10/10.) Note that the actual fluxes are higher than those

indicated in Figure 57 since the observed singles rates are reduced by the loss in cham-

ber efficiency.
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Figure 57: Singles rate dependence of glass RPC efficiency for different freon fractions.

With a 10% freon concentration, the efficiency drops when the singles rate exceeds

0.2 Hz/cm2, or about four times the expected rate. As the freon concentration is raised,

efficient operation at higher count rates is possible, provided the chambers are operated

at higher voltages.
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3.7 Extreme Forward Calorimeter

3.7.1 Purpose and Requirements

The Extreme Forward Calorimeter (EFC) will be located close to the beampipe and

will tag particles at very small angles. A conceptual design of this detector has been

presented in a Belle Note [32].

The angular distributions of TT±, e±, and 7 in inclusive B decays are shown in

Figure 58. Approximately 8% of them fall outside of the 17° < Oiab < 150°, angular

coverage of BELLE without the EFC. Due to the relatively high multiplicity in B

decay, the probability that at least one charged particle or photon falls outside this

acceptance is ~ 55%.

The EFC will tag the presence of a large fraction of these tracks. The impact of

this detector has been explored in three main physics issues :

Luminosity monitoring A non-zero crossing angle at the KEK B-factory makes

bringing the e+ and e~ beams into coliision a non-trivial job. At the beginning of

the machine operation and each time the machine is tuned or upgraded, a fast and

precise luminosity monitor will provide a useful diagnostic to help bring the machine

to a normal operating condition.

Luminosity monitoring and measurement is of fundamental importance for all

physics analyses, since all cross-sections are determined with luminosity as the funda-

mental parameter. In e+e~ machines the luminosity is determined by measuring a well-

known QED process such as e+e~ —+ e+e~(Bhabha scattering) or e+e~ —> e+e~fi+fi~.

With a small angle detector, event rates for these processes are high, thereby reducing

the statistical and systematic errors of luminosity measurement.

It has been calculated [34] that with simple but robust trigger requirements one

can get 1.1 kHz event rate for Bhabha scattering using the EFC alone. This rate is

sufficient to provide an accurate instantaneous luminosity measurement.

The event rate for e+e~ —+ e+e~/j,+n~ process using only EFC and muon chamber

is 50 events/hour [34]. This provides systematically independent luminosity measure-

ment.

Tagging for two-photon physics A variety of two-photon physics topics have been

pursued at e+e~ colliders. The major advantage at a 5-Factory will be the high

luminosity and relatively higher hermeticity compared to PEP, PETRA and TRISTAN

detectors.

The effective cross-section for tagged two-photon events increases rapidly at small
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Figure 58: Angular distributions of (a)pions, (b)electrons, and (c)photons from inclu-

sive B decays at BELLE in the laboratory frame.

tagging angles. A higher rate for tagged events obtains at the small Q2 accessible with

a small angle tagger. The nominal angular acceptance of BELLE, 17° < #;<,(, < 150°,

implies a minimal Q2 of 0.2 GeV2. With the EFC covering down to 0lab = 173.4°, the

minimal Q2 reachable is extended down to 0.05 GeV2. With the EFC, it is possible to

go down to x = 0.01, thus making certain QCD studies feasible. The high statistics

would allow us to accept or rule out certain parton density models for the structure

function of the photon.

Possibilities for two-photon physics in BELLE with the EFC are discussed in

BELLE Notes [39, 40].

Tagging for B decays Many interesting B decay modes contain one or more

neutrinos that escape detection. Examples are the decays B —• rv and B —• xlv;

these are interesting because of their sensitivity to Vub and /#• In most proposed

searches for such decays at a B factory, the accompanying B meson is tagged in an

exclusive decay channel. The reconstructed four-vector of the tagged-i? provides useful

kinematic constraints and reduces the level of combinatoric backgrounds. The missing

neutrinos result in large missing energies, a signature that is used to select candidate

events. Monte-Carlo studies indicate that a large fraction of background that survive

all analysis cuts contain one or more tracks going through the detector holes, mimicking

events with large missing energies. These backgrounds can be significantly reduced by

rejecting events depositing energies in the EFC. Monte-Carlo studies [38] show that

the EFC can improve the background rejection for the B —> rv by a factor of 3 to 4.

The particles most abundantly generated in B decays are charged pions and photons

(predominantly from TT° decays). The momentum distributions for charged pions and

photons from inclusive B decays in the angular ranges 9iab < 17° and 0lab > 150°
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are shown in Fig. 59. From the figure it is clear that the EFC should be capable of

tagging photons and pions with energies as low as 100 MeV. For these measurements,

the position resolution of the detector is not so crucial.

Momentum of K* (GeV)
1 2 3

Momentum of y (GeV)

±
1 2 3

Momentum of n* (GeV)
1 2 3
Momentum of y (GeV)

Figure 59: Momentum distributions of charged pions and photons from inclusive B

decays at BELLE in the angular ranges of 6 < 17° ((a) and (b)), and 6 > 150° ((c)

and (d)), respectively.

3.7.2 Other Design Considerations

In addition to the considerations relevant to the physics goals of the EFC, there are

other practical issues to be considered.

Space limitation The space available at the interaction region is very tight. To

install an EFC with a sufficiently large number of radiation lengths would require a

very dense material, such as sampling calorimeters or BGO crystals.

Radiation hardness The EFC is located at a region of high radiation level due to

synchrotron radiation, spent-electrons and electrons from Bhabha process [37]. The
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material chosen for EFC should be able to survive in such an environment.

Material in front of the EFC Figure 60 shows a side-view of the IR. The e±/-y will

traverse the copper beam pipe, before being detected by the EFC. Since the particles

intercept the beam pipe at a very small angle, the effective thickness of the beam pipe

is quite large. At larger polar angles, the support frame for the SVD starts to block

the EFC. To optimize the performance of the EFC, it is necessary to reduce as much

as possible the amount of materials in front of it. The effective thickness of the Cu

beam pipe correspond to 2.4 XQ at 9 — 9°. If an Al beam pipe can be used instead, the

radiation length would be reduced to 0.4 XQ. A Be beam pipe would present negligible

amount of material and would therefore be ideal for the EFC.

Figure 60: Side view of the EFC with Si-W option.

3.7.3 Conceptual Designs of the EFC

We are considering two options for the EFC. The first option is a sampling calorimeter

consisting of layers of silicon pads and tungsten plates. The second option is a ho-

mogeneous calorimeter consisting of an array of BGO counters pointing towards the

interaction point. We describe these two options below.
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Si-W option Sampling Si-W calorimeters have been used as luminosity monitors at

several e+e~ collider experiments including ALEPH [30] and DELPHI [29]. The ad-

vantages of the Si-W sampling detectors are the short radiation length (compactness),

longitudinal and transverse shower sampling capability, and radiation hardness.

Schematics of the Si-W EFC option are shown in Fig. 61. It consists of two separate

parts for the forward and backward regions. Each part consists of 12 layers of 300 fim

thick silicon pads and W plates. The thickness of each W plate is 3.5 mm (1.0 Xo).

Each silicon layer is segmented azimuthally into 16 identical wedge-shaped pads, each

containing 7 or 9 pads along the 6 direction. The patterns of the silicon pads are shown

in the same figure. To facilitate different dimensions of the detector at forward and

backward angles, six different patterns are required for the silicon pads. The angular

coverage of the EFC is 6.4° < 6 < 12.4° and 162.2° < 9 < 173.4°. The front surfaces

of the forward and backward EFC are at distances of 60 cm and 43.5 cm, respectively,

from the interaction point.

Figure 61: Schematics of the EFC options. The top row is for Si-W option and the

bottom row is for BGO option. The side view of forward part, cross-sectional view of

forward part, side view of backward part and cross-sectional view of backward part are

shown sequentially from left to right.

Signals from four adjacent pads (in the longitudinal direction) are first summed

before being fed into fast preamps and discriminators located near the EFC. The output

analog and digital signals are transmitted via ribbon cables for further processing. The

total weights of the EFC are 40 kg and 45 kg, respectively, for the forward and backward

EFC. The EFC can be readily mounted on the front surfaces of the cryostats of the

final-focus QCS's. The specifications of the Si-W EFC are listed in Table 9.
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Table 9: Specifications of the Si-W EFC.

6 Coverage

z Positions

Weight

Channel Number

Forward

r~i.4° - 12.4°
60 cm - 68 cm

40 kg

336

Backward

162.2° - 173.4°

43.5 cm - 51.5 cm

45 kg

432

BGO option A BGO calorimeter has been used successfully as a luminosity monitor

in the L3 detector [28]. The advantages of the BGO calorimeter are compactness, good

energy resolution, and relative ease of fabrication. A drawback is the low tolerance for

radiation. Nevertheless, recent studies showed that BGO fabricated with a special

process can withstand extremely high radiation levels [41].

Schematics of the proposed BGO option are shown in Fig. 61. An array of 12 XQ

- long BGO crystals are segmented in the 9 and <j> directions. Each BGO crystal is

oriented towards the interaction point, optimizing the shower position resolution. The

segmentation in the <f> - direction for the BGO option is a factor of two better than

that for the Si-W option. Light output from each BGO counter will be fed into a

photodiode attached to the back surface of the crystal. As shown in Table 10, the total

number of readout channels of the BGO option, which has a better <f> segmentation, is

somewhat less than that of the Si-W option.

Table 10: Specifications of the BGO EFC.

6 Coverage

z Positions

Weight

Channel Number

Forward

6.4° - 12.4°

60 cm - 68 cm

60 kg

224

Backward

162.2° - 173.4°

43.5 cm - 51.5 cm

65 kg

288

3.7.4 GEANT Simulations

We have carried out GEANT simulations on the performance of the EFC. The main

purposes of the GEANT simulation are to evaluate 1) the energy, 0, <f>, and Q2 resolution
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of the EFC, 2) the relative merits of the two options, and 3) the effects of the beam

pipe on the EFC performances. Some results from this study are presented here.

Energy resolution The energy resolution for electrons emitted at 9 — 9.5° is shown

in Figure 62. Calculations were done for various EFC and beampipe options. As

expected, the intrinsic energy resolution for the BGO is superior to that of Si-W.

However, the presence of the Cu beam pipe degrades the BGO performance to the

point where both options are comparable. In contrast, the Be and Al beam pipes have

negligible effects on the EFC performance. It is clear that Cu beam pipe should be

avoided, especially if the BGO option is chosen.

The energy resolution for 2 GeV electrons as a function of the polar angle is shown

in Fig. 62. The edge effect due to transverse shower leakage is clearly observed.

Angular resolution The polar-angle resolution for 2 GeV electrons emitted at var-

ious angles is shown in Fig. 63. To determine the shower position, we simply calculate

the centroid of the energy depositions in each detector. The performances of the Si-W

and the BGO options are comparable, and they depend only slightly on the beam pipe

materials. The degradation of the polar angular resolution near the ends reflects the

partial containment of the showers.

The azimuthal angular resolution for 2 GeV electrons with 9 = 9.5° is shown in

Fig. 63 . Due to the azimuthal symmetry of the detector, <j> is measured from the edge

of any wedge detector,i.e., Si pad or face of the BGO crystal, as the case may be. As

expected, the <f> resolution improves as the electron direction gets closer to the edge of

the detector.

The Q2 resolution for electrons emitted at 9 = 9.5° is shown in Fig. 64. The

degradation caused by the Cu beam pipe is clearly seen.

Efficiency The efficiencies1 for detecting pions and electrons of various energies are

displayed in Fig. 65. The Cu beam pipe clearly reduces the efficiencies for electron

detection.

3.7.5 Trigger and DAQ

The conceptual DAQ/trigger for the SiW option is shown in Fig. 66. For the BGO

option, the pad signals need are replaced by the photo-diode signals.

xIf a particle deposits more energy in EFC than what a minimum ionizing particle would, then the
EFC is said to be efficient.
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Figure 62: EFC energy resolution as a function of electron energy and energy resolution

as a function of polar angle from GEANT simulations.

The magnitude and structure of delay lines for the signals depend upon the EFC

option and timing of the BELLE triggers. Therefore we will not discuss this issue in

this note.

The Bhabha trigger will consist of an Energy Sum and a <f>-correlation logic. A

few CAMAC look-up-units will be able to handle it. The raw Bhabha trigger rate

is expected to be of the order of 2 kHz at 1034cm~2sec~x [34], and will have to be

prescaled by a factor of a few hundred to be acceptable by the BELLE main trigger.

A tagged two-photon trigger may be developed by combining EFC information with

that from the CDC and SVD. The requirement of at least 2 CDC tracks with a good

2-vertex from the SVD, when combined with 0.5 GeV EFC threshold, will an efficient

trigger for resonance states produced by two-photon interactions.
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Figure 63: Polar angle and azimuthal angle resolutions for electrons from GEANT

simulations.

A background monitor can be built by discriminating the signals at a low threshold

(~ 10 MeV), and counting with or without multiple fan-ins.

3.7.6 Cost and Schedule

The cost estimates for both EFC options are listed in Table 11. The technologies for

both options, with the possible exception of the fabrication of rad-hard BGO, are well

in hand. The costs for both options are comparable and are around half a million

dollars.

A prototype Si-W calorimeter with about half as many Si layers as in the full design,

and covering 45° in <j> is being fabricated in Taiwan. It will be ready for an April 1996

beam-test at KEK.
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Figure 64: Q2 resolution for electrons from GEANT simulations.

Table 11: Cost estimates for the EFC (Unit: 103 US$).

Raw Material

Processing

Electronics

Mechanical Support

Total

Si-W option

70

250

80

20

420

BGO option

350

50

50

40

490

Radiation-hard BGO crystals have been obtained from two different manufacturers

at Ukraine and Novosibirsk. They will undergo a radiation hardness test at the nuclear

research facility of Tsing Hua university in Taiwan during Feb. '96.

The final decision on the design of data acquisition will be made in the summer of

1996, after we have completed beam tests of prototypes of both options. The construc-

tion of the full EFC should be completed by the end of '98.

As clearly shown in this note, it is crucial for the performance of the EFC to use

Al or Be, instead of the Cu beam pipe. R & D work on the feasibility to use Al or Be

beam pipe is being carried out, taking into consideration its impact on the choice of

the EFC option.
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Figure 65: Efficiencies for charged pion and electron detection from GEANT simula-

tions.

3.8 Trigger system

The progresses of the design of sub-system triggers are reported in each detector section.

In this section, we report the progress and status related to the central trigger system.

We have been trying to clarify specifications on the relation between sub-system triggers

and the Global Decision Logic (GDL). The conceptual design of the GDL is described

in the BELLE Technical Design Report [21].

3.8.1 Sub-system Trigger Signals

The GDL accepts total 48 sub-system trigger signals with differential ECL level. Since

the GDL performs only global correlations with AND, OR, and Veto logic, sub-systems
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Figure 66: Schematic diagram of the EFC trigger and DAQ.

should form triggers to provide overall information rather than local hit patterns. Local

correlations between detectors are supposed to be done prior to the GDL. Table 12 lists

a tentative assignment of sub-system triggers input to the GDL and Table 13 shows

example of the output triggers and their logics.

3.8.2 Pre-scaled triggers

The GDL provides a function of pre-scaling for each trigger output. The pre-scale

factors are controlled from the computer. For more sophisticated pre-scaled trigger,

such as Bhabha trigger with ^-dependent prescale factor, pre-scaling is done in the

sub-system. In this case, non-prescaled trigger is also needed to make a veto and
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Table
Detector

CDC

SVD

TRKa>
TSC

Csl

EFC

KLM
CALIB

12:

vcf>

Z

z
v<f>-\

Tentative assignment of

I

label

NcDR-Full

NcDR-Short

CDC:B-B
CDC:open

NCDZ

NSVR

Nsvz
NSVRZ

Timing

NTSC

ETot

NcUt

CshBBpre
Csl:BBbar,

CSI:BBEC

EFC:BB
EFC:Tag

MU
CALIB

Total

#Bits
2

2

1

1

2

2

2

2

4

1

2+1
3

3

1

1

1

1

1+1
1

3

38

Sub-detector Trigger Inputs to GDL.
comments

CDC Full Track (N = 1, 2, > 3)
CDC Short Track (N = 1, 2, > 3)
CDC Back-to-Back Tracks

<f>open > 9 0 °

CDC Z-track (N = 1, 2, > 3)

SVD T<f> Track (N = 1, 2, > 3)

SVD Z-Track (N = 1, 2, > 3)

SVD r^-ZTrack (N = 1, 2, > 3)

"Timing" Trigger

# of TSC hits (N = 1, 2, > 3) + reserve

ETot> EUE2,E3

Ndat>N1,N2,N3

Csl Bhabha (prescaled)
Csl Barrel Bhabha (non-prescale)
Csl Endcap Bhabha (non-prescale)
EFC Bhabha
Tag for two-photon + reserve
Muons (reserved for future)
Calibration Triggers

a) SVD, CDC, etc. locally combined track (future implementation),

combination with other sub-system triggers.

3.8.3 Timing and width

Sub-system triggers should arrive at the GDL within (2.2 // sec — T£.®C
L) after the time

of the interactions, where T^C
L is a processing time of the GDL and depends on the

hardware design of the GDL and the timing decision scheme. We expect T^C
L — 300

~ 500 nsec and this leaves 1.7 ~ 1.9 \i sec for sub-system triggers. Each sub-system
trigger is latched with the GDL clock (32 MHz) at the input of the GDL and can be
delayed programmably with a unit of the GDL clock. A fine adjustment of timing
should be done in the sub-system.
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The width of each sub-system trigger should be wider than (Max. time jitter +

Tj?/k
DL) in order to always cover the 'real' interaction timing with a fixed delay. The

minimum width is a GDL clock interval in order to avoid a failure of latching. The

timing and width of the trigger used as veto, such as Csl Bhabha trigger, should be

carefully set so that it can completely cover all other sub-system triggers.

As a hardware aspect of the GDL, an Input Trigger Delay Board design is in progress

at Univ. of Science & Tech. in China. It is a 6U VME board which delays 16 signals by

individually programmed values with a unit of clock cycle. They use 4 Xilinx FPGA

(Field Programmable Gate Array) chips each containing shift registers for 4 channels.

The performance of FPGA implementation was checked with test board and they found

successful operations up to 50MHz clock cycle. The first prototype board will be made

and tested soon.

A feasibility study of using a Xilinx FPGA for the Final Trigger Decision Logic is

in progress by using a LeCroy 2366 Universal Logic Module. The test was done with

example triggers shown in Table 13 and promising result was obtained as a first test.

Still more study is needed with more realistic logic and environment.

Since the Belle trigger system requires programmable hardware logics with many

I/O's, one of the natural solutions is to use FPGA chips. As described previously, we

are planing to use Xilinx FPGA chips in trigger modules at various places. Accordingly,

"Xilinx Working Group" has been formed as a horizontal (inter-group) activity. It is

intended: to exchange know-how on Xilinx programing and new information on chips;

to exchange information on trigger board design; and to make cooperated efforts to

develop common techniques. Meetings have been taken place with participants from

various sub-groups.

We continue these efforts in trigger logic and hardware, together with further sim-

ulation study on the rate estimations.

3.9 Data acquisition system

The global scheme of the data acquisition system is shown in Fig. 67, which is the

distributed parallel data acquisition system to take data at the trigger frequency of

500 Hz and the data flow rate of 15 Mb/sec. The detail of the design is given in the

BELLE Technical Design Report [21]. In this article recent progress of some of the

components are described.
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Table 13: Example of the GPL Output Triggers.

Track Triggers
Multi-Track-1
Multi-Track-2
Two-Track

Cal Triggers
ETot

Cluster
Eiot k Cluster

Track + Cal.
Two-Track + E

Monitors
Bhabha (PS)
Dimuon

(NcDR-Full > 3) Or {NcDR-Full = 2 & NcDR-Short > 1)

NcDR-Full > 1 & NcDR-Short > 2 & NCDZ > 1

NcDR-Full > 2 & NcDZ > 1 & NSVR > 1 k JV5VZ > 1

k Bhabha

> E3 k Bhabha

Nclst > N3

ETot > E2k Nclst > N2

> Exk (NCDR-FUU > 1 k NcDR-shori > 1) or

ETot >Etk {NcDR-Short > 2 k NcDZ > 1)

Csl:BB
pre

CDC:B-B k MU k NSVRZ > 1
Loose 2-Track (PS) NCDR-short > 2

Low E-Tot (PS) ETot > Ei

Loose Cluster (PS) Nctst > Ni
SVD 2-Track (PS) NSVR > 2 & NSvz > 2 k NSVRZ > 2
Random CALIB-1

Note) Bhabha = Csl:BBbari or

3.9.1 VME to FASTBUS interface

In the digitizer system for the detectors except for SVD, FASTBUS TDC will be
employed to read out timing and charge of their signals. One of the key components
of the data acquisition system, therefore, is an interface between VME and FASTBUS.
For this interface average data transfer speed of 10 MB/s is required to achieve data
taking at 500 Hz. A new interface has been developed to satisfy this requirement, which
consists of 128 kB dual port memory in VME and a processor board on FASTBUS. The
processor board includes 68040 CPU (25MHz, Motorola) and a FASTBUS sequencer
with miscellaneous interfaces. An average data transfer rate of 16 MB/s has been
achieved in the preliminary test of this interface, which satisfies the requirement with
sufficient safety margin. The driver software for this interface is now being developed
under the collaboration between KEK and USTC in China.
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Figure 67: Global structure of the data acquisition system

3.9.2 Subsystem control software

An identical readout system is planned to be used in all the subsystems except for the

one for SVD. A framework of the control software for them has been coded and tested

up to 1000 Hz trigger frequency. The dead time per trigger and process time for an

event are 144 /isec and 809 //sec, respectively, which already satisfy the specifications,

200 //sec and 2000 //sec, respectively. This framework will be connected with the VME-

FASTBUS interface and the event builder to do an overall data flow test in the next

fiscal year.

3.9.3 Timing distributor

The readout sequence of the detector subsystem starts by receiving the trigger signal

through the Timing Distributor (TD) interface. This interface distributes the trigger

timing signal and necessary trigger information and receives the busy signal during the

readout cycle. It stores the trigger information in a FIFO and generates an interrupt

to start the readout sequence of the software running in the VME master controller.

The TD interface consists of three VME 6U modules. The modules uses Xilinx

programmable gate arrays, which enables the flexible design of the modules. In addition
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to the interface for the normal readout sequence, the TD handles the Halt Request

from the subsystem to the Global Trigger, since several subsystems like SVD require

off-trigger period during the run. The TD also has the functionality to generate the

trigger signal and handle the readout sequence locally, in order to help the construction

and maintenance of the subsystem. N

The first module of the TD consists of the VME interface, interrupter and local

trigger generator. The first module is already manufactured and the test is almost

finished. The second and the third module contain the FIFO, clock generator and

interfaces. The board design of the second and the third modules is under way.

3.9.4 Run control mechanism

The Run Control (RC) of the data aquisition system is based on the distributed shared

memory. The VME crate of every subsystem contains a reflective memory module with

256 kbytes memory for this purpose. The updated memory contents are shared over

the entire subsystems by distributing through the dedicated optical fiber network.

One of the shared memory node acts as the Master RC, which distributes the

control commands and receives the status of each subsystem. The shared memory is

divided into the control part and 4 kbyte of monitoring part for each subsystem. The

handshake between the Master RC and the subsystem RC is done by a simple protocol

using the shared memory and interrupts. The monitoring part is freely used by the

subsystem for its monitor data. The monitor data of the trigger, accelerator and slow

control are also useful for the other subsystems.

A Network Shared Memory program is developed to emulate the reflective memory

on the standard TCP/IP network. The master RC becomes the gateway between the

fiber network and TCP/IP network. The Network Shared Memory provides a common

access mechanism to the run control and monitor information, which is updated every

a few seconds for monitoring part or when necessary for the control part.

3.9.5 Event builder

The event builder is a device to convert parallel data flow on detector-by-detector basis

into event-by-event parallel data flow. At present, a switching (non self-routing) type

event builder is being developed. This consists of VME-to-VME data transfer modules,

high-speed data switches and an external controller.

The data transfer module, which has already been developed, consists of a S-bus

card with G-Link chip (1 Gbps) and a VME module with Sparc chip. The data transfer

speed has been measured as shown in Fig. 68 as a function of the block size. Although
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this shows a satisfying speed when used with 16 kB block size, the transfer overhead

needs to be reduced by another factor of two to meet the requirment with enough

safety margin.

G-link Data Transfer Speed [Preliminary]

15 r

32 48 64

Data Size (KByte)

Figure 68: Event Builder

The high-speed data switch which works up to 1 Gbps data transfer rate has also

been developed and tested successfully. For the external controller, a prototype has

been made and tested this year, which is designed as a VME module and can con-

trol data flow of up to 8x8. Presently a 2x2 event builder has been built using the

components described above, and the tests are being done.

3.10 Computing

3.10.1 Design of Computing Environment

The computer system for BELLE will be purchased by the bidding next year as a

system located at the KEK Computer Center. We are collaborating with the KEK

Computer Center and finalizing the design of the BELLE computing environment for

the bidding.

A large discussion was made this year on the choice of the hardware architecture for

the parallel processing for the Offline Computer Farm. Originally the offline computer

farm was designed as a a cluster of commercial SMP (Symmetric Multi Processing)

servers as described in the technical design report. However, the Computer Center

people worried about the performance of the SMP servers and proposed a safer strategy

for the parallel processing based on the SPMD (Single Program Multi Data) model.
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After a detailed group-wide discussion, we decided to use the original SMP server

cluster design because 1) the R&D on the parallel processing scheme based on the

SMP server is almost completed and no serious problem has been found as described

below and 2) to keep the compatibility with the computing facilities at universities.

The designs of other components of the computing system are roughly fixed, but

the discussions on the detail are still in progress. The final design will be fixed by the

end of this JFY and the call for the bidding will be submitted in early next JFY.

3.10.2 Pilot mass storage system

The BELLE experiment requires a high speed and massive mass storage system which

can handle the recording speed of 15MB/sec at maximum and the storage capability

of more than 30TB/year. We have developed a pilot mass storage system which can

satisfy these requirements.

The system consistes of (1) SONY-DIR1000M data recorder with SCSI-2 Fast/Wide

interface; the recording capability of the device is 16MB/sec at maximum. (2) SONY-

DMS 24 tape robot (tape library) of which volume capacity is about 2 TB (3) high-

speed TCP/IP network of HIPPI and (4) three workstations running under UNIX.

As for the tape drive alone, the recording speed was tested for various workstations

by using Fast/Wide SCSI-2 interface for Sony DIR-1000M. We have observed that the

maximum recording speed from computer memory to the tape is above 14MB/sec.

For the system software, the CERN-SHIFT system has been installed for the study.

Because the tape device and the robot (tape library) system are completely different

from SHIFT system currently used at CERN, we have re-written the tape server part.

The tape device and the robot(library) control subsystem are directly connected to
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UNIX workstations. To achieve the required recording speed, we also developed an

application interfaces for this tape server. We have made the user interface without

using tape staging mechanism. This user interface reduces the overhead of the record-

ing system which is critical for the BELLE expriment. This tape server system has

developed based on TCP/IP protocol, so that the system is easy to expand and free

from network media.

From the test, we can conclude that the basic functions of the pilot mass storage

system have been worked well and satisfied the requirements by BELLE experiment

although still we need more work to get the good performance.

3.10.3 Parallel Processing Scheme

The parallel processing of the event data is the key point in the data analysis to

obtain the required processing power for BELLE. However, the programming of the

parallel processing is not easy for moderate physicists and it is desired that the parallel

procssing mechanism is concealed in a common framework to handle event data. We

developed a prototype of this common framework this year.

Since the framework is expected to be used widely in BELLE, several requirements

are imposed. The first is the binary compatibility of the executable image between

workstations and the computer farm. This is necessary to enable the program devel-

oped on user's desktop workstations to be directly executable on the computer farm.

The second is that the source level compatibility of the software with different hardware

platforms by various vendors. This is necessary to keep the compatibility of software

with the computing facilities at universities.

The parallel processing in the framework was programmed using the "event by

event" parallel techinique. Different event data are distributed to multiple CPU's and

are simultaneously processed. This scheme is considered to be the best to obtain

the maximum performance of the multi-processor system. As for the multi-processor

hardware for the parallel processing, we adopted the commercial SMP-server system

in which multiple CPU's are connected together via a very high speed bus with a

large shared memory. The entire computer farm is built by connecting a number of

servers via high speed external network. Fig. 70 shows the process configuration of the

prototype. The prototype was programmed as a multi-process application program

on a UNIX system. It consists of several server processes and a number of event

processing processes (called cells). The interprocess communication between cells and

servers were implemented using three different techniques, namely, message passing,

semaphore and shared memory. All of these are programmed using the standard UNIX

system calls only and therefore the compatibility among different UNIX machines are
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Figure 70: Construction of prototype event processing framework

ensured.

The performance of parallel processing by the prototype was tested by running

two different programs as the benchmark which are actually used for BELLE's physics

simulations. One is the full detector simulation based on GEANT3. This program

requires a processing time of about 30 sec./event, on a HP 9000/715. The test was done

using CONVEX SPP-1000/XA with 8 CPU's located at Tokyo Institute of Technology.

Fig. 71 shows the result. The performance was calculated from the execution time and

normalized to the performance for a single cell case. As seen, the performance increases

linearly up to the maximum number of CPU's and no deterioration in the performance

was observed because of the overhead of server calls, the limitation in the memory

access speed, etc.

The second test was done using BELLE's fast simulation program combined with

the event generator. The processing time for one event was about 0.02 sec. on a HP

9000/715. The test was done using AlphaServer 8400 5/300 (6CPU's), SPP-1000/XA

(8CPU's) and J200(SkyHawk) (2CPU's) with SparcStation-5 as a reference. Fig 72 a)

shows the results. The performance is plotted as a relative performance to that on a

SparcStation-5. As seen, the performance linearly increases up to maximum number

of CPU's for any of tested SMP-servers.

From these test, we can conclude that SMP-based parallel processing model is

promising for the actual usage in BELLE.
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Figure 72: Performance of fast simu-

lation as a function of the number of
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3.10.4 Software

The simulation software for the physics study at BELLE has been greatly improved this

year. First the unified framework for the BELLE simulation programs was developed

(called BELANL). All the components of BELLE simulation programs such as event

generators, full/fast detector simulators and reconstruction programs are treated as

"modules" under this framework and users can build their own simulation program

by plugging these modules into framework with their analysis program written as a

module also.. Therefore the users don't have to modify their analysis program even

when the event generator is switched to the other one, for example. This framework is

now widely used in the BELLE collaboration.

As for the generation of simulated B decay events, a new generator called QQ has

been implemented. This generator was originally developed by CLEO II collaboration

for their analysis and therefore the most updated decay table of B and D mesons are

installed in the generator. An additional decay table can be supplied very easily so

that users can include their own B decay channel for the study of CP violation. The

interface between QQ and BELANL was developed so that the generator can be used

for BELLE.

The detector geometry in both of full and fast detector simulators was updated to

include the geometry described in the technical design report. The aerogel counters

were implemented as the particle identification device. In the fast detector simulator,
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the detector responses were parametrized by given parameters so as to obtain the

fast results. This year, these parameters were tuned more precisely than those in the

previous version and the fast simulator was widely used to update the expected physics

performances with the new detector geometry combined with the QQ event generator.

The detailed simulation of the detector is based on the GEANT3 package and is

called as "full simulator". The detailed structure and the material of the new detector

geometry were implemented in the full simulator this year and is being used for the

study of detailed detector responses.

Some new software R&D's were also made this year to be used in the real data

analysis. One is the development of new data management system called BBS. This

system is based on so-called "entity relationship model" and the data flow in the

analysis can be described with the relative relations. The system was nominated as a

candidate of the official data management system for BELLE and is now being tested

and compared with other data management systems like ZEBRA, ADAMO and TBS.

The evaluation of these systems are being done by a special committee consisted of

some experts and the final decision will be made by the end of this year.

The second is the development of the analysis framework to substitute the current

BELANL framework. This new framework is based on the parallel processing scheme

described in the previous section and users can make use of the capability of parallel

processing without knowing about it. The framework is designed to be compatible with

modules developed by any of Fortran77, Fortran90, C and C++ and has a sophisticated

control scheme for the execution of modules. The global design of this framework is

now in progress in parallel with the development of the parallel processing scheme.
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4 Iron Yoke and Solenoid

4.1 Iron Yoke Structure

A three dimensional view of the BELLE detector is shown in Fig. 73. The total weight

of the detector is 1,314 tonnes: 608 T for the barrel yoke, 2x262 T for the end yokes,

60 T for the support structure, 60 T for the inner detector elements, 25 T for the

solenoid, and 37 T for other items such as the detector supports.

The mechanical properties of the iron structure were evaluated by a calculation

using the weights of the components, the magnetic force, and earthquake forces as

inputs. The magnetic force on each end yoke is estimated to be 800 tonnes directed

along the axial direction. We assumed an earthquake force of 0.3 G, corresponding to

an input acceleration of 80 gal when magnifications resulting from resonant vibrations

of the structure are taken into account. Earthquakes of this magnitude are expected

to occur in the Tsukuba area with a frequency of once per thirty years. We require

that the mechanical stress has a safety margin of 1.5 and the maximum displacement

be less than 2 mm for the barrel yoke and less than 1 mm for the end yoke under these

loads.

We calculated the resonant frequency and the displacement of the iron structure

using a simplified spring-mass model. A three-dimensional model was used to evaluate

the mechanical stress and deformation of the structure componets. The calculated

deformations of various parts of the iron structure are summarized in Table 14.

Table 14: Calculated deformation of various parts of the BELLE iron structure.

Components

Barrel yoke (as a whole)

Barrel KLM (one plate)

End yoke

Loads

Self weight

Earthquake

Self weight

Earthquake

Self weight

Earthquake

Magnetic force

Directions

Vertical

Horizontal

Vertical

Horizontal

Vertical

Horizontal

Horizontal

Max. Deformation

0.29 mm

0.47 mm

1.11 mm

0.41 mm

0.15 mm

0.11 mm

0.26 mm

A maximum stress of about 60 MPa occurs at the bolted joints between ajacent

octagonal barrel sections during a 0.3 G earthquake. This is well within our tolerance.

The resonant frequency of the first excitation mode of the inner detector is calculated to
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be 15.6 Hz at the support bar; the characteristic frequency of the barrel and end yokes

are higher: 22.5 Hz and 25.2 Hz, respectively. We conclude that the iron structure is

rigid enough to support the inner detectors.

4.1.1 End yoke moving mechanism

The retraction of the end yoke to provide access to the inner detectors proceeds in three

steps. First, the end yoke moves along the beam line by 150 mm. Then it moves away

from the detector center along the 45°line with respect to the beam line by 310 mm.

Finally, it slides away perpendicularly from the beam line. Each endyoke slides 3.5 m.

In order to allow for these motions, we need 8.3 m of space between the detector center

and the wall of the electronics hut (compared to the present TOPAZ configuration

where this distance is 7 m).

4.1.2 Fabrication status

We are using low carbon steel (JIS-Sl0C:0.008 - 0.012 wt% C) for most parts of the the

iron yoke. Some of the properties of this iron were measured at the steel supplier. The

permeability vs magnetic field is shown in Fig. 74 together with the data we used in

our previous magnetic field calculations. A revised magnetic field calculation using the

new permeability data gives a field distribution that is within 10 gauss of the previous

calculation.

The tensile strength and the yield strength were measured to be 370 - 390 MPa

and 230 - 280 MPa, respectively, about 50% above the design value. The thickness and

flatness of the iron plates for the KLM detector were measured to be 47-0.2 mm and

around ±2 mm, respectively, well within tolerance.

The machining of the BELLE iron yoke is currently in progress at IHI. About 70%

of the iron plates for the Barrel KLM and 50% of the end yoke are complete. Figure 75

shows some of the iron plates after they were rolled and after they were machined.

The outermost 20cm-thick sections of the barrel yoke will be machined in January

1996. Material for making the pole tip (a solid iron section of the end yoke) has been

forged. Its machining will be completed in January 1996 and we expect to start the

assembly in February. Meanwhile, the disassembling of the TOPAZ detector will be

completed May 1996, at which time the TOPAZ support structure will be modified

and the assembly of the BELLE iron yoke will start.
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Figure 73: Three dimensional view of the BELLE detector.
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Measurement data

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0

B(T)

Figure 74: Permeability vs magnetic Reid. Results of a measurement for the new iron

material is shown together with the values we assumed for our previous calculation.

4.2 Solenoid Magnet

4.2.1 Fabrication status

The fabricaion of the superconducting wire is proceeding at Showa Cable & Wire

Inc., and preparations for the manufacturing of the solenoid magnet is proceeding at

Toshiba Inc.. We expect the fabrication of the superconducting wire, the cryostat, and

the construction of the coil winding machine to be complete by the end of the FY 1995

as scheduled. Figure 76 shows the coil winding machine being constructed at Toshiba.

The actual winding will start in early FY1996. Delivery of the completed solenoid

magnet is scheduled for the end of FY1996.

The design of the cryogenic system for the detector solenoid was finalized in early

FY1995. The system is based on the one used for the TRISTAN QCS magnets in the

Fuji experimental hall. We will move the Fuji-hall cryogenic equipment to the Tsukuba

experimental hall during FY1996, after some necessary reinforcements of the roof of

the electronics hut are completed.

4.2.2 Magnetic field measurement

This year we started to plan for the magnetic field measurement. A precise knowledge of

the magnetic field inside the BELLE detector is important for a high precision tracking.
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Figure 75: The iron plates for barrel KLM afer being rolled (top) and after being

machined (bottom).

Various machine components, such as the compensation solenoid and QCS, will distort

the solenoidal field inside the detector by as much as 5 %. We will measure the field at

more than 1500 (r-z) x 32 (<f>) points with a precision of 15 gauss using a measurement

device with rodless air cylinders and air rotary actuators. The concepututal design

of the magnetic field measurement device will be complete by the end of FY 1995;

fabrication will be done in FY1996.
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Figure 76: Coil winding machine for the BELLE solenoid.

5 Detector Integration and Schedule

5.1 Accelerator/Detector Interface

5.1.1 I R components

Since the final dimensions and the support structure of the QCS have not yet been

fixed, the inner diameters of the end yoke pole tips and the endcap detectors have

not yet been finalized. The designers of the QCS system are finding some difficulty in

fitting their device within the initially allocated space (</>800). We are discussing the

possibility of increasing the inner diameter of the endcap CSI, the endcap ACC and

the pole tip, which would cause a slight reduction of the detector acceptance. The
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magnetic field uniformity would be also affected by this change. We plan to settle this

issue by the end of FY1995, when all the specifications have to be ready to go for bids

in early FY1996.

5.1.2 Beam shield

Due to the unprecedentedly high beam currents in KEKB, the radiation safety division

has requested that the beam line be shielded by a wall of 75cm concrete-equilalent

thickness. This shielding would completely prevent radiation from illuminating the

working area of the experimental hall. We are working with the accelerator division to

design a shielding structure. It will be a square-shaped tunnel around the beam line

with a staggered structure in a few places so that there is no gap in coverage. The

shielding cover should be retractable so as to enable the end yoke to move outward. We

plan to start constructing the shielding structure next fall so that it will be completed by

the end of FY1996. This schedule matches with the official inspection of the cryogenic

system of the solenoid at the Roll-in position in May 1997.

5.2 Support for Inner Detectors

Each barrel detector inside the solenoid will be supported successively by the outer one.

The back bone of the whole barrel detectors is the support cylinder located just inside

the solenoid. This cylinder is supported at eight corners of the end yoke octagon at

each end and is independent of the support for the solenoid. The barrel Csl container

is attached directly inside the support cylinder. The TOF modules are attached to the

inner wall of the barrel Csl container with the barrel ACC fixed to the end wall of the

barrel Csl container via a cylindircal aluminium fixture. The CDC is supported from

four hooks on each end wall of the barrel ACC. These hooks provide for fine adjustment

of the CDC position. The SVD and the beam pipe are independently supported from

the inner wall of the CDC.

As was mentioned in the description of the Iron Yoke status, the lowest mode

resonant frequency of the BELLE inner detector system is 16Hz, and it is rigidly fixed

to the iron structure. Since the ambient seismic motion of the Tsukuba experimental

hall was measured to be far less than 1 /xm for frequencies higher than 1 Hz, all

the sub detector components, including the SVD, are expected to vibrate with an

amplitude below 1 nm. During earthquakes as large as 4.5 on the Japanese scale, the

maximum displacement of the SVD is calculated to be less than lmm, which can be

easily absorbed by bellows connected to the beam pipe.
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5.3 Common utilities

5.3.1 Cooling

Table 15 summarizes the heat power generated by the electronics and photomultipliers

of the inner detectors. Since temperature stability is very important, especially for

CDC and Csl, we decided to enforce that each detector group make provision to remove

the heat dissipated in thier subsystem independently by means of an adequate liquid

coolant. The boundary of each detector subsystem is required to be kept at 23 °C.

Table 15: Heat Generation

Sub Detector

Beam pipe

SVD

CDC

BACC

ToF

BCsI

EACC

ECsI

Heat (W)

200

200+480

250

900

150

2000

140

660

5.3.2 Cabling

We have to manage the cables from more than 200 K read-out channels. Except for

the endcap KLM and EFC, the cables and the gas tubes have to go through the gaps

between the barrel and end yokes. There are 8 such gaps in each end each of dimension

of 80 x 1600mm2. So far, we have successfully arranged all the necessary cables/tubes

in these gaps.

We are now giving serious thought to the cable paths inside the yoke structure.

They must be compatible with the moving scheme of the end yoke and the end cap

detector. We are making a real-size mock-up model of one octant gap in order to ensure

the feasibility with actual cables.

The cables from the EFC, which is attached to the head of the QCS, will go through

the gap between the pole tip and QCS. The cables of the KLM modules installed in the

end yoke must be arranged to accommodate the moving mechanism of the end yoke.
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5.4 Integration Schedule

Our goal for the completion of the detector construction is early October 1998, when

the accelerator will start operation. As described above, the fabrication of the iron yoke

structure and the solenoid magnet started last summer and are proceeding on schedule.

The assembly of these two most basic components will be completed in April 1997. An

inspection of the cryogenic system by prefectural government officials is planned in

May 1997. After that, the solenoid should be ready for cool down and overall tests,

and the installation and the tune-up of the magnetic field mapping equipment will

start. During summer 1997, most of the barrel KLM will be installed. On September

1997, the iron structure with the solenoid and most of the barrel KLM installed will be

rolled-in to the beam interaction position, where QCS will be inserted. The operation

of both the detector solenoid and the QCS system starts in early October, when the

magnetic field inside the detector volume and QCS will be measured simultaneously.

After returning to the roll-out position at the end of 1997, we start installation of

the inner detector elements, finishing by the end of August. This includes the time

consuming cabling and testing procedure for each detector subsystem. In early October

1998, after a month-long cosmic ray test, the BELLE detector will be ready. It has not

yet been decided whether or not the detector will be in the beam position when the

accelerator starts commissioning in October 1998. Figures 77 through 80 summarize

the BELLE construction schedule.
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6 Physics Simulation

In the Lol we reported on a number of Monte Carlo simulation studies that tested

the capability of the reference detector for measuring CP violation effects in B decays

and for determining the angles and sides of the KM unitarity triangle [22]. The last

LCPAC directed us to do more comprehensive physics simulations. In response to this

request we have updated and improved these studies. The major modifications of the

simulations employed for these latest studies are listed here.

• A unified framework for the BELLE simulation programs (called BELANL) was

used. All the components of the BELLE simulation package, such as event gen-

erators, full/fast detector simulators and reconstruction programs, are treated as

"modules" within this framework. Users build their own simulation programs by

simply plugging these modules together with their own, analysis-specific routines

into the framework.

• The reference detector in the Lol was replaced by the latest detector design as

described in the TDR [21]. The fast simulator that models the detector response

with a simple smearing parameterization was also updated.

• The QQ event generator for T(45) —> BB, developed by the CLEO group and

tuned to CLEO data, has replaced our previously used home-grown generator,

called BBGEN.

In addition to these modifications several important refinements have been made

in the analyses as listed below.

• In order to improve the detection efficiency of J/V1 in B° —-> J/ipKs and B° —>

J/I^KL channels for the <f>\ measurement, the requirement for the minimum num-

ber of identified leptons is loosened from two to one.

• In the simulation of the B° —> pw, an important channel for the (f>2 measurement,

the effects of the penguin contribution are included.

• In the simulation of B° —» JJX^KL, the overlapping effects between Ki and pion

tracks are taken into account.

• In the study of the (f>3 measurement, the decay mode B° —> D°K*'° is included.

• In the study of the |V<<f|/|Vta| measurement, the decay mode B —* iv) is included.
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• The formula for calculating the error of sin2^,(i = 1,2) was improved by sepa-

rately accounting for the effects on <Ssin2<̂ ,- of the background events with corre-

lated CP asymmetries and those of uncorrelated background events. In the Lol

we treated the CP asymmetries of all background processes as uncorrelated with

those for the signal events.

The sm2(j>i(i = 1,2) error is determined from the relation

, . 0 , _ /I + NBG/N0b3 1

d S m ^ - y Kbs d{l±NBGcorrel/Nobs){1^2wy
where d is the dilution factor, w is the fraction of wrong B° tags, and Not,a, Ngo

NBG,correi represent the expected numbers of signal events, total background events,

and correlated background events, respectively. The + and — in front of NBG,correlated

correspond to the case where the CP asymmetry of correlated background events is

the same as and opposite to the CP asymmetry of signal events, respectively.

6.1 Event Generation

In the Lol we used BBGEN to generate T(4S') —» BB events. As described in the

Lol, BBGEN was based on a modified version of the Lund JETSET 6.3 program [22].

In developing BBGEN, no attempt was made to update of the B and D meson decay

tables; only the lifetimes of B^ and B°/B° mesons were updated (from 1.18 ps to 1.5

ps).

For more accurate simulations of B and D decays, we decided to adopt the CLEO's

event generator, QQ, as our standard event generator of B decays. This has the most

up-to-date decay tables. We have made following modifications on the original QQ.

• Generated particles are Lorentz boosted from the e+e~ center of mass system to

the laboratory system.

• The beam energy is smeared with o-(E+) — 2.5 MeV and a{EJ) — 5.4 MeV.

The finite beam-crossing angle is not yet taken into account.

6.2 Fast Simulator

Most of the physics simulation studies presented in the subsequent sections were done

with a fast detector simulation program (FSIM version 5.0) that models the detector

response with smearing functions based on simple parameterizations [42]. Some of
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the smearing models were derived from studies using a full GEANT simulation pro-

gram [43]; others are based on the results of our beam tests of detector prototypes.

In the following, the TDR detector geometry is assumed and each detector is as-

sumed to cover a polar angle range from 17° to 150°, unless otherwise specified. We use

the following acronyms: SVD (Silicon Vertex Detector), CDC (Central Drift Cham-

ber), ACC (Aerogel Cherenkov Counter), TOF (Time Of Flight counter), CSI (CSI

electromagnetic calorimeter), KLC{K^ catcher), and KLM (Ki catcher and Muon

counter).

We first describe the major modifications of FSIM (from version 4 to 5) and then

some details of the version 5 FSIM.

6.2.1 Modifications to FSIM

1. Geometry

The Lol detector geometry was replaced with the TDR geometry.

2. Solenoid

The solenoid field strength was changed: from B=l to 1.5 Tesla.

3. SVD

Resolutions for track helix parameters were re-calculated for the new SVD geom-

etry. (Although the differences were found to be insignificant.)

4. CDC

• Momentum Resolution

In the TDR CDC geometry, the number of layers was increased to 52 from 42

and the amount of material at small radii was significantly reduced. These

changes, together with the increased B-field and the inclusion of SVD hit

information have resulted in a significantly improved momentum resolution.

With these changes the B meson mass resolution from B° —> 7r+7r~ decays

is ~14 MeV as compared to ~33 MeV in v4.0. Particle-type dependence of

the momentum resolution is also taken into account.

• Minimum Detectable Momentum

This is somewhat reduced as a result of the improvements listed above.

• Tracking Efficiency

We assume the same efficiency as used in v4.0. There the efficiency was

calculated for the Lol CDC geometry; the PDC and SVD were not included.

So v5.0 underestimates the efficiency for low momentum particles.
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• dE/dx Resol.

The dE/dx resolution was improved a little (a change of ~10%) primarily

because of the increased number of CDC layers.

5. PID

The RICH was replaced by the aerogel. We use the same aerogel performance

for both the barrel and the forward endcap. The efficiency curve measured in a

test beam with B = 1.3 Tesla is used.

6. CSI

• Gamma Detection

Although a new performance parameterization has been incorporated, it

is very nearly the same as the one used in v4.0. It was found that v4.0

treated the gaps between the barrel and endcap as completely dead regions,

in contrast to the description in the Lol text. In v5.0, they are treated as

active regions but with lower resolution and efficiency.

• e* Identification

A new parameterization was installed, but with performance that is similar

to that used in v4.0. The gaps are treated as dead regions for purposes of

t*1 identification.

7. KLC

The angular coverage, detection efficiency and angle resolution have been updated

and a momentum-dependent efficiency incorporated. Two gaussians are used to

simulate the non-gaussian tails of angular resolution.

8. MUO

The angular coverage was reduced. The muon identification performance is un-

changed.

*** Some Remarks ***

1. Correlations among track helix parameter errors are not taken into account in

the tracking/smearing.

2. All stable charged particles are assumed to originate from the origin pass through

the SVD. The momentum resolution calculated under this assumption is not

correct for decay daughters coming from Ka mesons or A hyperons.
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Table 16: Minimum detectable momentum in the CDC for 0 = 90° tracks.

particle

Pmin (MeV/C)

e±

~50 ~60 ~60 ~ 120
PIP

~190

6.2.2 Charged Particle Tracking

The charged particle tracking efficiency in the CDC was studied using BFACE, a

modified version of the AMY group's ACE program [44]. It was parameterized as a

function of particle type, minimum detectable momentum (pmin)i total momentum (p),

and polar angle of the particle (0). The pmin's, summarized in Table 16, are consistent

with the requirement that the charged particles produced near the collision point reach

the end of the first stereo-super-layer of CDC (r ~ 21 cm). The tracking efficiency is

shown in Fig. 81. The inefficiency for hadrons is mainly caused by decays-in-flight and

nuclear reactions; for electrons it is due mainly to bremsstrahlung.

. . . . . . i . . . . i . . . . i . . . . i . . . . i . . .
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Figure 81: (a) Tracking efficiency in the CDC as a function of momentum for 9 = 90°

tracks; (b) same as (a) but as a function of polar angle.

The track-helix parameter resolutions, /c(oc 1/pt), dQ, z0, <j>, and cot#, for the com-

bined CDC + SVD tracking system are parameterized as a function of the particle

momentum, velocity (/?) and 6 as,

Pt
©

= 19 ©
31

% ($ = 90°),

p/3 sin3/2 9

(13 + 67 cos2 0) ©
30
in5 '2*' s in

(Ml,

(2)

(3)

(4)
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1 1 f\

0.47 © _ - - — - _ mr,

(0.34 + 1.92 cos2 9)
1.14

mr.

(5)

(6)

These were derived from the TRACKERR program [45]. Correlations between the

parameters are not taken into account for simplicity. The momentum dependence of

the pt resolution function is shown in Fig. 82a; the dip angle dependence of the ZQ

resolution is shown in Fig. 82b.

1 15 2
Momentum (GeV/c)

Figure 82: Track helix parameter resolutions, (a) pt resolution as a function of mo-

mentum; (b) z-intercept resolution for pions as a function of dip angle (90° — 9).

6.2.3 7 Detection

j _

Enerjy (GeV)

I ' • • • T r

I

Energy (GeV)

Figure 83: The 7 detection efficiency (a), and 7 energy resolution (b) in the CSI as a

function of energy.

The detection efficiency and energy resolution of the CSI for 7's were studied using the

full-simulator and parameterized as a function of 7 energy (E) and 9. They are given
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by the following formulae for the entire region except for the gaps between the barrel

and endcaps:

eff = 0.0 ( £ < 0.02 GeV), (7)

= 0.743 (0.02 < E < 0.1 GeV), (8)

= 0.823 + 0.0349In E (0.1 GeV < E), (9)

and

^ = 0.0126 + ^jB (0.02 < E < 1 GeV), (10)

= 0.0189 (1 GeV < E), (11)

where the energies are in GeV (see Figs. 83). For the gap regions, the efficiency

decreases by ~ 60%, and the energy resolution is degraded by a factor ~ 1.5 for 100

MeV j's. The position resolution is,

cx = 0.728 -0.242 In E cm {E in GeV). (12)

This is taken from test beam results.

6.2.4 KL Detection

The KL detection efficiency of the KLM is given as a function of KL momentum as

(see Fig. 84),

eff = -0.096 + 0.445p - 0.059p2 (p < 3.5 GeV), (13)

= 0.75 (3.5 GeV < p). (14)

The angle smearing is done according to the following distribution:

f{0 or (/>) = 0.83 • G(12 mr) + 0.17 • G(50 mr), (15)

(16)

where G(cr) is a Gaussian with rms = a. These are full-simulation results. The KLM

coverage is restricted to the angular range 30° < 6 < 130°.

6.2.5 Particle Identification

dE/dx in CDC The dE/dx values and resolutions measured in the beam test were

compared with analytical formulae that depend on /?, 0, and the number of samples [46].

The resolution corresponding to the TDR version of the CDC for 8 = 90° tracks is 5.5%.

The TT/K separation capability for this dE/dx performance is shown in Fig. 85 together

with expectations for the TOF system.
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Figure 84: KL detection efficiency in the KLM as a function of momentum.

ACC Aerogel with the same performance is assumed for the barrel and forward

endcap regions (17° < 9 < 134°). The refractive index of the aerogel is 1.015 and the

efficiency is shown in Fig. 86. About 8% efficiency below threshold is due to knock-on

electrons. This is a result of our beam tests with a non-zero magnetic field.

TOF The 90% efficiency assumption for the TOF particle identification is based

on a full-simulation study. Roughly half of the inefficiency comes from multiple hits

in a detector module with the other half due to backsplash from the CSI. The time

resolution of 100 ps is taken from test beam results.

Electron Identification The electron identification efficiency in the CSI is,

eff - 0.0 (E< 0.5 GeV), (17)

= 0.9 (0.5 < E < 1.0 GeV), (18)

= 0.95 (1.0 GeV <E). (19)

The probability for misidentifying a hadron as an electron depends on the sign of the

particle's charge and its momentum as shown in Fig. 87. These numbers are our R&D

results.

Muon Identification The muon identification efficiency in the KLM is 90% for

p > 1.2 GeV/c and zero for lower momentum over the 30° < 9 < 140° angular region.
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Figure 85: The -K/K separation capabil-

ities expected for the dE/dx and TOF

systems, expressed in units of rms sep-

aration. These are for 6 = 90° tracks

unless otherwise specified.

Figure 86: The efficiency of the ACC

as a function of momentum. The open

circles are measurements under a mag-

netic field of 1.3 T.

This momentum cut approximately corresponds to the energy loss of a muon in 1 m

thick iron. The hadron punch-through rate is 1%. These are crude approximations of

full-simulation results.

6.3 The Unitarity Triangle

6.3.1 The KM Matrix

In the KM model, CP violations are attributed to complex phases in the KM quark

mixing matrix

' vud vua vub \
Vcd Vcs Vcb . (20)

Vtd Vtt Vtb )

The nontrivial complex phases are typically assigned to the furthest off-diagonal el-

ements Vub and Vtd- Unitarity of the KM matrix implies that Z)i^jKfc = $jk and

S j Kj^tj = f>iki which gives the following relation involving Vub and Vtd '•

vtdv;b + vcdv;b + vudv:b - o, (21)

which implies that the three terms form a closed triangle in the complex plane, as

shown in Fig. 88. The three internal angles of this so-called "unitarity triangle" are

defined as

, fa = arg
V Vtd

, fa = arg (22)
vubj
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Figure 87: Probability for misidentifying a hadron as an electron in the CSI.

6.3.2 Current Knowledge of the KM Matrix Elements

Wolfenstein suggested a rather convenient approximate parameterization of the KM

matrix [47],

1 - A2/2 A X3A(p - irj) \

-A 1 - \2/2 AM , (23)
\3A{l-p-ir]) -AM 1 /

where there are four parameters, A, A, p, and 7?, that have to be obtained from exper-

iment. Of the four, A and A are relatively well determined; less is known about p and

V-

The parameter A, which is the sine of the Cabibbo angle, 6C, is determined from

strange particle decays (V^s) [48, 49], nuclear j3 decay (Vud) [50], and the production

of charm in v interactions (Vcd) [51, 52] to be

A = sin 0c = 0.221 ± 0.002. (24)

The semileptonic width of the B meson, determined from its lifetime TB and semilep-

tonic branching ratio Br(b —»• civ), yields the best measurement of A [53],

1^1 = 0-039 ±0.0040 or A = 0.798 ± 0.082. (25)

The relative strength of b —• u and b —>• c transitions in semileptonic B decays [53]

determines the ratio

\VublVcb\ = 0.073 ± 0.015 or = 0.33 ± 0.068. (26)
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Figure 88: Unitarity triangle of the KM matrix

In addition, there are three other constraints on p and 77. The strength for B°B°

mixing, xd, is dominated by the t—quark exchange diagram and can be expressed in

terms of Vtd as [54]

xd = (27)

Here fBd is the B° decay constant and BBd is the so-called bag parameter—both have

theoretical uncertainties. The observed CP violation in the K°K° mass matrix, e, is

proportional to r\ [55],

e = wt) TJ2A
2X4(1 - p)wtF{wt)] (28)

TTTT

where wc and Wt are rn^jm2^ and ntf/mly, respectively, and expressions for the func-

tions 5" and F are given in ref. [55]. Limits on direct CP violation in AS — 1 K

decays (e') can be translated to limits on 7? given by [56],

Re(e'/e) = (0.19 ± 0.09) x HTM^l - 2

Figure 89 shows the allowed p — 7/ region estimated from the presently available

measurements; parameter values used for the fit are listed in Table 17.
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Figure 89: Allowed region in the p — r] plane estimated from presently available data.

The inner (outer) curves denote 1<T (90% C.L.) regions.

Quantity

M
Re(e'/e)

mt

mw

™Bd

mc

h
BB

BK

xd

TB

Value

(2.266±0.030)xl0~3 [57]

(14.5 ±5) x 10-4

average of E731 [58] and NA31 [59]

172±12 GeV/c2 [60]

80.26±0.26 GeV/c2 [61]

5.279±0.002 GeV/c2 [57]

1.5 GeV/c2

180±50 MeV [62]

1.00±0.2 [62]

0.8±0.2 [62]

0.717±0.038 [63]

1.57±0.05 ps [64]

0.85±0.05 [65]

0.85, 0.61, 0.36 (QCD correction)

Table 17: Input used for x2 minimization to get the allowed p — r/ region.
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6.4 (f)\ Measurements

6.4.1 B° -

Experimentally, the most accessible CP-violating asymmetry is expected to be in the
B° —»• J/i/>Ks (—*• l+l~inr) decay channel. The asymmetry for this mode is sensitive
to 4>i. Our simulation studies of the <j>i measurement using this "gold plated mode"
has been redone using the QQ event generator and Version 5 of FSIM. The details of
this analysis are given in ref [66]. Because of the improvements in resolution from the
Lol detector we have been able to tighten the event selection criteria. In Table 18 we
compare the results for tagging efficiency with the those reported in the Lol; we now
find an effective tagging efficiency of 0.298 and a dilution factor of 0.54. (The effective
tagging efficiency is defined by etag(l — 2w)2 where ttag is the tagging efficiency and w
is the wrong tagging probability.) These new values are used to calculate an estimated
error for sin(2<£i). They are also used for the error calculations for the other channels
unless stated otherwise.

Table 18: Summary of B tagging.

method
lepton
Kaon
combined

combined

TDR detector
efficiency (%)

9.2 ±0.2
37.9 ±0.4
43.6 ±0.4

wrong tag. (%)
4.2 ±0.5
11.8 ±0.4
9.8 ±0.3

effective efficiency(%)
29.8

Lol detector
efficiency (%)

10.6 ±0.2
36.8 ± 0.4
43.5 ±0.4

wrong tag. (%)
4.0 ±0.4
11.6 ±0.4
9.8 ±0.3

effective efficiency(%)
30.7

Loosening the minimum number of identified leptons from 2 to 1 increases the
reconstruction efficiency significantly (~ 50%), while the background fraction remains
reasonably small (0.3% for Ks -> TT+TT" and 10% for Ks -> j rV) . Therefore, in the
present analysis we require at least one identified lepton compared to the case discussed
in the Lol, where we required two identified leptons with opposite charges. However,
the tightening of other criteria reduces the actual reconstruction efficiency gain for this
analysis to only about 20% above that of the Lol simulation studies, an improvement
that is almost canceled out by a 20% reduction of the latest experimental value for the
Bd —* J/tpKs branching ratio. Thus, the resulting 6s'\n(2<f>1) value is almost the same
as before. The analysis is summarized in Table 19. (An analysis that did not require
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either of the leptons to be identified gave no gain in <f>\ precision.)

Table 19: Summary of the J/ifrKs channel for a 1041 cm"2 data sample.

T(45) cross section (nb)

Br(T(AS) -* B°B°)
Br{BCP - • J/V'^s)
Br(J/i^ -» /+/")

B r ^ s - • irx)

Bcp reconst. efficiency

tagging efficiency

effective tagging efficiency

dilution factor

No. of events w/o tagging

No. of events with tagging

background-to-signal ratio

8 sin 2(̂ i

This analysis

Ks —> 7r+7r~

1.15

0.5

4 x 10~4

0.120

0.686

0.467

0.436

0.298

0.54

1765

770

0.3%

0.080

TS 0 0
J\S —> 7T 7T

1.15

0.5

4 x 10"4

0.120

0.314

0.183

0.436

0.298

0.54

317

138

10%

0.198

Lol results

Ks —* 7r+7r~

1.15

0.5

5 x 10"4

0.122

0.686

0.38

0.435

0.307

0.54

1835

802

~ 0

0.083

TS- 0 0
A s —»• 7T 7T

1.15

0.5

5 x 10-4

0.122

0.314

0.14

0.435

0.307

0.54

302

133

30%

0.23

6.4.2 5 ° -> J/ij>KL

The B® —»• J/ipKi decay mode provides another measurement of the <f>\ angle that

complements the measurement of J/ifrKs- This channel has the same branching ratio

as that for J/tpKs and a large fraction of the K^s can be detected through their

hadronic interactions in the Csl calorimeter and the KLM detector. To reconstruct

fij —> J/ipKi,, we use detected J/t/> —>• l+l~ decays and the KL direction determined

from the position of its hadron shower. The J/rf> and KL are required to form a B°

with a mass of 5.28 GeV/c2. The only unknown parameter in this analysis is the Kc

momentum, which can be determined from the fit.

A simulation study of the KL detection was performed using GEANT3 with the

FLUKA hadronic shower simulator. Some of the more significant improvements made

in the simulation since the time of the Lol are described below.

• A momentum-dependent KL detection efficiency is used, compared to the momentum-

averaged detection efficiency used in the Lol.
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Table 20: Summary of the B° channel for 1041 cm - 2

T(45) cross section (nb)

Br(T(AS) -» B°W)
Br{BCP -» J/ifr/G,)

5r(J/V» -> /+/-)
Detection efficiency of KL

No. of identified leptons

BCP reconstruction efficiency

no. of observed events w/o tagging

no. of observed events with tagging

no. of J/i>K*'°(K*'0 -» KLTT°) events w/o tagging

no. of total b.g. events w/o tagging

background-to-signal ratio

anti-correlated background-to-signal ratio

effective tagging efficiency

<5sin2< î

This analysis

1.15

0.5

4 x 10~4

0.120

function of p(Ki)

>1

0.154

853

375

54

157

0.184

0.063

0.298

0.137

Lol analysis

1.15

0.5

5 x 10-4

0.122

0.46

2

0.145

1007

444

-

374

0.37

0.0

0.307

0.13
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• The Ki, detection efficiency is corrected for the effects of overlapping KL and

pion tracks. Figure 91 shows the probability for separating K^s and pions as a

function of the .ft^-pion opening angle. In the Lol this correction was ignored.

• The KL angular resolution is taken to be erg = 0$ = 0.012 radians in case of the

presence of Csl hits and erg = &$ = 0.020 radians in case of no Csl hits. In the

Lol the angular resolution was taken to be 0.030 radian for all cases.

KL detection efficiency probability for separation ofn and KL

eff=-b.008Up.011Ip-i0.1874p'o.0402p'

'0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
KL incident momentum (GeV/c)

'0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
KL-n opening angle in Csl (")

Figure 90: The detection efficiency of
as a function of the KL momentum.

Figure 91: The probability for separat-
ing A'£,'s and pions as a function of their
opening angle.

The simulation of B° —• JJI^KL decays and background events was done using

FSIM v5.0. Since the KL detection efficiency and angular resolution given in v5.0

correspond to the case where overlapping effects between KL and pion tracks are ne-

glected, we replaced the FSIM KL detection efficiency and angular resolution by the

new results.

As in the case of the gold plated mode, we required one or more identified leptons

from the J/ij> decay, compared to the Lol requirement of two identified leptons with

opposite charges.

We also corrected the treatment of the background contribution in the Lol calcu-

lation of the sin2</>x error. Here the asymmetry of the background events for Bj —>

J/ipK*° with A'*0 --> KLT° is expected to be opposite to that for the signal events

and this background is included as an anti-correlated one in the error calculation of
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sin(2<^2)- This background was treated as being uncorrelated in the Lol and

was correspondingly underestimated. The simulation results are summarized in Ta-

ble 20. The 8s'm2<f>i value is about the same as before in spite of the reduction of the

branching ratio of B° —+ J/ipKt from 5 x 10"4 to 4 x 10~4.

6.4.3 B° -* JtyK*

The reaction B& —> J/tpK* —> Jfi^Kair° can also be used to measure <f>i since the quark

level diagrams that contribute to Bd —* JIJJK3 also contribute to this decay mode. In

this mode the CP-even and CP-odd states are mixed, which dilutes the CP-asymmetry.

However, recent measurements of the polarization of the J/ij> in this decay by ARGUS

and CLEO[67] indicate that the CP-even state dominates. In that case, an angular

analysis of the decay products is not needed to separate the CP eigenstates. The

QQ event generator and FSIM v5.0 were used to simulate Bd —*• JjifrK* events. The

simulation results are summarized in Table 21.

Table 21: Summary of the B° —*• Jr/>K* channel for a 1041 cm"2 data sample.

T(45I) cross section (nb)

Br(?(4S) -> B°B°)

Br(BCp -> WK*)

Br{BCp -> J/if>Ks)
Br(J/il> -*€+£-)

Br(K* -> x°Ks)
Br(Ks -> TTTT)

BCP reconstruction efficiency

effective tagging efficiency

no. of observed events w/o tagging

no. of observed events with tagging

no. of J/tyKs background events w/o tagging

no. of total background events w/o tagging

background-to-signal ratio

anti-correlated background-to-signal ratio

8 sin 2(j>\

This analysis

1.15

0.5

1.6 x 10"3

4 x 10"4

0.120

0.166

0.686

0.20

0.298

507

223

57

138

0.272

0.112

0.191

Lol analysis

1.15

0.5

1.6 x 10"3

5 x 10"4

0.122

0.166

0.686

0.192

0.307

489

215

66

120

0.25

0.0

0.17

The backgrounds to the J/ipKsTr° mode come mainly from final states containing
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J/V>'s, including J/ipK3. Since the CP asymmetry for J/tpKs events is opposite to that

for J/ipK3TT°, the effect of these background events to 8 s\n(2<j>i) is treated as an anti-

correlated background. (They were incorrectly treated as an uncorrelated background

in the Lol.) As a result, our expected precision on 6sin(2<^i) for this mode has become

slightly worse than before.

6.5 (f>2 Measurements

6 . 5 . 1 B° - > TT+TT-

We have redone our simulation studies of a <f>2 measurement via the time asymmetry

in the B°(B°) —>• •K+TT~ decay mode. Here we report the results obtained using FSIM

v5.0 and improved techniques for rejecting backgrounds from continuum events. The

background rejection improvement is mainly provided by a variable Xi which is the

weighted sum of the square of the differences between signals and backgrounds of

various kinematical variables. The improvement of the background separation provided

by the better momentum resolution was found to be less significant. The details of the

similar analysis except that a RICH particle identification device was used instead of

Aerogel counters are reported in ref. [68].

The estimated efficiencies for lepton, kaon, and combined tagging are given in Ta-

ble 22. The simulation results are summarized in Table 23, along with a comparison

Table 22: Summary of the tagging in B° —* TT+TT" channel.

lepton tagging

kaon tagging

combined tagging

tagging efficiency (%)

0.105

0.347

0.452

wrong tagging efficiency (%)

0.021

0.125

0.100

with the results described in the Lol. The effects of the penguin contribution are ne-

glected in both the Lol and the present analyses, even though it is expected be sizable,

of order a few tenths of a percent. Therefore, the values of 8 sin 2<j>2 in the table should

be considered as lower limits. In principle, we can include the penguin contribution

by doing an isospin analysis, but this may not be possible for an integrated luminosity

of 100 fb~l since both the branching ratio and detection efficiency for B° —> 7r°7r° are

small.
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Table 23: Summary of the B° -* TT+TT" channel for 1041 cm"2.

T(4Sr) cross section (nb)

£r(T(4S) -» B°£°)
Br(BCp -+ TT+TT")

B C P reconstruction efficiency

no. of observed events w/o x c u t nor tagging

no. of observed events with x cut a n d tagging

noise-to-signal ratio

inclusion of penguin effect

6 s in 2(f>2

This analysis

1.15

0.5

1.3 x 10"5

0.428

641

283

0.14

no

0.147

Lol

1.3

analysis

1.15

0.5

x 10"5

0.42

620

274

0.6

no

0.17

6.5.2 B° ~> p±^

The simulation study of a <̂ 2 measurement using the B —+ pit decay was completely

reexamined. In the Lol we neglected the penguin contribution even though it may

be sizable. In the present simulation study we included the effects of the penguin

amplitude contribution and final state rescattering using the isospin analysis method

proposed by Snyder and Quinn [69]. The details of this analysis are reported in ref. [70].

According to the isospin decomposition, the B —> pit amplitudes are expressed as

follows [71]:

V /2A(5+-^ /9
+

7r°) = 51 = r + 0 + 2P1, (30)

V2A(B+-* A + ) = 52 = T0 +-2P1 , (31)

A{B° -» p+TT-) = S3 = T + - + Pt + Po, (32)

A{B° -> p-*+) = S4 = T-+ - Pi + Po, (33)

2A(B° -* p°ir°) = S5 = T~T+- - T~+ - 2P0, (34)

T = T+o + r 0 + , (35)

where T"J denotes the tree amplitude of B —> p%^ and P/ denotes the penguin ampli-

tude for the final state with isospin = I. Further, the T'-7', T and P/ are written by its

magnitude, weak phase <f>k(k ~ 1,2,3) and strong phase 8 as

ij _ | rpij I i(j>3-i6ij
j | o c ,

i<t>3eiST,T=\T\ e
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Pi=\Pi\e-i'heiSl
>I = 0,1.

The tree weak phase is fa and the penguin weak phase is fa [47]. The effects of

electroweak penguins are discussed by some authors for B —*• I T decays [72]. If we

apply these results to the B —*• pn case, isospin violations due to electroweak penguins

are expected to be small and are, thus, ignored. For the CP conjugate channels, Si ~ 65

are denned in the same manner. The amplitudes S and S differ only by the sign of

their weak phases.

We have studied how well we can determine the parameters of the amplitudes, espe-

cially fa, through the interference of the neutral B decay amplitudes S3, 64, S5, S3, §4

and £5. We have considered twelve parameters in total: three magnitudes of the tree

amplitudes | T |, | T+~ \ and | T~+ |, two magnitudes of the penguins | PQ | and

I Pi I, three strong phases of the tree amplitudes <5j,6+_ and <$_+, two strong phases

of the penguins So and Si, and the two weak phases fa and (f>2. Events of the type

B°(B°) —»• p+n~, /9~TT+, /?°7r° —> 7T+7r~7r° were generated for a set of input parameters.

The BELLE detector is simulated by FSIM v5.0. The effects of backgrounds have not

yet included.

The overall normalization and phase are fixed by setting | T+~ |= 1 and S+~ = 0°,

respectively, and we fixed fa = 30°. Here, we assume that fa + fa + <f>3 ~ 180°; a

result that is essentially independent of the value of <f>\. This leaves nine independent

parameters for fitting. The value of fa was varied, as were the strong phases and

magnitudes of the penguin amplitudes. We studied the following cases:

1. All penguin parameters and all strong phases were taken to be zero.

Case A. fa = 30°,

Case B. fa = 70°,

Case C. fa = 140°.

2. Penguin parameters and strong phases were taken to be non-zero (the magnitudes

of the penguin amplitudes were taken to be 0.2).

Case D. fa = 30°, 8T = -15°, 6.+ = -10° ,60 = 15°, 6X = 20°,

Case E. fa = 70°, ST - 15°, <5_+ = 10°, So = 20°, 61 = 15°,

Case F. fa = 140°, 6T = -15°, 6.+ = -10°, £0 = -15°, Si = -20°.

After simulation, selected events are stored as a data sample for each set of input

parameters. We studied data samples of 1000 and 4000 events for cases A through F,

and studied data samples ranging from 500 to 4000 events for case E. A sample of 1000

events roughly corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 100/6"1.
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The parameters are extracted by log-likelihood (LL) fits to the analyzed data sam-

ples. The nine parameters were determined by minimizing the LL using MINUIT [73].

The initial values for the fits are set randomly in the range,

0 < | r | , \T~+ | < 5

- 1 < | Po I, \Pi\<l

— \80(deg.) < strong phases < lS0(deg.)

0(deg.) <fa< \W{dtg.)

and solution were searched for in this range.

The results of the fitting for data samples of 1000 (4000) events are summarized in

Table 25 (Table 26). In general, the fit values reproduce the true (input) values. In

the zero penguin cases, the errors on fa (sin2<̂ >2) are in the 9 ~ 13 degree (0.07 ~ 0.25)

range for 1000 events and 5 ~ 8 degree (0.04 ~ 0.10) for 4000 events. In the non-

zero penguin cases, the errors of the fa are in the 6 ~ 19 degree (0.11 ~ 0.19) range

for 1000 events and 4 ~ 14 degree (0.08 ~ 0.10) for 4000 events. In some cases

where the absolute values of the penguin amplitudes are small, the errors are large

because the penguin strong phases were unstable. The fa error tends to be small for

non-zero penguin cases other than case F. In every case, we can get better fits by

fixing the penguin parameters to zero, which we could do if we knew that the penguin

contributions are negligible. In the non-zero strong phase cases, the fits sometimes do

not reproduce the true values, even though fa always converged around the true value.

We have also studied the relation between the statistics and the error of the fa for

the case E. We found the fa error is in proportion to the 1/y/Number of events, as

expected.

A summary of these results are shown in Table 24 together with a comparison to

the results given in the Lol. Since this analysis ignores background contributions, the

actual error after background subtraction will likely be somewhat larger.
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Table 24: Summary of the B° -* p±T^ channel for 1041 cm"2. Here dp = 2p/(l + p2),

where p = \A(B -> p+r-)/A(B -> p~v+)\. For p = 0.24 ~ 4, dp - 1 ~ 0.45.

T(45) cross section (nb)

Br(T(AS) -» 5°!°)
5r(JBCp -> / J * ^ )

5 C P reconstruction efficiency

no. of observed events with tagging

noise-to-signal ratio

Inclusion of penguin effect

8(f>2

8 sin 2(/>2

This analysis

1.15

0.5

6.0 x 10"5

0.33

«1000

0

yes

6° - 19°

0.11 -0.19

Lol analysis

r i.i5
0.5

6.0 x 10"5

0.25

754

0.89

no

-

0.11/dp
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Table 25: Results for data samples of 1000 events

item

<f>2 (deg.)

\T |

6T {deg.)

| r - + |

6-+ (deg.)

\Po\

So {deg.)

\Pi 1

Si (deg.)

LL

item

4>2 (deg.)

\T |

6T (deg.)

\T~+ |

S-+ (deg.)

\Po\

So (deg.)

1 A 1

h (deg.)

LL

Case. A
true value| fitted

30.

0.90

0.0

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

39.2

0.76

-21.6

0.48

-27.5

0.14

-2.8

0.07

-11.4

-2648.5
Case D

true valuej fitted

30.

0.90

-15.0

0.5

-10.0

0.2

15.0

0.2

20.0

22.4

0.66

-30.5

0.32

-25.8

0.31

10.8

0.30

4.4

-2575.0

value
+8.5
-13.1
+0.14
-0.15
+ 12.9
-8.7

+0.10
-0.10
+ 12.9
-9.3
+0.11
-0.19
+6.1
-6.1

+0.12
-0.18
+20.7
-20.7

value
+6.5
-6.6

+0.14
-0.15
+5.8
-5.5

+0.13
-0.17
+20.7
-13.1
+0.07
-0.09
+ 11.1
-9.1
+0.09
-0.10
+6.8
-6.8

Case B
true value fitted

70.

0.90

0.0

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

58.1

0.79

-15.5

0.44

-4 .3

0.14

16.6

0.07

2.8

-2973.9
Case E

true value| fitted

70.

0.90

15.0

0.5

10.0

0.2

20.0

0.2

15.0

59.1

0.81

22.6

0.46

16.4

0.29

12.7

0.30

7.1

-1962.7

value
+9.0
-9.2

+0.08
-0.07
+8.8
-7.7

+0.09
-0.08
+9.2
-9 .3
+0.13
-0.13
+19.8
-9.1

+0.11
-0.13
+ 15.3
-15.3

value
+7.0
-6.4
+0.10
-0.09
+5.2
-5.6

+0.05
-0.05
+6.8
-6.7

+0.05
-0.06
+5.8
-4.9

+0.08
-0.07
+3.6
-4.5

Case C
true value! fitted

140.

0.90

0.0

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

136.4

0.62

12.8

0.44

9.3

0.25

11.1

0.03

-82.8

-2187.7
Case F

true valuej fitted

140.

0.90

-15.0

0.5

-10.0

0.2

-15.0

0.2

-20.0

133.7

1.12

-39.2

0.75

-57.8

0.52

11.0

0.54

13.4

-2738.2

value
+ 11.7
-11.7
+0.15
-0.12
+ 11.1
-11.7
+0.08
-0.08
+14.6
-10.4
+0.12
-0.10
+ 11.2
-5.7

+0.03
-0.09

+195.8
-195.8

value
+ 12.5
-18.7
+0.41
-0.27
+21.6
-14.5
+0.37
-0.27
+ 11.2
-9.2

+0.26
-0.28
+ 12.2
-9 .3

+0.24
-0.35
+16.7
-14.0
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Table 26: Results for data samples of 4000 events

item

fa (deg.)

\T\

ST (deg.)

\T~+\

S-+ (deg.)

\Po\

So (deg.)

\Pi\

Si (deg.)

LL

item

4>i (deg.)

\T\

6T (deg.)

| T - + |

6-+ (deg.)

\Po\

So (deg.)

\Pi\

Si (deg.)

LL

true value

30.

0.90

0.0

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

true value

30.

0.90

-15.0

0.5

-10.0

0.2

15.0

0.2

20.0

Case. A
fitted

33.4

1.18

-4.8

0.67

-5.3

0.20

137.2

0.18

value
+4.7
-5.1

+0.22
-0.14
+6.3
-5.5
+0.32
-0.15
+7.5
-7.3

+0.10
-0.11
+86.8
-10.2
+0.25
-0.12

+9.2E-4
-190.0 _ 5 8

-10715.9
Case D

fitted

32.5

0.80

-24.7

0.30

-6.7

0.21

25.0

0.33

5.9

-9309.2

value
+5.2
-4.1

+0.08
-0.08
+3.7
-3.3

+0.07
-0.06
+9.6
-8.9

+0.04
-0.04
+7.2
-5.9

+0.04
-0.04
+2.8
-2.1

Case B
true value] fitted

70.

0.90

0.0

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

64.3

0.80

3.6

0.58

4.1

0.04

12.5

0.18

-167.9

-9000.9
Case E

true value] fitted

70.

0.90

15.0

0.5

10.0

0.2

20.0

0.2

15.0

66.7

0.86

18.2

0.49

15.8

0.20

16.3

0.20

12.0

-10695.5

value
+7.6
-5.3

+0.04
-0.04
+5.7
-5.7

+0.04
-0.04
+3.5
-3.5

+0.06
-0.06
+34.1
-34.1
+0.06
-0.04
+4.6
-3.6

value
+3.6
-3.6

+0.04
-0.04
+3.2
-3.2

+0.03
-0.03
+3.5
-3.4

+0.05
-0.05
+4.6
-3.9

+0.05
-0.05
+2.8
-2.8

Case C
true value|

140.

0.90

0.0

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

fitted

146.1

0.67

13.6

0.43

40.5

0.10

-111.8

0.11

-172.3

-10427.7
Case F

true value|

140.

0.90

-15.0

0.5

-10.0

0.2

-15.0

0.2

-20.0

fitted

139.9

0.67

-5.0

0.13

-23.3

0.24

19.9

0.01

28.5

-10922.8

value
+5.7
-5.9
+0.13
-0.10
+4.9
-5.3
+0.08
-0.09
+5.0
-7.0

+0.05
-0.09
+84.1
-20.9
+0.07
-0.09
+13.5
-40.1

value
+13.5
-8.1

+0.11
-0.11
+7.3
-13.5
+0.16
-0.07
+ 16.3
-23.3
+0.16
-0.10
+5.6
-43.1
+0.11
-0.11
+85.4
-16.3
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6.6 </>3 Measurements

The third angle of the unitarity triangle, ^3, can be determined from a comparison of

two triangles in the complex plane formed by the decay amplitude of B° and B° into

D°KS, D°KS, where the D°(D°) decays into a final state of definite CP. The latter

can be either CP-odd (J92) such as D2 —• Ksn°, A^u;, and Ks<f>, or CP-even {D\)

such as D\ —> K+K~. For this measurement, only the ratios of the branching ratios

have to be measured, thereby eliminating the effects of common systematic errors.

In this method, the B° and B° decays have to be measured separately, thus requir-

ing B°(B°) tagging, which has an estimated ~ 40% efficiency. Moreover, the tagged

B° may oscillate before it decays, further reducing the sensitivity. The observed mea-

surements are related to the true branching ratios as

Br(B° -> X) = aBr(B° -> X; observed) + bBr(B° -> X; observed)

5 r ( £ ° - » X ) = bBr(B° -+ X; observed) + a £ r ( # ° - + X ; observed). (36)

Here a and b are the probabilities that the B° decays as a B° and B°, respectively, and

are given by the integrals

a = f°° e~rt cos2(iAmt)dt (37)
Jo 2

b = [°° e~rtsm2{-Amt)dt. (38)
Jo 2

For xd = A m / r = 0.69 and TB = 1.35 ps, a = 0.82 and 6 = 0.18.

An analogous analysis can be applied to B± decays, namely B± —> D0^ and

D°K±. In this case, if the B± branching ratios to these final states are the same

as those for the corresponding B° decays, the event rate will nominally be five times

bigger. This is because the charge of the parent B is automatically identified by the

sign of the K* charge. Also, in the case of the neutral B° mode, half of the A'°'s are

undetected K^s.

It should be noted that differences between Br(B° -* D\$Ks) and Br(B° —*

DipKs), decays are consequences of differences in the decay amplitudes and, thus,

correspond to direct CP violations. Therefore, these measurements address two aspects

of the KM CP-violation scheme: the observation of direct CP violations and the

measurement of the third angle of the unitarity triangle, <f>3.

In a similar way, B° and B° decays to D°K*<° and D°K*>°, and the B± decays to

VK*^ and D°K** can also be utilized to measure <f>3. Both the 5 ° -> D°KS and the

B~ —> D°K~ channels were analysed for the Lol. Since these results have not yet been

updated, we present the Lol results for these channels. The B° —> D°K*'° channel has

been recently analysed and is discussed below. The B~ —> D°K*~ channel has not yet

been studied.
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Table 27: Expected <f>3 measurement sensitivities for an integrated luminosity of

100 ft)"1, (a) With assumptions of either (for ^ < 90°), \6D - SD\ is between 50°

and 150° and r is larger than 0.25, or (for any fa), \6n — <$c| is between 50° and 150°

and r is larger than 0.4,

decay mode

B° -» D°KS

BR(B)

5.0 x 10-5

final

D° -

D° -

D2-

D2-

D2-

Dx-

Lol

states

+ KST°

•* KSUJ

•>KS(t>

+ K+K-

analysis

BR(/) >

0.037 x

0.119 x

0.014 x

0.019 x

0.004 x

0.005 x

< e r e c

0.75

0.56

0.43

0.44

0.56

0.78

ttag

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.40

Nobs

67

160

14

20

5

9

NBG

18

185

20

9

2

10

<25°

6.6.1 B° -> D°KS

The branching ratios for the B° —> D°Ks and D°Ks decay modes are estimated to be

1 ~ 10 x 10"5. The uncertainties come from the final state interaction phase shifts, 6o

and <$£, which are difficult to estimate reliably. It is assumed that Br(B° —> D°Ks) =

5 x 10~5 and the ratio r\ = Br(B° -> D°Ks)/Br(B0 -» D°KS) is left as a free

parameter. In the Lol discussion, we used the definition of 5° = (bd), but here we use

the standard definition of B° = (bd). As a result the expression of r\ is different from

that in the Lol.

The estimated reconstruction efficiencies, numbers of signal and background events,

and 64>3 for a 1041 cm~2 data sample are listed in Table 27. It is concluded that (f>3 can

be determined with a ~ ±25° precision either (for <f>$ < 90°), if \6p — Sp] is between

50° and 150° and r is larger than 0.25, or (for any ^3), if \8D — $D\ 1S between 50° and

150° and r is larger than 0.4,

6.6.2 D°K-

The branching ratio for B —> D°K is expected to be much larger than that for

B° —»• D°Ks because of an additional, non color-suppressed diagram. These differences

could be moderated by uncertain final-state interactions. Here we take Br(B~ —+

D°K~) — 3.5 x 10~4, as estimated from BSW model calculation [74], and leave the

ratio r\ = Br(B~ -»• D°K-)/Br(B- -> D°K~) as a free parameter.
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Table 28: Expected fa measurement sensitivities for an integrated luminosity of

100 fb"1. (a) With assumptions of 50° < SD - 8D < 150°, and \A(B~ ->

D°K-)/A(B- -• D°I<-)\ > 0.1.

Lol analysis

decay mode

§} T 1 / j \

BR(B)

3.5 x 10"4

final states

JJ —> A 7T

n o i/"— + o
LJ —* J\ 7T 7T

lJi —• Ks"X°

D2 - > Ks<f>
n . t '+ is—L)\ —y A A

BR(/) x trec

0.037 x 0.83

0.119 x 0.55

0.014 x 0.43

0.019 x 0.49

0.004 x 0.78

0.005 x 0.86

f-tag

self

tag

self

tag

tag

tag

Nobs

1291

2730

256

396

130

182

NBG

17

159

66

23

4

41

< 15°

Our study assumes perfect particle identification, and is applicable only to an ex-

perimental situation where the ^ contamination of the K* sample is at the ~ 1 %

level. The reconstruction procedure is almost identical to that for the B° case except

that here Ks reconstruction is not required. The estimated reconstruction efficiencies,

numbers of signal and background events, and 8 fa for a 1041 cm~2 data sample are

listed in Table 28. The charged mode provides the possibility of measuring fa with an

error of less than ±15° (for any fa value), if \8D — <$g| is larger than 50° and r is larger

than 0.1.

6.6.3 B° -» D°K*'°

The branching ratio for B° —* D°K*'° is expected to be three times larger than that

for B° -> D°K°. Here it is assumed that Br(B° -* D°K*<°) = 3 x Br{B° -> D°K°)

= 3.0 x 10"4 and the ratio r | = Br(B° -+ D°Km/Br(B° ~~> D°K*) is left as a free

parameter. In this channel the flavor of the B meson can be determined by the charge

of the kaon from the A"*'0 -+ K+ir~ and K*'° —> K~ir+ decays. The analysis was done

using FSIM5.0.

The reconstruction procedure is almost identical to that for the B° —* D°Ks, except

that here A'*'0, rather than Ks, reconstruction is needed. The estimated precision on

fa for various values of the branching fraction ratio r | and the So — &£> are shown in

Figs. 93 and 92. From these plots it can be concluded that fa can be determined with

a ~ ±27° precision if 8D ~ §£> is between 50° and 150° and r% is larger than 0.25. The

results are summarized in Table 29.
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Figure 92: The expected <f>3 error from

B° -* D°K*>° as a function of r3.

Here r\ ~ Br(B° -> D°K*/Br(B° -*

D°K*) and SD - SD = 60°

Figure 93: The expected 4>z error from

B° -* D°K*>° as a function of 6D - SD.

Here r3 = 0.25.

Table 29: Expected <j>3 measurement sensitivities for an integrated luminosity of

100 fb"1. (a) Only K*'° —»• K+n~ decay is analysed, (b) With the assumptions

50° <SD-8D < 150°, \A{B° -> D°K*'°)/A(B° -» D0^*-0)! > 0.25.

This analysis

decay mode

B° -> D0^*'0

BR(B)

3.0 x 10"4

final states^"^

D 2 - • KS7r°

£>2 —* A'sa-'

£>2 - » KS(j>

Di -> A'+A^-

BR( / ) x erec

0.027 x 0.439

0.092 x 0.216

0.0067 x 0.246

0.0067 x 0.114

0.0028 x 0.236

0.0030 x 0.401

etag

self

self

self

self

self

self

Nobs

404

685
56

26

23

41

NBG

261

1207

155

183
11

55

6$>

<27°
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Combining all these arguments, we conclude the following. If 50° < SQ — SQ < 150°

and \A(B~ —* D°K~)jA(B~ —> D°K~)\ > 0.1, we can measure <f>3 with a precision

of 6<f>3 < 15° for Br(B~ - • D°K~) = 5 x 10"5 and the integrated luminosity of

100 /ft"1. If further conditions that \A(B° -> D°KS)/A(B° -» D°KS)\ > 0.4 and

\A{B° -+ DOK*>O)/A(B° - • D°K*'°)\ > 0.25 are satisfied, we can measure <f>3 with a

precision of 8<f>3 < 12° for Br (5" -> D°K~) = 5 x 10~5.

6.7 |Fc6|

\Vcb\ can be extracted from measurements of the differential decay width dT/dy of the

B —• D*£i> decay mode in the vicinity of the kinematic end-point [75], i.e. y = v - i / ~ 1,

where i> and v' are the B and D* meson four-velocities, respectively. In practice,

measurements in the region 1 < y < 1.12 are the most important, since here the

contamination from Z)**'s is negligible. In this region, the B and D* mesons have nearly

the same velocities and, since the available phase space is proportional to \fy2 — 1, the

differential decay width is small. Therefore, the measurement is statistics limited and

requires good detection efficiency for low momentum pions (< 100 MeV/c) from the

D* —> DTT decays.

We updated our Monte Carlo studies for the following two modes.

B° -> D*+l-V (D*+ -+ 7r+£»°), (39)

B- _* D*ol~V (D*° -* 7r°D°), (40)

and the charge-conjugate modes. For the first mode, good tracking efficiency for low

momentum charged particles is essential; for the second mode, low energy TT° detection

is important.

6.7.1 B° -* ZT+/-F {D*+ -> n+D°)

Simulations were carried out using the QQ generator and FSIM v5.0. As before, only

the D° —* K~z+ is considered. The tracking efficiency in FSIM v5.o was used even for

slow pions. For the results given in the Lol, the tracking efficiency for the slow pion

was estimated by requiring at least 8 consecutive hits in PDC.

For this analysis, after applying the event selection criteria on 105 generated events,

3212 events survive in the 1 < y < 1.12 region. The detection efficiency for y — 1.12 is

about 20 %. Background contaminations from the generic BB events and continuum

events are negligibly small. For a branching ratio of 1.1 x 10~3 (see Table 30) we can

expect to accumulate about 8000 events (we claimed 10000 events in the Lol) in the
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Table 30: Branching ratio.

Mode

B~ -* D*°l-V

D*+ -> x+D°

D*° - * K°D0

D° -» K-7T+

D° -> K-ir+n0

D° -> /^-TT+X+TT-

Branching ratio

0.044

0.0531

0.681

0.636

0.037

0.120

0.0794

1 < y < 1.12 region in a 100 fb 1 data sample. The expected precision on \Vcb\ is 0.6

%.

We are exploring methods to estimate the tracking efficiency of the slow TT'S using

the event sample of real data. The detailed results of the simulation are reported in

ref. [76].

*°6.7.2 B~ -» D*°l~V {D

The simulation reported in the Lol was done with the BBGEN generator and a GEANT

simulation to study the TT° mode. In the present analysis, the QQ generator and FSIM

v5.0 are used. Although only the D° —>• K~TT+ decay mode was considered for the LOI,

in this simulation we consider the D° —* K~ir+, D° —> K~TT+TT0, and D° —> K~ir+ir+/K~

modes.

A summary of the simulation results is given in ref. [77] and in Table 31, where

no cuts on y are applied. The results are obtained using the branching ratios given in

Table 30. From Table 31, we see that a reasonable signal to noise ratio can be achieved

for the decay D° —* K~ir+ without a y cut, but not for the other D° decay modes. For

an integrated luminosity of 100 fb'1 we can expect to accumulate about 4 x 104 events

using only D° —* K~ir+. From these we can measure V^ with a statistical precision of

0.3% (An incorrect value of 0.2% was quoted in ref. [77]).

For the Lol study, we required a y cut o f l < t / < 1 . 1 2 and estimated a total of

6700 events and a 0.6 % precision for the Vcb measurement.
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Table 31: Acceptances and expected numbers of signal and background events for

_> £>*°/±F (D*° -> TT°D°) for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb'1.

Mode

eff (c, %) •

Nsignal (xlO3)

Nback (comb., xlO3)

Nback (BB, XlO3)

Nback (cont, xlO3)

S/N

£>° -> A - T +

0.60

40.5

5.8

5.1

3.2

2.9

D° -» A-TT+TT0

0.79

53.2

43.0

5.2

9.2

0.93

D° -» A-TT+TT+TT-

0.76

51.2

45.3

6.9

8.5

0.84

* eff (c) includes D° branching fraction

6.8 \Vub/Vcb\

A CP violation cannot be accommodated in the minimal Standard Model if \Vub\

vanishes. Presently, \Vub\ is determined with large uncertainties from the measurement

of lepton momentum spectrum in inclusive semileptonic B decays [78]. So far, attempts

to measure \Vub\ using reconstructed b —> u exclusive semileptonic decays, such as

B —+ TT£V and B —* p£u, have only set upper limits [79]. A recent preliminary result

from CLEO-II reported evidence for B —> ir£v decay with a branching ratio of ~

10~4 [80]. The high luminosity of KEKB will allow a sensitive measurement of b —* u

exclusive semileptonic B decays. Here we present results of a Monte-Carlo simulation

of B —> n±£u decays at BELLE, where £ is either an e or a /z.

The method we use to reconstruct B —> ^£v decays is conceptually straightfor-

ward. We use a sample of tagged 5's where the accompanying B is reconstructed in

an exclusive final state. Knowing the momentum of the tagged B enables us to infer

the neutrino four-vector from the missing energy and the missing momentum of the

event. The mass constraints on the u as well as the B in the B —> ir^li/ decay are then

imposed to reject additional background. This method has been used by the CLEO

group [81].

The Monte Carlo study was carried out using the QQ event generator and FSIM

v5.0. The numbers of analysed events are 106 signal, 107 generic BB background

and 107 continuum background events. The event selection results are summarized in

Table 32. The MB distributions for signal and background events after event selection

cuts 1-5 are shown in Fig. 94. Here MB is the beam-constrained B mass and is defined
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Table 32: Event selection efficiencies for signal and background events.

Cuts

cut-1

cut-2

cut-3

cut-4

cut-5

cut-6

Nlepton = 1

EiQi = o
Pupton > 1.5 GeV/c

\MliJ2E,] < 0.2 GeV/c4

5.35 GeV > EB > 5.1 GeV

MB > 5.25 GeV/c2

Efficiency

106 5 -+ ^lu

598240

192540

161460

14330

10200

8194

0.82 %

107 T(45)

2944570

586088

252855

4377

116

6

6 x 10"r

107 Continuum

974300

196789

46938

1991

115

4

4 x 10"7

by

MB = -\P(B)\2,P{B) = PV P,

The number of events surviving all of the selection cuts are 8194 for the signal, 6

from the BB background and 4 from the continuum background, corresponding to an

efficiency of 0.82% for signal events, ~ 6 x 10~7 for BB backgrounds and ~ 4 x 10~7

for continuum backgrounds, as seen in Table 32. The efficiency for B —+ TT/ZI/ detection

is ~ 5% better than B —> ireu.

Table 33: Summary of the B° Iv channel for 1041 cm"2.

T(45) cross section (nb)

Br(BCp -» *"/«/)

PID efficiency

BB reconstruction efficiency

no. of observed events

no. of background events

noise-to-signal ratio

s\vub/vcb\/\vub/vcb\

This analysis

1.15

1.0 x 10"4

FSIM 5.0

0.0082

189

181

0.96

0.05

Lol analysis

1.15

1.0 x 10-4

perfect efficiency

0.076

1736

510

0.6

0.014

For <7(T4S) = 1.15 nb, <r(continuum) = 2.8 nb, Br(B° -> *-/*+»/) = Br(B° ->

•K~e+u) - Br(B° -» 7r+/i-j>) = Br(B° - • 7r+e~i/) = 1 x 10"4 and an integrated

luminosity of 100 fb"1, we would expect to reconstruct almost 200 signal events with
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Figure 94: MB distribution after the event selection cuts 1-5. Upper: signal, Middle:

BB, Lower: continuum.

a signal-to-noise of about 1:1. This would provide a |K,&/K*| measurement with a

~ 5% statistical error. These results are compared with those given in the Lol in

Table 33. The main reasons for the difference in precision for IK^/Kal are the different

assumptions used for tracking efficiency and particle identification (PID). For the Lol

we assumed perfect tracking efficiency for pj >50 MeV/c, perfect PID for p < 0.8

GeV/c and no PID for p > 0.8 GeV/c while here we used the realistic tracking and

PID efficiencies given by FSIM 5.0.

It is worth noting that some other useful cuts, such as track multiplicity, event-

shape and J5-decay vertex cuts, have not yet been applied. These cuts could further

improve the S/N ratio. The details of the present analysis are reported in ref-[82].
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6.9 \Vtd/Vts\

The rare decays B —> ̂ 7 , B —* UJJ and 5 —• i^*7 proceed via the quark-level processes

b —> c?7 and 6 —> 57, respectively. Since the main contribution to b —• cfy amplitude

is proportional to |Vj<f| and that for b —> 57 is proportional to |Vta|, the ratio of these

branching fractions is expressed as follows. [83]

= 2 x

O - K + m2)(mj, - m2
p)

3

Here, £ is the ratio of two form factors and ranges from 0.58 to 0.81 depending on

the theory[84] and 0 = 1.02 ± 0.02 is the phase space correction for mj = 5.0GeV,

ma = 300MeV, and md = lOOMeV.

A measurement of the ratio of branching ratios provides a measurement of |Vfd|/| V l̂ (=

A[(l - pf + T)2)}1/2). Although there could be 10% to 20% correction for this formula

due to long-distance interactions [85], we neglect them in this analysis (as was done for

the Lol). In order to estimate the potential precision of the |14f|/|\4,| measurement,

we have simulated J5° —* K*0/y, B° —» p°f and B •—> u>f decays. (For the Lol we

did not simulate B —> u>7 channel.) The simulation was carried out using FSIM v5.0.

The parameters of some selection criteria were updated. The simulation results were

obtained using the cross sections and branching ratios given in Table 34, which are the

same as those used for the Lol. The details of the analysis is reported in ref. [86]. The

summary of the results are given in Table 35 where the results given in the Lol are

also listed.

These results translate into an approximate 10% (16% for the Lol analysis) relative

statistical error for the |14;|/|V<S| measurement. The corresponding error for |Vfd|/|I4s|

is 0.04 for £ — 0.58. These are summarized at Table 36.

Estimates of the statistical error of the |Vtd|/|Vt,| measurement as a function of the

integrated luminosity are shown in Fig. 95. Since Br(B —> p(u>)f) is not known, we

have studied sensitivity of our measurement to the above branching ratio. This result

is shown in Fig. 96.
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Table 34: Branching ratios and cross sections used in this analysis.

Mode

Br(B-> ,
Br{B^
Br(B->

Br(u> —> TT+

<r(e+e~ -—>

a(e+e~ —*

K*y)

Pi)

wy)

TT-TT0)

T(4.)

Branching ratio

0.45
0.5

0.5

(88.8
1.

2

x 10"4

xlO~5

xlO"5

± 0.7)%
15 nb
8nb

Table 35: Expected numbers of signal and background events for an integrated lumi-
nosity of 100 fb'1.

efficiency
signal

cont. b.g.
b. g. from K*°

This analysis
pj mode

5.2 ± 0.2%
29.7 ±5.4
39.8 ±6.3
4.7 ±2.2

u>7 mode

3.4 ± 0.2 %
19.4 ±4.4
2.1 ±1.4

—

K*°y mode

7.6 ± 0.3 %
393.3 ± 19.8
35.3 ±5.9

—

Lol analysis
/?7 mode

5.8 ± 0.2 %
33 ±13
36 ±6

—

K*°j mode

8.3 ± 0.3 %
430 ± 21

9±9
_

Table 36: Expected error of the |Vtd|/|VJa| measurement for an integrated luminosity

of 100 fb- i

6(\Vtd\/\Vu\)/(\Vtd\/\Vta\)

S(\Vtd\/\Vts\) for^ = 0.58

This analysis

0.10

0.04

Lol analysis

0.12

0.05
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Figure 95: Statistical error of the
l^tdl/l^tal measurement as a function of
the integrated luminosity.

6.10 B Decays to Two Leptons

Figure 96: Minimum luminosity (fb l)

required to measure |V<rf|/| V<s| within 20%

and 30% statistical errors as a function of

Br(B -> pj) I Br(B -+ K*i).

The decay B+ —* l+v proceeds through the annihilation of the constituent quarks in

analogy to the K+ •—> fj,+ u decay. The branching fraction is given by:

BR{B+ (44)

All the parameters in this equation are well known except the decay constant fs and

the CKM matrix element \Vub\- With a more accurate knowledge of |VU| from other

measurements, the experimental observation of the decay B+ —> T + I / would provide a

measurement of /B- This is of fundamental importance for B physics since its value

is needed to extract \Vtd\ from measurements of Bd — Bd mixing [54]. Theoretical

predictions for Br(B+ —»• T+V), Br(B+ —* pi+v) and Br(B+ —* e+t>) are around 4.0 x

10~5, 1.4 x 1(T7, and 3.3 x 10"12, respectively. [22] The current 90% C.L. experimental

upper limits for Br(B+ -> T+U) are 2.2 x 10~3 from CLEOII [87] and 1.8 x 10"3 from

ALEPH [88]. CELOII also reported a 90% C.L. upper limit of Br(B+ -> n+v) <

2.1 x 10~5 and Br(B+ -* e+v) < 1.5 x 10~5. We have studied the feasibility of

observing Br(B —> rv) and BT(B —> fiv) rare decays for an integrated luminosity of

100 /6" 1 . The simulation study was performed by using BBGEN4.0 and FSIM5.0.

The details of the analysis are reported in ref. [89].
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Br(B —•> /xi/) Signal events are selected by applying cuts on p* and A £ = E*est —

My/2. Here p* is the muon momentum in the rest frame of T(45), E*est is the sum

of energies of detected particles except for the muon in the T(45)'s rest frame, and

Mr is the mass of T. The results of the simulation are given in the column labeled

"conventional method" in Table 37. We found that we could improve the signal-to-noise

ratio by applying neural network techniques. In this analysis a multilayer feed-forward

network with the back propagation learning method [90] was used. This improves the

S/N ratio by 15%, as seen in Table 37.

Table 37: Summary of a simulation study of Br(B

of 100 /6" 1 .

for an integrated luminosity

T(45) cross section (nb)

Br{B+ -> n+v)

no. of observed events

no. of background events

background-to-signal ratio

Conventional method

1.15

1.4 x 10~7

9

460

45

Neural network method

1.15

1.4 x 10"7

7

230

30

Br(B —*• TV) We have also studied the Br(B —*• rv) decay channel, where the

T decays to ivv (£ is e or JJ,). In the conventional method, events are selected by

requiring JV*=1, SQ = 0, NKL = 0, A £ < -2.0 GeV, Np < 7,Ncp < 6, and 5.25

< M < 5.30GeV. Here Nt is the number of detected leptons, EQ is the sum of charges

of all detected particles, NKL is the KL multiplicity, AE is the same as defined for

Br(B —* fii/), Np is the total multiplicity, Ncp is the charged multiplicity, and M is

defined as M = J(Mr/2)2 — (p*es<)2, where p*est is the sum of momenta of detected

particles other than the lepton in the T(4Sr) rest frame. The results of the simulation

are given in the column labeled "conventional method" in Table 38.

Here we also applied a neural network analysis. We did this for the r —> tvv and

r —* \ivv modes separately. The three cuts 7V/=1, T*Q = 0 and NKL = 0 are applied to

the event samples before the neural network analysis was done. We use a network with

five input nodes, seven hidden nodes and one output node. The five input quantities

are p*, A.E, Np, Ncp, and M. The results are shown in Table 38. As seen in the

table the S/N ratio for the electron channel is much worse than that for the muon

channel. The S/N ratio for the combined result was improved by 35% by making use

of the neural network method. The present S/N ratios are too large and we need to
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Table 38: Summary of a simulation study of Br(B —> TV) for an integrated luminosity

of 100 fb-\

T(45) cross section (nb)

Br(B+ -» T+V)

no. of observed events

no. of background events

background-to-signal ratio

Conventional method

combined

1.15

4 x 10"5

37
8400

230

Neural network method

T —y evv T —» flVV combined

1.15

4 x 10"5

28

8300

300

40

2800

70

68

11000

170

develop additional techniques to reduce backgrounds from T(4S) events. We have not

yet considered background contributions from continuum events.

In this study we did not use Extreme Forward Calorimeter (EFC), but our pre-

liminary analysis indicated that a cut on the total energy deposit in the EFC could

improve the S/N ratio, for instance, for B —> TV by about factor 3. Even after such an

improvement of the S/N ratio, both of these measurements seem to be hopeless unless

the branching ratio is much higher than the standard model (SM) value. Therefore if a

signal showed up they would be a clear sign of new physics. For instance, the Minimum

Supersymmetric Model (MSM) predicts the following branching ratio for B+ —> l+v if

H+ coupling to fermion is proportional to fermion's mass.

BR(B+ = BR{B+ (45)

Here tanfH represents the ratio of vacuum expectation values of two Higgs doublets.

6.11 Summary of the Simulation Results

We have performed Monte Carlo simulation studies of CP asymmetry measurements

with the BELLE detector. The expected sensitivities are summarized in Tables 39 and

40. The expected errors for sin 2(f>i, sin 2<f>2 and fa from the various decay channels are

estimated for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb - 1 (= 1041 cm"2).

As can be seen in the table, the most promising channel for the sin 2<j>i measurement

is the "gold plated mode" J/tpKs(J/ip —> l*l~.,Ks —»• 7T+K~); the next most promising

channel is Jj^K^Jj^} —> 1+1~,KL ~» nuclear interaction). The JjipK' decay channel

is also promising if it is really dominated by the CP-even final state, as indicated
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by ARGUS and CLEO measurements. By combining the data from all of the listed

channels, the error in sin 2<f>i can be reduced from the value 0.08 for the gold plated

mode alone, to 0.06. Analyses of B° decays to D*D* and D+ D~, which also seem to

be promising, are in progress but not yet completed.

We have studied two channels for the sin 2^2 measurement: the W+TT~ and the pir

modes. We ignore penguin contributions in the TT+TT~ mode but include them in the

p-n mode. Since penguin contributions are expected to be non-negligible, we only claim

the results for the pit mode as an estimate of the sin 2^2 precision. However, since the

present analysis of the px channel ignores background contributions, the actual error

after background subtraction will likely be somewhat larger.

The third angle, fo, can be measured using neutral and charged B decays to

D°K, Di^K and D°K*, D\^K*. The </>3 error is sensitive to the values of <£3, 6 and r,

where 6 is the final-state-interaction phase and r — \A(B —• DK)/A(B —> DK)\. The

fa error from 5 ° —* DK decays is estimated to be less than 25° either (for </>3 < 90°), if

\6D — &£>\ is between 50° and 150° and r is larger than 0.25, or (for any </>3), if \6D — SQ\

is between 50° and 150° and r is larger than 0.4. The error from B* —> DK is esti-

mated to be less than 15° (for any ^3), if \6D — $D\ 1S larger than 50° and r is larger

than 0.1. The error from B° —+ DK*'° decays is estimated to be less than 27° (for

any ^3), if \SD — <Sjr>| is is between 50° and 150° and r is larger than 0.1. The study of

the B± -+ DK*'* decay mode is in progress, but not yet complete. Combining these

results gives a fe error that is less than 12°.

Figure 97 shows the p — rj regions where a CP asymmetry can be established with

a three standard deviation significance by a <f>i measurement with the errors noted

above for integrated luminosities of 100, 50 and 10 fb"1, respectively. Also shown in

the figure is the allowed p — TJ region estimated from presently available measurements,

as described in section 1.4 of this report.

For an integrated luminosity of 50 fb"1, the projected <f>i measurement covers almost

all of the 90% C.L. allowed region. Even for 10 fb"1, the chance for measuring <f>i with

a three standard deviation significance is as high as 50%.

We have also performed Monte Carlo simulation studies of measurements of the

sides of the KM unitarity triangle, namely |K(,|, |K&| and \Vtd\- The expected sensi-

tivities of these measurements are summarized in Table 41. The expected statistical

errors on \Vcb\, \Vuh/Vci,\ and |Vtd/V<s| are estimated for the integrated luminosities of

10 fb"1 and 100 fb""1. As indicated in the table, the expected statistical errors of the

first two parameters are much smaller than the present values even for an integrated

luminosity of 10 fb"1. No measurements of the third parameter have been reported

to date. The systematic error for \Vcb\ is expected to improve since the extrapolation
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Figure 97: The shaded area represents the region in the p — r\ plane where a CP asym-

metry can be observed with more than 3cr significance a) for an integrated luminosity

of 100 fb"1 with (5(sin2<?!>1) = 0.06, b) for an integrated luminosity of 50 ftr1 with

6(sin2</>i) = 0.09, and c) for an integrated luminosity of 10 fb"1 with 8(s'm2<f>i) —

0.20. The oval curves represent allowed region in the p — rj plane that are derived from

presently available data. The inner (outer) curve denotes the la (90% C.L.) region.
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Table 39: The expected sensitivity for sin2<̂ ,- measurements with an integrated lumi-

nosity of 100 fb"1. For all modes, a tagging efficiency etag — 0.44, an effective tagging

efficiency e£f/ = ctag(l — 2iu)2 = 0.298 (w is a wrong-tag fraction), and a dilution factor

d = 0.54 are used.

(Pi

01

<f>2

decay

mode

J/tpKs
J/ipKs

J/ipK*0

7T+7T-

final states

TT+TT"

BR(B)

4.0 x 10"4

4.0 x 10"4

4.0 x 10~4

1.6 x 10"3

1.3 x 10"5

6.0 x 10"5

BR(/) x erec

0.082 x 0.467

0.038 x 0.183

0.120 x 0.154

0.014 x 0.20

1.00 x 0.428

1.00 x 0.33

Nobs

770

138

375

223

283

1000

NBG

3

14

69(24°)

60(25°)

40

0d

0.080

0.198

0.137

0.1916

0.147c

< 0.19e

(a) anti-correlated background, (b) 100% polarized K* is assumed, (c) penguin dia-

grams are ignored, (d) backgrounds are ignored, (e) penguin diagrams are included.

error of the decay rate to the zero recoil point y = 1 will be reduced both due to

the higher statistics as well as better resolution in y. The systematic error on \Vub\ is

also expected to improve because of the direct measurement of 6 —• u decays via the

exclusive B —-> -K\U channel.
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Table 40: The expected sensitivity for <̂>3 measurements with an integrated lumi-

nosity of 100 fb"1. (a) Only the K*'° —+ K+ir~ decay mode is analysed, (b) with

assumptions of 50° < 6D - 8D < 150°, \A(B° -» DOKS)/A(B° -» D°KS)\ > 0.4,

\A(B~ -> D*K-)/A(B- -* D°K-)\ > 0.1, and \A(B° - • D°K*<°)/A(B° -+ D°A'*-°)|

> 0.25.

Lol analysis

decay mode

B° -> D°KS

B± -» Z^AT*

BR(B)

5.0 x 10~5

3.5 x 10~4

final states^0)

D° -* A'±7TT

D° -> A^TT^TT0

D2 - * A ' S T 0

-D2 —*• A ' sw

£>! -> /T+A'-

£»2 - • A'5^>

D ° - * A^TTFTT 0

D 2 -> ATSTT0

D 2 - » A'sw

A -> A:+A:-

£»2 -+ A- s ^

BR(/) x erec

0.037 x 0.75

0.119 x 0.56

0.014 x 0.43

0.019 x 0.44

0.005 x 0.78

0.004 x 0.56

0.037 x 0.83

0.119 x 0.55

0.014 x 0.43

0.019 x 0.49

0.005 x 0.86

0.004 x 0.78

etag

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.40

self

tag

self

tag

tag

tag

Nobs

67

160

14

20

9

5
1291

2730

256

396

182

130

NBG

18

185

20

9

10

2

17

159

66

23

41

4

<25°

< 15°

This analysis

B° -> £>°A:*- 0 3.0 x 10~4

J9° -H. K--K+

D° -» A:-7T+7r°

£>2 - * ATSTT0

Z?2 —• Ksw

D2 - » A - 5 ^

Di -+ AT+A-

0.027 x 0.439

0.092 x 0.216

0.0067 x 0.246

0.0067 x 0.114

0.0028 x 0.236

0.0030 x 0.401

self

self

self

self

self

self

404

685
56

26

23

41

261

1207

155

183

11

55

<27°
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Table 41: The expected sensitivities for triangle-side measurements with integrated

luminosities of 10 and 100 ft)"1. The expected statistical errors of \Vcb\, \Vub/Vcb\ and

|Vtd/K*| a r e compared with the presently achieved statistical and systematic errors.

The branching ratios for Br(B -* vlv) = 1.0 x 10~4 and Br(5 -+ pf) =Br(B -

5 x 10~6 ~ 1 x 10"6 are assumed.

side

\vcb\

\vub/vcb\

\vtd/vts\

decay

BELLE

B -> D*lv

B -» -KIV

incl. lepton

B —> p(u>)f 1

B->K*f

mode

present

B -> D*h

B ~-» irh

incl. lepton

~

statistical error

BELLE

100 ft"1

0.3%

5%

10 ~ 34%

10 fb"1

0.8%

16%

31 ~ 107%

present

5 %

15%

syst. error

present

4 %

14%
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Appendix B:

CDC - SVD Track Matching

Introduction

We proposed a new silicon vertex detector (SVD) configuration in the Technical

Design Report (TDR) [1]. Characteristic features of the new SVD are, two super-layer

structure with a narrow gap (~ 2mm) between the sub-layers; the sensor is a double

sided silicon strip detector (DSSD); r<£-strips are slanted with respect to z-axis (~ 1°)

in order to provide additional z-information. The gap in the first super-layer is designed

to be narrow from the view point of redundancy: even if the first sub-layer gets into

trouble by accident, the second sub-layer can back it up with minimum degradation of

vertex resolution. The gap in the second super-layer is also designed to be narrow, since

we think it important in reconstructing 3-dimensional hit points with less ambiguity.

The LCPAC's response to it was "Develop the tracking recognition code
and exercise it in order to verify the optimization of the vertex detector
arrangement as well as the design of the Central Drift Chamber."

We think that the recommendation includes two issues. One issue is whether tracks

found in the Central Drift Chamber (CDC) can be matched with corresponding true

hits on the SVD layers and decay vertices can be reconstructed efficiently with expected

resolution under realistic experimental conditions, i.e. in BB events with electronic

noise and beam b.g. overlaid. The other issue is whether the TDR SVD+CDC con-

figuration is optimized in terms of low-pt track finding. Since the primary function

of SVD in BELLE experiment is to reconstruct B-meson vertices, we decided first to

address the first issue. In this report, we describe what has been studied so far on this

issue.

Simulation Method

We presented expected vertex and impact parameter resolutions in Lol [3] and TDR

that are results of calculations without any pattern recognition in SVD. In reality, in

addition to true hits, fake hits are produced on SVD due to electronic noise and beam

b.g. They are also produced by multi-tracks in an event, since our SVD is not a pixel

detector. If fake hits are included in track-reconstruction/vertexing, it may significantly

degrade the impact parameter/vertex resolution.
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In order to study the degradation level, we developed the following programs: 1) a

full-GEANT-simulator that incorporates a DSSD signal generator developed in '93 [4];

2) a program to associate CDC tracks with SVD hits and to perform CDC+SVD

combined track fits.

The matching of a CDC track2 with SVD hits is made in the following way. First we

search clusters on each SVD layer around a track extrapolated from the CDC, where a

cluster is defined to be a group of consecutive strips whose pulse height is larger than 3

times r.m.s. of electronic noise. Then a 3-dimensional hit point is reconstructed from

a cluster on the r^-side and one on the z-side of a sub-layer.3 Here we reject electronic

noise clusters on the z-side by utilizing a cluster size difference between true and noise

clusters.

Fig. 98a and 98b show the track extrapolation errors on the outermost SVD-layer

from the CDC for muon tracks for which CDC cathode information is available, and

Fig. 99 is for muons of no cathode information. For about 60% of tracks in BB events

no cathode information is available in the present cathode clustering algorithm. This is

mostly related to cathode signal overlap due to multi-track hits. We set a ±4<r window

around an extrapolated track on each SVD-layer.

Secondly, a track-vector is formed 3-dimensionally in a super-layer from a pair of

hits on the sub-layers in the super-layer. If the track vector is inconsistent with coming

from the origin (\Sd\ > lcm or \8z\ > 2cm), it is discarded. This cut is effective since

the gap between the two sub-layers is narrow.

Finally CDC+SVD combined track fits are performed for all the track vector com-

binations found in the inner and outer super-layers, and then a combination with the

best quality (x2-probability) is chosen.

Results of Simulation

In the way described above, CDC tracks were matched with SVD hits in generic

BB events with expected electronic noise overlaid, where the signal-to-noise ratio of

SVD was assumed to be 20 [1].

The average CDC-SVD matching efficiency is found to be 93.2±0.6% for BB events,

where the efficiency is a fraction of tracks for which the combined track fit is successful.

The inefficiency is mostly caused by no SVD hit in the extrapolated windows; it is not

caused by failure of the combined track fit by picking up fake hits. We think that

the inefficiency can be reduced by tuning the BFACE to reduce non-gaussian tails of

extrapolation errors, and by tuning the extrapolation window size.

2Tracks are found in CDC by BFACE, modified version of the AMY group's ACE program [2].
3The cluster center is determined with the center-of-gravity method.
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Figure 98: Track extrapolation errors for muons from the CDC on the outermost
SVD layer, for the case where CDC cathode information is available, (a) error in
redirection; (b) in z-direction.
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Figure 99: Same as Fig. 98b, but for the case where no CDC cathode information is

available.

Fig. 100 shows residuals of r^-impact parameter for reconstructed tracks in 300

BB events, for the case where CDC tracks are matched with corresponding true SVD

hits (ideal matching), and for the case where the matching is made by the matching

program described above (realistic matching). Likewise, Fig. 101 shows residuals of

z-impact parameter. As seen in the figures, the differences between the ideal and

realistic matchings are small; the r.m.s.'s are almost the same and the fractions in

over- and underflow regions are similar, ~ 3% (ideal) and ~ 5% (realistic). The results

demonstrate that degradation of impact parameter resolutions due to fake hits caused

by multi-tracks and electronic noise are small.

Note that in this study we do not use all available information for rejecting fake

clusters/track-vectors. We can further make use of the cluster pulse height (p.h.) corre-

lation on the r<j>- and z-sides (p.h.^ ~ P-h.z), and additional z-information provided by

the slant z-strips. We expect this information further reduces the resolution difference

between the realistic and ideal matchings.

We checked also the residuals of B° z-vertex in B°B° events, where B° —• J/t{?(—*

l+l~)Ks and B° —> anything (see Fig. 102). Again the difference between the ideal

and realistic matchings is small (except for the efficiency).

Summary and Next Plan
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Figure 100: Upper: Residuals of r<^-impact parameter (measured — generated) for

reconstructed tracks in 300 BB events for the case where CDC tracks are matched

with corresponding true SVD hits. Lower: Same as the upper figure but for the case

where SVD hits are matched by the matching program described in the text.
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B°B°(B0 -* J/i>{-> l+r)Ks;B° -* X) events for the ideal matching. Lower: Same
as the upper figure but for the realistic matching.
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We developed a program to associate tracks found in CDC with hits on SVD and

to perform track fits to fully reconstruct helix parameters in the combined CDC+SVD

system in the full-GEANT-simulator. Using the program, we studied effects of fake

clusters on SVD due to multi-tracks and electronic noise, on impact parameter and

vertex resolutions. We found no significant degradation in the resolutions.

The beam b.g. event generator and simulator for the TDR IR geometry are under

development [5]. In the next step, we plan to study effects of beam b.g. on the matching

or impact parameter and vertex resolutions.

We think that the narrow gap between the sub-layers is effective in rejecting fake

hits/track-vectors. We pain to study it also quantitatively.
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Appendix C:

The readout-strip width in KLM detector
BELLE note No. 109, Jan 30, 1996

One of the recommendation by the Lepton Collider Program Advisory Committee

(LCPAC) during the review of the BELLE Technical Design Report in February 1995

was that we study effects of the readout-strip width of KLM detector on the perfor-

mance of KL and muon detections. In the TDR design, the readout-strip widths for <f>

and 6 of both barrel and endcap were set to typically 5 cm wide, which gave a sufficient

segmentation for providing an adequate detection efficiency and angular resolution for

KL and adequate detection efficiency for muon with a good pion rejection, and yet the

total number of readout channels is within a mageneable level of 36,000.

We used a GEANT 3.21 and FLUKA simulation package and studied the behavior

of KL, muon, and pion of 1.8 GeV/c. In this study we assumed that both <f> and $

strips in the barrel have the same width, even though the actual detector has the (f>

strips of varying width due to a towered structure. We expect this does not cause any

significant effect in the outcome of this study.

The strip width was varied from 2 cm to 30 cm. The number of hits in the KLM

that we can detect should be a function of the strip width. As the width becomes wider,

we expect to detect less number of hits. We also expect less number of KLM hits when

the KL interacts inside the Csl. These behaviours are clearly seen in Figure 103.

Detection We calculated the detection efficiency and angular resolution of 1.8 GeV/c

generated at 9 — 90° and uniformly distributed in <f>. In this analysis, the selec-

tion of KL and the determination of the angular direction were done in the following

criteria.

1. Find a KLM hit cluster.

• For each cathode hit in KLM, define a cone of ±20° around the line con-

necting the hit and the interaction point, and count the number of KLM

hits within the cone. Here we regard 6- and ̂ -cathode hits as independent

hits.

• Repeat the above process for all KLM hits, and choose the cone with the

largest number of hits. If that is 4 or more, we define it as a KL cluster.
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Figure 103: Number of KLM hits as the strip width is varied. Left is when the KL

interacted after reaching the KLM. Right is when KL interacted inside the Csl.

2. We calculate the total energy deposit in Csl crystals that are located inside the

cone in order to determine if the KL interacted inside the Csl (Ecai > 0.16 GeV)

or it interacted after reaching the KLM (Ecai < 0.16 GeV).

3. Determine the angular direction of the above two cases separately.

• For Ecsi > 0.16 GeV, we determine the KL angle from an energy-weighted

Csl locations.

• For Ecsi < 0.16 GeV, we determine the KL angle by taking an averaged

location of all the KLM hits.

Even though we have not fully optimized the cut parameters of the above algorithm,

we can observe how the detection performance depends on the readout strip-width by

repeating the analysis using this criteria for different strip width. Dependence of the

KL detection efficiency on the strip width is shown in Figure 104. There is a slight

improvement in the KL detection efficiency as the strip width is made narrower for

both Ecsi < 0.16 GeV and Ecsi > 0.16 GeV cases. However the improvement is too

small to justify changing from the present 5 cm-width to 2 cm-width.

The difference between the generated and detected KL angles is shown in Figure 105

for the case of 4 cm-strip width.

The angular resolution was determined by fitting these distributions to single gaus-

sians. The results are shown in Figure 106. The resolution for the case where the KL

interacts in the KLM slowly deteriorate from <r =~22 mrad ~35 mrad as the strip
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Figure 104: KL detection efficiency as a, function of the strip width.

width is varied from 2 cm to 30 cm. The resolution, of course, does not depend on the

strip width in the the case the KL interacts inside the Csl, becuase the KL angle is

determined from the Csl alone in this case.

Muon Detection We calculated the muon detection efficiency and pion fake rate

by generating muon and pion of 1.8 GeV/c at 9 — 90° and uniformly distributed in <f>.

Muons were detected by the following criteria.

• Find tracks from KLM hits by requiring hits in at least 14 out of 15 KLM layers.

• Check if the KLM track is within the 95% multiple scattering cone around the

extrapolated direction of any CDC track. If this is the case, we define the track

as muon.

• Determine the muon angle from CDC tracking.

The ir fake rate was determined using the same criteria as fi detection, Results are

given in Figure 107 and Figure 108. Both muon detection efficiency and fake rate have

very little dependence on the choice of the strip width.
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Conclusion Performance of the KLM as a muon detector is insensitive to the choice

of the strip width. The 5-cm width provides good muon detection efficiency and good

pion fake rejection. A slight improvement in the KL detection efficiency is possible as

the strip width is made narrower for both Ecsi < 0.16 GeV and Ecsi > 0.16 GeV

cases. However the improvement is too small to justify changing from the present

5 cm-width to 2 cm-width. Requirement on the KL angular resolution is comfortablly

met by the 5-cm strip width.
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Figure 105: Difference between the generated and detected Kj_, angles, in 6 (left) and

in 4> (right) for the case of 4 cm-strip width. Top is for Ecsi < 0.16 GeV. Bottome is

for Ecsi > 0.16 GeV.
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as a function of the strip width.

Figure 108: Pion fake rate as a function

of the strip width.
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